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November Affirmation
Happiness

Our Father, our God, in my 
own consciousness let me find 

happiness in the love of Thee, for 
the love I bear toward my fellow 
man. Let my life, my words, my 
deeds, bring the joy and happiness 
of the Lord in Jesus to each I meet 
day by day.     (262-106)

December Affirmation
Spirit

Father, God, in Thy mercy, in 
Thy love, be Thou with us 

now. For we know and we speak 
of Thy love. And help us then to 
put away, for the hour, the cares 
of this life; that we may know 
in truth that the Spirit and the 
Lamb say, “Come.” Let them that 
hear also say, “Come.” Let all  
that will, come and drink of the 
water of life.                 (262-113)

Every weekday the A.R.E. staff meditates from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. (E.T.). We invite you to observe this special time with us, 
focusing on these affirmations from A Search for God, Book II, used in the Search for God Study Group program. To find a Study 

Group near you or to order a FREE DVD to help start your own, call 800-333-4499 or email studygroups@EdgarCayce.org.

October Affirmation
Wisdom

Our Father, our God, may the 
light of Thy wisdom, of Thy 

strength, of Thy power, guide—as 
we would apply ourselves in Thy 
service for others. In His name  
we seek.                       (262-102)

Join the A.R.E. Staff in Meditation

GET INVOLVED! Join our international prayer list, request prayer for yourself or a loved 
one, become a pray-er for those in need, host a prayer healing group in your area, or 
simply request our booklet: Guidelines of Prayer and Meditation for Help and Healing.

A.R.E. Prayer and Meditation Services  
215 67th Street, Virginia Beach, VA 23451  
800-333-4499  
prayer@EdgarCayce.org  
EdgarCayce.org/prayer

mailto:studygroups%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Venture%20Inward
mailto:prayer%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Venture%20Inward
http://www.EdgarCayce.org/prayer
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Creating Communities 

KEVIN J. TODESCHI
Executive Director and CEO

letters testify to the value of the Camp community, such as: 
“I spent at least half my summers every year I was a teenager 
at A.R.E. Camp. My time there dramatically shaped who I 
am as a person, giving me the ability to quickly see the value 
in people, connect with them on a deep level, and build a 
love-based bond with them, which I use all the time in both 
my family life and my personal life.” (More information is 
available at: EdgarCayce.org/camp.)

Our two schools (Atlantic University and the Cayce/Reilly 
School of Massotherapy) are different in many respects (e.g., 
A.U. is online, whereas the massage school is residential; 
A.U. is a graduate level program open to all, whereas the 
massage school is a proprietary school open to those specifi-
cally interested in a curriculum in massage and wellness). But 
where they are similar is the fact that each has very effectively 
created community among its participants in Virginia Beach, 
throughout the United States and in dozens of countries 
throughout the world! One Atlantic University student 
described what he had gained from the program, as follows: 
“The most significant growth I have seen has been related 
to my understanding of where I fit in with this universe, and 
how I can better serve humanity and fulfill my purpose in 
life.” (More information about the schools is available at: 
CayceReilly.edu and AtlanticUniv.edu.)

Of all the communities that this work helps to create and 
foster, perhaps the most common participatory community 
is the A Search for God study group program. Study groups 
have come a long way since the first group gathering of 
Norfolk #1 back in 1931 and today encompass not only in-
person group meetings all over the world but online groups, 
email groups and even ASFG study group eGroups. (More 
information about these opportunities can be found at: 
EdgarCayce.org/studygroups.) 

If you are looking to learn, connect with people, and 
transform your life, there are many vehicles of community 
that exist within the Edgar Cayce work. Getting involved 
with one of the many A.R.E. communities is now easier 
than ever! Simply go to EdgarCayce.org/getinvolved to see 
just some of those which are available to you—Facebook, 
Pinterest, YouTube, Twitter, Google+, Reflections Radio, 
and much more.

Why not try one for yourself? 

EdgarCayce.org4   

For countless individu-
als, the Edgar Cayce work 
provides two major thrusts 

that remain a source of lifelong 
inspiration and encouragement. 
Simply stated, those thrusts are 
“education” and “community.” 

The educational component becomes evident in the readings 
themselves, as well as in our ongoing publications, confer-
ences, courses, e-materials, etc. In fact, the readings themselves 
stated that this work was primarily educational in nature. 
(254-42) The community aspect is manifest in many, many 
ways as individuals of “like mind” gather to explore and 
experience much of what this work has to offer. This creates 
innumerable opportunities for people to come together in 
discussion groups, in outreach, in fellowship, in inspiration, in 
volunteer and learning opportunities—the list goes on and on.

For some, that community is the gathering of like-minded 
individuals at an annual retreat, or the camaraderie of being 
a regular attendee at an annual Field Conference. Others find 
their special “Cayce community” by being part of a group 
of volunteers in a Region, or an Area Team, or as a Board 
Member Trustee of the Cayce organizations. Some find the 
community of the Glad Helpers Healing Prayer Group as 
a means of not only bringing people with similar interests 
together but also creating a vehicle for spiritual dedication 
and service. 

There are also special communities created within 
Atlantic University—among both faculty and students—as 
well as the closeness that develops for students during two 
semesters of hands-on training at the Cayce/Reilly® School 
of Massotherapy. Many A.R.E. members throughout the 
country highlight their involvement in a weekly study group 
meeting and the importance of these longstanding relation-
ships as being among their most meaningful communities. 
And of course, there is a special lifelong connection (and a 
family atmosphere) that exists in the Blue Ridge Mountains 
among the special community we call A.R.E. Camp—a com-
munity that has been ongoing for more than 50 years! 

A.R.E. Camp is oft-heralded as the place where you can go 
to get away from the cares of the world. At Camp everyone 
is truly accepted for who they are and the “Cayce lifestyle” 
(music, meditation, exercise, play, diet, joy, inspiration, 
laughter, crafts, and fun) is uniquely presented in a way that 
brings participants back year after year. So many grateful 



We WANT youR LeTTeRS!
Please send your letters to: Editor, 
Venture Inward, 215 67th Street, 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451-2061; or 
email: letters@EdgarCayce.org. Letters 
may be edited for length and clarity.
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To read more of your letters, go to 
EdgarCayce.org/members in the 
Venture Inward section.

October-December 2013

The Man Who CoMMuniCaTes WiTh Fish—
our oWn PaT Belisle 
Pat, A.R.E.’s Director of Development, and Sidney Kirkpat-
rick, author of Edgar Cayce: An American Prophet, came to 
visit me in Bokeelia, Florida, before we all had to travel to 
Miami. We were going there to view a model of the Cayce 

Aurascope with its 
builders Edward 
Brian, Gary Cohen, 
and Ruben Miller; 
and to hear Sidney 
speak in Deerfield 
Beach on Cayce’s 
history and the 
current applica-
tions of his science 
readings.

I had agreed to 
take Pat and Sidney 
fishing, little know-
ing of Pat’s ability 

to communicate with fish. So we set out in my boat and 
found a beautiful spot where the stream narrowed and we 
could see the fish swimming by. Sidney had no luck fishing 
with his lure so Pat offered to try it. He dropped his lure in 
the 3-foot-deep water and watched it sink to the bottom, 
where we could see a flounder, which immediately swam 
over and took Pat’s lure into its mouth! He reeled it in and 
we got it into the boat. 

We went home for lunch and returned to fish just before 
dark—a magical time to fish—with a friend who is a fishing 
guide. He brought some live bait for us to use—this is like 
strawberry shortcake for the Snook, a favorite Florida fish. 
We baited our hooks and Sidney hooked a nice Mangrove 
Snapper and Sea Trout. But then Pat hauled in a big beautiful 
Snook, re-baited his hook and caught another big beauti-
ful Snook! I caught nothing else and neither did Sidney. It 
began to rain, but we kept fishing. When our outboard motor 
wouldn’t start, Pat and Sidney had to paddle us home—hap-
py, singing sea chanties courtesy of Sidney! 

At the end of this magical day, I had to conclude that Pat 
has special talent with fishing as well as financial planning 
and fundraising.

—Richard Copeland 

GraTeFul 
To edGar 
CayCe
Thank you 
ever so much 
for my free 
book, Reflec-
tions of Gladness, [2-year 
membership premium] 
received today. What a pleas-
ant surprise! I can’t wait to 
settle in and start reading. 
I’m a retired R.N., 74 years 
young, and read many Edgar 
Cayce books in my youth. 
I am scheduled for cataract 
surgery and need to bring a 
book to read for the 3-hour 
recovery—excellent tim-
ing and the answer to my 
prayers as to what to read.

I ordered two copies of 
Dr. McGarey’s castor oil 
classic, The Oil That Heals, 
one for my son and his 
family and another for my 
family doctor who is very 
interested. I still have my 
original copy from years 
ago which I have referred to 
many times with success. 

God bless you all for 
continuing the teaching of 
Edgar Cayce—God’s mes-
senger. I’m sure his spirit is 
still amongst the believers! 
With eternal gratitude, 

—Dolly Bradt, Ontario, Canada

exCePTional PeT ColuMn 
Thank you for an exceptional article 
on such a complex subject (Apr-Jun ‘13, 
Holistic Pet care, “Internal Disharmony: The 
Yin-Yang Balance in Your Pets”).

I’ve just one small problem... I must have that yin-yang 
kitty illustration. Please tell me where I might be able to 
order it. 

—Sylvia Hathaway, email letter

Ed. Note: You can buy it at Shutterstock.com #110792324.

Thanks, Jerry lazarus 
I just watched Jerry Lazarus’s 
video, “Meeting the I Am—
Meditation,” in the online 
member section at EdgarCayce.
org/members. It is the best 
presentation I have ever 
heard! In fact, I am shar-
ing it with my A Search for 
God group and encouraging 
them to see it too, so we can 
discuss it. We have not done 
anything like this before, 
pretty much sticking to the 
ASFG books. I love Jerry’s 
articles in Venture Inward... 
his is the first one I always 
read. A simple thank you! 

—Joan Slemenda, email letter 

really enJoyed 
TeMPle BeauTiFul
Really enjoyed John Van 
Auken’s article “Your Temple 
Beautiful” in the Jul-Sep issue. 
John has a way of explain-
ing difficult ideas in a way I 
can understand them, and he 
has excellent insights into the 
readings. 

There was one quote in 
particular I liked: “In the 
present there may be gained 
within self the raising within 
self that consciousness of the 
at-onement with the spiritual 
forces that may revivify, re-
generate, arouse that of health 
and happiness even under 
adverse conditions in material-
ity.” (618-3) This quote helped 
me to understand something 
amazing, and that is how Nel-
son Mandela managed to stay 
so healthy in spite of being 
under such adverse conditions 
being imprisoned for so many 
years, and yet still going fairly 
well at the age of 95. I see a 
lot of similarities between 
the Temple of Sacrifice that 
John described, and life here 
in what Edgar Cayce called 
in one reading this “sin-sick 
world.” 

Following the example of 
Jesus, we need to learn obedi-
ence through those things that 
we suffer. We need to learn to 
“put off the old” and walk in 
the Spirit. Thanks John, for 
your insightful teaching. You 
seem to just get better and bet-
ter at what you do, which is 
I’m sure the way it should be. 

—Leslie Bonham, email letter

mailto:letters%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Venture%20Inward
http://www.EdgarCayce.org/members
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interact with us online on Facebook, youTube, Twitter, and 
Google+. Go to edgarCayce.org under “Follow us” for links.

NEW exclusive media, free to a.R.E. 
members, in the member-only section of 
our Web site, EdgarCayce.org/members

  We have added hours of audio and video to the 
exclusive online member section of our Web site. 

new video presentations include: 
• using and applying universal laws  

Featuring Peter Woodbury, MSW
The Cayce readings are filled with references to 
Universal Laws; learn just what they are and how 
you can apply them.

• our amazing soul life   
With John Van Auken

According to Edgar Cayce, our soul makes 
an incredible journey from birth to death 
to beyond and we never truly die. 

• meditation: meeting the ‘I am’   
Featuring Jerry Lazarus, MA

Improve and enhance your meditation 
with these inspirational ideas.

• Revolutionary self-Healing: Intuitive self Help    
Presented by Dr. Barbara Lane  

Utilize the knowledge and experience of your 
intuitive higher-self using the tools including 
visualization and affirmations. 

  From the archives: What I Believe    
An MP3 audio download based on the writing 
and lectures of Edgar Cayce. Written in 1935 to 
explain the nature of Mr. Cayce’s work, this audio 
file, recorded after Mr. Cayce’s death, includes the 
biographical facts of his life.

Unearthing the Treasures from the Vault 
A new mini-series available free to all from Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. 
and the Edgar Cayce Foundation online at EdgarCayce.org/vault    

  JOIN HOST Sidney Kirkpatrick, author of Edgar Cayce: An 
American Prophet, considered the definitive biography of Edgar 
Cayce, on a journey of discovery. Sidney, the only author ever given 
complete access to Edgar Cayce’s correspondence, even spent one 
night locked inside the Vault. 

In addition to touring the campus and the new home of ECF, we’ll 
see archive photographs and the earliest recorded readings; uncover 
Life Seals and Aura Charts; learn about the original Prayer Group 
readings; meet Charles Dillman, the first patient of the new Cayce 
Hospital; and read the Black Books that held the suggestions to put 
Mr. Cayce into trance. We’ll pull out inventions such as the Aurascope, 
used to see the aura and diagnose illness; the Violet Ray, for improved 
circulation; and even an Etheronic Device to harness the “Etheronic 
Forces”—it could be ‘tuned’ to read the Akashic Records which 
are recorded on the ether. 

eGroups
A.R.E.

Oct 9-Nov 5  Awaken the Shaman Within Henry Reed 

Oct 23-Nov 19
  Achieving Higher States of Consciousness  

NEW
 Using Ancient Egyptian Concepts  

 John Van Auken

Nov 7-Dec 4  Writing Your Past Lives Joanne DiMaggio

The ‘A Search for God’ eGroups with David McMillin will be 
offered again in 2014. Check online for details.

edgarCayce.org/egroups  
email: egroups@EdgarCayce.org; phone: 877-428-1512, ext. 7173

eGroups are perfect for people with 
busy schedules to stay connected. There 
are no specific times you “must” be 
online to participate. $119 per group.

Join the A.R.E. Staff in Meditation Online    
  EVERY WEEKDAY the A.R.E. staff meditates from 

12 noon to 12:30 p.m. (E.T.). We invite you to observe 
this special time with us, focusing on the affirmations from 
A Search for God (see inside front cover). We have even found 
a way to share our view of the ocean from our meditation room 
in Virginia Beach! Join us weekdays at EdgarCayce.org/webcam. 

Live Streaming/On Demand Online Conference Options
  NEw produCt liNE of conference courses to download 
for a fee: 

• Ancient Mysteries Conference: Experience a day from this 
annual event, live and On Demand, beginning Oct 11! 
Presentations from John Van Auken, Donald B. Carroll,  
and Giorgio Tsoukalos will be available as individual 
lectures or as a full day of programming

• reincarnation (Mp3 format): three-part course features 
talks by Charles Thomas Cayce, PhD, and John Van Auken

• raising the inner light: practices for Expanding 
Consciousness (On Demand video): John Van Auken’s 
keynote address opening the 82nd Annual Members 
Congress in Virginia Beach; 90 minutes

Visit EdgarCayce.org/online to learn more.

http://www.EdgarCayce.org
http://www.facebook.com/edgarcayce
http://www.youtube.com/edgarcaycetv
http://www.twitter.com/edgarcayceare
http://www.EdgarCayce.org/members
http://plus.google.com/%2Bedgarcayce
http://www.pinterest.com/edgarcayce
http://www.edgarcayce.org/vault
http://www.edgarcayce.org/are/egroups.aspx
mailto:egroups%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Egroups
http://www.edgarcayce.org/webcam/
http://www.edgarcayce.org/online/
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dung beetles follow the Milky Way 
for orientation
Perhaps the early Egyptian fascination with the dung beetle or 
scarab was based on more than just the theme of death and 
resurrection attributed by experts. Not only does a dung beetle 
use light from the sun and moon to roll their dung-balls in a 
straight path, scientists from South Africa and Sweden have 
published new findings that these beetles actually use the 
Milky Way galaxy to navigate, according to a report in Scientific 
American. 

Although their eyes are too weak to distinguish individual 
constellations, it seems that the beetles use a gradient of light 
provided by the Milky Way to ensure they keep rolling their balls in 
a straight line. When researchers gave the beetles 18 bright “stars” 
to navigate by, beetles were not able to navigate a straight path as 
well as when they used a band of light that represented the Milky 
Way. The team also discovered that the beetles climb on top of 
their dung balls to perform an orientation “dance” during which 

they locate light sources to use for orientation.
A few other animals use stars for orientation, 

but the dung beetle is the first animal proven to 
use the galaxy.

underwater forest discovered 
in the Gulf of Mexico
Scuba divers have discovered a 
primeval underwater forest off 
the coast of Alabama. The Bald 
Cypress forest was buried under 
ocean sediments which protected 
it from oxygen for more than 
50,000 years, until it was uncovered, 
likely by Hurricane Katrina in 2005. 
According to Ben Raines, a diver and 
the executive director of the nonprofit Weeks 
Bay Foundation, the forest contains trees so 
well-preserved that when cut, they still smell like 
Cypress sap. The site is several miles from the coast 
of Mobile, Ala., at a depth of about 60 feet (18 
meters) below the Gulf of Mexico.

Grant Harley, a dendrochronologist (someone 
who studies tree rings) at the University of 
Southern Mississippi with geographer Kristine 
DeLong of Louisiana State University, created 
a sonar map of the area and analyzed two tree 
samples. The trees were carbon-dated to the 
Wisconsin Glacial period, 52,000 years ago, when 
sea levels were much lower than they are today. 
Since Bald Cypress trees can live for 1,000 years, 
future studies may reveal thousands of years of 
climate history for the region.

Maybe we all are one? The London Telegraph reports that researchers 
at Sweden’s University of Gothenburg have found that choir members 
experience a synchronization of the heartbeat, resulting in a calming 
effect on the mind and body—health benefits similar to yoga.

“Song is a form of regular, controlled breathing, since breathing out 
occurs on the song phrases and inhaling takes place between these,” Dr. 
Björn Vickhoff, who led the study, told the paper. He added, “It gives you 
pretty much the same effect as yoga breathing. It helps you relax, and 
there are indications that it does provide a heart benefit.”

Of course, the study could not make a direct comparison of the overall 
physical benefits of yoga compared with 
singing. After all, there are a variety of 

yoga practices, many of which 
place an equal if not greater 
focus on physical development, 
as they do on breathing or 
meditative exercises.

singing may be just as healthy as yoga

Could the Great Pyramid 
have been built using song, 
as indicated in a reading 
(2462-2) given by Edgar 
Cayce for an architect in 
1941? He said, “…in the 
building of the pyramids…
these were put together 
by song. This the entity 
learned—as he did the 
chants upon the river.”

While scientists have 
been able to use the 
power of sound to levitate 
small items for decades, 
researchers have now 
figured out how to move 
objects around in midair, 
according to a new study 
published in the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of 
Sciences. 

A research team at 
ETH Zurich, a science and 

technology university in 
Switzerland, was able to 
levitate a wooden toothpick 
while rotating it and moving 
it forward and backward 
using a levitation device 
that looks something like a 
chessboard with each square 
emitting its own sound. 
These advances in acoustic 
levitation may one day allow 
for transportation of larger 
objects. 

using sound to levitate and move 
objects

science is discovering why eating dirt, as suggested by Edgar 
Cayce, may be good for you. An article, “Microbes: The Trillions of Creatures 
Governing Your Health,” from Smithsonian Magazine explains how microbial 
life—bacteria, fungi, and viruses—in and around the body is essential to 
wellness. See Women’s Wellness on p. 19.

October-December 2013



Astrolocality Map and Relocation Chart 

RayE MaThiS, MSW, LSW, has been 
an astrological counselor for over 40 
years. a former a.R.E. board member, 
she currently serves on the faculty of 
atlantic University where she mentors 
an online course, “Spiritual Crisis.” Call 
800-428-1512 for information.

once a promising area 

has been located using 

the astrolocality map 

and the personal visit, 

then you calculate 

a relocation chart 

to explore the exact 

astrological influences 

for the chosen area.
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n 1924, Edgar Cayce gave a reading 
that seemed to suggest it would be 

helpful for a person to move to a different 
location from his/her birthplace.

In the present forces we find, with the 
adverse influences that come to this entity in 
the present sphere, one who will exercise its 
influence better in the country far to the South 
and West from where it was born. (8-1)

Astrology also recognizes that the influences 
of the birth chart may change when you move 
to a different place from where you were born. 

To explore this process, you 
would begin by calculating an 
Astrolocality Map: a map of a 
country or the world that shows 
how the planets in your birth 
chart change their relationships 
to the angles (cusps of the 1st, 
4th, 7th, and 10th houses), 
especially the ascendant (1st) 
and mid-heaven (10th) across the 
area being examined. 

The astrolocality map is helpful if you are 
flexible regarding where to move. Perhaps you 
want better influences for your career...or your 
love life is lacking and you want to see if there 
is somewhere that would offer better career or 
relationship influences. Using an astrolocality 
map you can get an overview of possible areas. 
Once you decide on a few promising areas you 
might take a trip to these places and be vigilant 
about your feelings and intuition while there. 
How does it feel? What events transpire while 
visiting there? Is it an enjoyable or unpleasant 
trip? Once a promising area has been located 
using the astrolocality map and the personal 
visit, then you calculate a Relocation Chart 
to explore the exact astrological influences for 
the chosen area.

A relocation chart is calculated in the same 
way as your birth chart with one exception: 
you use the latitude and longitude of the new 
location instead of the latitude and longitude 
of your birthplace. You do not change your 
birth time or time zone or anything else—only 
latitude and longitude. Although the planets 
do not change degree or sign in the relocation 
chart, the cusps of the houses do change. 
Therefore the planets may be located in 
different houses from your birth chart.

 A relocation chart can be used as a secondary 
birth chart. Since the only thing that changes 
from the birth chart are the cusps of the 
houses, it is interesting to follow transits and 
progressions over these cusps—especially the 
angles. Transits and progressions to the natal 
planets will be effective no matter where you 
live since these do not change their degree or 
sign in a relocation chart.

A classic example of a relocation chart is 
the one done for John F. Kennedy for Dallas, 
Texas. Because the mid-heaven (10th house 

cusp) changed from his birth chart, 
the planet Pluto became conjunct 

to the Dallas relocation chart’s 
mid-heaven. Pluto represents 
transformation—usually not 
a literal death—but certainly 
a death and rebirth situation. 
Of course you know what 

happened to Kennedy in Dallas. 
It is interesting that he was warned 

about that trip by an astrologer/psychic, 
the late Jeanne Dixon. 

A few years ago I had a client who wanted 
to move someplace where his career would 
flourish. We first studied the astrolocality map 
and found a location that looked good for 
his career but the relocation chart indicated it 
was not good for relationships. At that point 
he was more concerned about his career so he 
moved to that location. His career flourished 
immediately after moving, but he laments 
that he has not been able to make a solid 
relationship in all these years. 

No place is ever perfect for every area of life 
and sometimes the place where you are living 
now is the best place for you. 

On the other hand, regarding a location for 
Edgar Cayce’s work, the readings suggested:

 ... the better place to establish such an 
Institute would be near large bodies of water, 
preferably on the East coast at or near Virginia 
Beach, Va. (254-6)

The relocation chart does not over-ride the 
birth chart, but as the Cayce readings suggest, 
it is possible you might exercise your influence 
better in a different location.   

*an astrolocality chart (Locations Report, stock #8018) may 
be ordered from aRECatalog.com or by calling 800-333-4499. 

http://www.arecatalog.com
http://www.arecatalog.com
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oneness and love
People who have near-death experiences 

(NDEs) come back to life with a desire to 
love more. I have never heard of an NDE 
where the individual comes to understand 
that they should work more or make more 
money. On our deepest soul levels, we are 
incarnate to work out our relationship 
issues. The key is and always has been: 
oneness. Not two-ness. Not three-ness. 
Oneness. Cayce advised that we study one-
ness not for an hour, not for a day, not even 
for a month, but for at least six months! In 
his own life readings, his essential five life-
times had all been about bringing oneness 
into manifestation on the earth. All is one. 
We are our brothers’ and sisters’ keepers. 

By PETER  wOODBURy, MSw 

have been a psychotherapist focusing on couple therapy 
for more than 20 years. I have also been a student of Edgar 
Cayce about as long. In addition, I have been conducting past-
life regressions for about 10 years. These have all given me a 
richer understanding of what we call chemistry and karma. 
I have coined the term karmystry to highlight the deeper 
connection of chemistry—what attracts us to someone; and 
karma—the unconscious soul memory that drives our attrac-
tions. In addition, we all have seen how the field of science 
has come into an overlay with religion and spirituality. I see a 
similar overlay with the field of psychology and the realm of 
metaphysics. I perceive a “karmic mathematics” that under-
lies our relational patterns. Once you can understand where 
someone has come from relationally, and what that person is 
dealing with currently, it is a short step toward deciphering 
what the soul is seeking for its growth.

I

that essentially all sin is selfishness! (262-
114) As far as relationships go, when we 
act selfishly with another person/soul, we 
have created the necessity of that action to 
be corrected. It is my view that oftentimes 
great healing souls are partly meeting their 
own selfishness. Cayce was clear that Jesus 
had not been perfect in His past lives in the 
earth. Cayce made it clear that He died on 
the cross not just for our selfishness, but 
also for His own. Jesus had been Joshua, 
and Joshua killed many people. It is my 
view, and the view of others, that He healed 
as Jesus, the souls He had killed as Joshua 
(oftentimes in the same locations).

We know that Cayce had a lifetime as 
a ne’er-do-well named James Bainbridge. 

We are, in fact, our brothers and sisters.
The opposite of a oneness mind is self-

ishness. Selfishness is rooted in the idea of 
separateness—me and mine, and you and 
yours. The earth and body consciousness 
tends to foster the experience of separate-
ness. Oneness is spiritual truth and spiritual 
law. Cayce said that when Jesus asked, 
“Who is my mother, my brother, my sis-
ter?” that He was demonstrating the Law 
of Oneness. And when a law is broken, 
consequences must be met.

Actions and Consequences
Since the beginning of our involution 

into the earth, we have been meeting the 
consequences for our actions. Cayce said 
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Bainbridge was psychic, like Cayce, but 
without the benefit of a guiding spiritual 
ideal. He used his psychic ability to become 
a riverboat gambler. Knowing everyone’s 
cards made gambling successful and easy. 
He also used his psychic ability to seduce 
many women. He was told that in that 
life his consciousness fell because of his 
selfishness. It was the direct cause of why 
he needed to go into trance/unconscious-
ness, as Edgar Cayce, to access his full 
psychic ability. Since he had misused it as 
Bainbridge, it was taken from his conscious 
control as a karmic consequence. As Jesus 
taught, “if your eye causes you to stumble, 
pluck it out!” (Matt. 18:9) In this case it was 
his psychic gift that had caused him to sin 
or act selfishly.

We all know of Mr. Cayce’s legacy of self-
lessness and of helping others. But it is my 
opinion that he was meeting his karma in 
his healing. I believe that many of the souls 
he healed as Edgar Cayce were the same 
souls he had injured as James Bainbridge. It 
may be part of all great healers’ experiences 
that they are meeting their own karma and 
even going beyond it.

Karmic Math
Let me show you some examples of 

“karmic math” and how it works. I will 
use the Cayce soul group as the example. 
Let’s look at the life of RaTa. We know that 
RaTa had instituted the practice of marital 
monogamy and that he eventually violated 
his own law. He was married, had an extra-
marital relationship with a dancer, and they 
had a daughter. The soul of Gertrude had 
been the dancer and Gladys Davis had been 
the daughter. The King of Egypt at that time 
had been in love with the dancer and ad-
dressed the problem by banishing RaTa and 
the dancer, and keeping their daughter, who 
eventually died of a broken heart. The King 
reincarnated as Hugh Lynn Cayce. We can 
see that this period was a veritable karma 
factory! So looking at the karmic math, let’s 
see how it adds up. RaTa is reincarnated as 
Edgar Cayce. The dancer reincarnates as 
his wife. The lost daughter reincarnates as 
Gladys. And the King comes in once again, 
as Hugh Lynn. Karmic math teaches us that 
someone with a temper problem has had a 
previous lifetime as a ruler. When you are 

a king, queen, or despot, people “hop to it” 
when you make a demand. Your need for 
patience is low. Karmic law necessitates that 
you operate under the law of oneness, so 
you will need to experience less power so 
as to correct the selfishness. Poor little Hugh 
Lynn must have tried to banish his parents 
when he got upset, as many young children 
do. But he had to learn to better work with 
anger and learn patience.

We reincarnate to face issues again, with 
the hopes that we overcome the tempta-
tions and face down the challenges. RaTa 
had faced a temptation with the dancer and 
he succumbed. In his life as Edgar Cayce, 
he had a strong temptation with his twin 
soul, Gladys. Sidney Kirkpatrick dedicated 
a fair amount of his biography of Edgar 
Cayce looking into the complexities of that 
relationship. There were readings given 
looking into the possibility of their having 
a relationship. But if he had consummated 
that relationship, he would have fallen to 
the same temptation he had as RaTa. It is 
my belief, and that of Mr. Kirkpatrick as 
well, that he overcame that temptation and 
corrected that error from his past. 

On the other side of this is the soul of 
Gertrude Cayce. She had been the dancer. 
She knew that RaTa was married and had 
instituted the law of monogamy. But she 
also succumbed to temptation because a 
group, wishing to be rid of the priest, forced 
Gertrude (then-Isris) to seduce the priest by 
threatening her people with harm. So as 
Gertrude Cayce she had to bear witness ev-
ery day to the sparks between her husband 
and Gladys. This was her karma. She needed 
to grow in compassion for RaTa’s wife. 

Hugh Lynn’s twin soul was his mother, 
Gertrude. As the King in Egypt, he had 
allowed his passions for Gertrude to influ-
ence his better judgment. His banishment of 
RaTa and the dancer, and his holding their 
daughter hostage, was a selfish act that hurt 
many. It divided the country, to the detri-
ment of the consciousness and well-being 
of the people. In his life as Hugh Lynn, he 
had to learn to manage his passions. Earlier, 
I highlighted how he had to learn to manage 
his power and control issues and learn to 
work through these matters. 

In Hugh Lynn’s biography, About My 
Father’s Business, by A. Robert Smith, he 

honestly talks about his passionate feelings 
for his mother. He speaks of how at his big 
school dances, he wanted to dance all night 
with his mother and not his date! But un-
derstanding karmic math, we can guess the 
past-life underpinnings of passions like this. 
Hugh Lynn and Gertrude had not always 
been son and mother. But we need to treat 
each other, as Jesus taught, as mothers and 
brothers. So just as Edgar Cayce was learn-
ing to manage his feelings in regard to the 
much younger Gladys and treat her like a 
daughter, so was Hugh Lynn having to learn 
to manage his emotions and treat Gertrude 
like a mother.

This is why the karmic math of families 
can be so intense. Complicated past-life 
relationships end up in family groups. We 
have not always been family and we cer-
tainly have not always treated each other 
that way. But our soul purpose in the earth 
plane is to learn to treat each other like 
family—to treat each other selflessly. And 
as Cayce often stressed in his readings, and 
I paraphrase 262-108: “Unless you can see 
in those that dislike you, that despitefully 
use you, what you would worship in your 
God, can you know happiness?” 

It is my hope that by appreciating karma, 
“karmystry,” and karmic math, that we 
can all begin to accept the challenges set 
before us as vitally purposeful and integral 
to our progression as souls returning to the 
consciousness of God—the consciousness 
of Oneness.   

We reincarnate to face issues again, with the hopes that 
we overcome the temptations and face down the challenges.

http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences
http://www.edgarcayce.org/tours
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filing folder will do. Then I’ll take the next step.
Another thing I’m learning is to be brutally 

honest with myself. I’m seeing my lame excuses 
for not moving forward as the dodges they are. 
I’m not proud of it, but I am slowly getting 
conscious of the creative ways I find to get out 
of doing what I have chosen to do.

• It’s too hot and humid to do anything!
• I’m too tired!
• I need a snack!
• Something else needs my attention!
Actually, I need to get focused and handle 

the matter at hand. Didn’t Jesus, in my dream, 
promise to help me? Why do I chicken out? I 
know that Jesus’ help is available to me at every 
juncture. Why can’t I remember that and act 
accordingly? 

Chelsea and I went through boxes and boxes 
of jewelry. Believe it or not that was a big chore. 
I buy very few pieces of jewelry on my own. 
Most of the jewelry I own has been given to 
me by loving friends and relatives. How can I 
possibly give away a loving gift? Well, I learned 
that I can. Chelsea and I went through every 
necklace, every pair of earrings, every pin and 
bracelet. I still have plenty to make me feel beau-
tiful. Ditto with my clothing. I’ve been through 
only one box and four drawers, but I’m feeling 
lighter by the day.

Where does my will power and determina-
tion go at times? I know I can do what I put 
my mind to do, because I did it when I was 10 
years old. I remember waking up at five o’clock 
in the morning for years. I would climb a tree 
to be filled with the beauty of God’s creation, 
just breathing in the fresh air and becoming as 
one with nature as possible. Then I would make 
breakfast for my dad and me. Next I would put 
a scowling Beethoven on the piano rack and 
pretend that he was my teacher, instead of my 
gentle mother. I would then practice the piano 
for an hour before going to school. So I’ve 
been disciplined before, and I can do it again. 
No doubt you, too, will recall a time when you 
were very responsible, and will begin to trust 
yourself again. 

As we all “clean house,” all we have to do 
is remember Edgar Cayce’s eloquent advice: 
“Keep thine feet on the earth, but thine head, 
thine soul, thine mind, [attuned] to the whisper-
ings of God.” (440-14)   

My New Mantra—“Do it Now!”

no doubt you, too, will 

recall a time when you 

were very responsible, 

and will begin to trust 

yourself again.

am very happy to report that I have 
made progress on my “spring house-

cleaning” goals mentioned in my last 
column. I have made steady headway 
on several fronts.

First, I have an easy chair in my boudoir that 
I used to throw my clothes on as I got ready for 
bed. I told myself that I would take care of them 
in the morning when I had more energy.

Sometimes that pile got so high that I could no 
longer see the chair. Now that rarely happens.

I either hang up my clothes as soon as I take 
them off or I toss them into the clothes hamper. 
No more procrastinating on that score. I’m get-
ting used to a new mantra—”Do it now, tired 
or not!” I’m one little step closer to order and 
simplicity.

Second, in the same way, I have begun to 
stop procrastinating with handling paper items. 
Now I process pieces of mail immediately; go 
through my purchase slips and keep or toss; put 
directions to someone’s house or their phone 
numbers right into my phone directory; and put 
notes about meetings and dates to remember 
directly onto my calendar.

So, I’m making progress with my “Do it 
now!” motto. I have to say, that with just these 
small steps, I feel lighter, l feel grateful, and even 
have moments of joy to see it working as well 
as it does.

Third, I’m finding that thought habits and 
action habits that need changing. I need to be 
bolder and more determined. For instance, my 
granddaughter Chelsea gave me her old iPhone 
when she got a new one. I love it, but I’m very 
cautious. While she checks her email and phone 
calls regularly, I haven’t acquired that habit yet. 
What a difference it makes to grow up with 
the newest communications technology. I can 
remember a phone that had three numbers (ours 
was 495) and when you picked up the receiver 
you always got an operator who would connect 
you with whomever you asked to talk to. The 
iPhone makes me feel like a baby learning to 
walk and talk. It’s a whole new language and 
new finger coordination. But I’m determined to 
learn. Actually, I’m seeing the time it saves once 
you know the ropes.

So I’m practicing not putting things off until 
tomorrow. I’m also seeing how important it is to 
have a place for everything. Right now a box or 
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By L iNDA CAPUTi , RN

A Daily Choice

S
ocheata, my daughter-in-law, died December 
15, 2012, five years after first being diagnosed 
with advanced breast cancer. By the time the 
cancer was found, it had already attached itself 
to her chest wall and spread to the lymph nodes. 

Her doctors insisted her prognosis wasn’t 
good unless she had radiation treatments and a mastectomy 
followed by chemotherapy. But she refused. Instead Socheata 
flew to Mexico to consult with the doctors at the Bio-Medical 
Center otherwise known as the Hoxsey clinic. The clinic recom-
mended that Socheata follow their protocol and have a simple 
mastectomy, which she agreed reluctantly was necessary. 

Even before being able to locate a doctor in the U.S. who 
would perform the surgery, a feat in itself, Socheata started 
on the clinic’s herbal tonic (similar to what Cayce advised), a 
healthy diet and supplements, and soon was back to her healthy, 
energetic self. 

At first, she was very diligent about the diet. She avoided 
sugar, white flour, processed and fried foods, alcohol, vinegar, 
and tomatoes (the last three, the clinic explained, interfered with 
the tonic). But after a couple of years of this routine and perfect 
lab reports, Socheata felt she was completely healed and, un-
beknownst to me, decided to stop everything. This was despite 
the clinic explaining that five years was the usual length of time 
required to make sure conditions had stabilized. Even then a 
healthy, alkalizing diet was the basic foundation to maintain 
balance and well-being.

Socheata was one of many people, in the last 10 years, with 
whom I had shared the clinic’s approach to reversing cancer. But 
she was also one of many people who, after going into remission 
on this healing protocol, chose to discontinue it.

This isn’t to say that the Hoxsey treatment works for everyone 
who uses it correctly. It doesn’t. The clinic claims about an 80% 
success rate but that isn’t the point either. Other alternative/
complementary approaches (Essiac Tea, Macrobiotics, Gerson 
therapy, intravenous Vit. C, protocel, flaxseed oil, and cottage 
cheese, etc.) have worked for many; but why when they do work, 

do people abandon them? What was it that made it too difficult 
for these individuals to be consistent with a healthy routine?

I’ve spoken with at least six people, including Socheata, who 
used the Hoxsey approach and fall into this category. Originally 
I would have guessed that the time and expense of traveling to 
Mexico for the tonic would be the deterrent, but I learned dif-
ferently. For most, dietary restrictions were the primary issue.

One woman, who had surgery for metastatic ovarian cancer 
but refused further conventional medicine, used the Hoxsey 
protocol and happily watched as all her markers came down. 
However after a while she found the diet too difficult and 
resumed her old ways of eating. Within a year her markers went 
back up. She’s currently trying other alternatives.

Another woman, who used the traditional wisdom of conven-
tional medicine (radiation, mastectomy, and chemo) in treating 
the cancer in her right breast, successfully used the Hoxsey ap-
proach when the cancer reoccurred in her other breast without 
any conventional intervention. Yet, because of the diet, she chose 
to stop after a couple of years. The cancer came back once more 
but she resumed the protocol and it seems to be working again.

One man with prostate cancer found his health returning 
and his PSA levels dropping on the clinic’s protocol. But after 
all that, he still chose to have his prostate removed and return to 
his old ways because, as he told me, the suspense of not knowing 
when and if the cancer would return was “killing him”… and 
he missed his evening glass of wine too much. Now, despite 
enduring all the side effects a man can have from this type of 
surgery, he is content.

Another man, a physician with prostate cancer, did well ini-
tially, but found the diet too difficult to follow as well as having 
a poor reaction to the tonic—his thyroid stopped functioning 
on its own.

And one other man with Hodgkin’s lymphoma did extraordi-
narily well. He even wrote a book about his experience and the 
clinic’s help, but thought he alone could keep enjoying his wine 
without it neutralizing the tonic and couldn’t. He died recently.

All of these people, in the beginning, were elated to find they 

Choosing to 
Live—
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had reversed the course of their disease. Life was sweet, but 
maybe not sweet enough. After a while “keeping on, keeping 
on,” as Cayce put it, was too much of a challenge and they chose 
to stop what had worked for them.

Why? Why do we resist necessary changes that are needed for 
our healing—whether it’s our diet, lifestyle, or attitude? Even 
after they’ve worked!!! Are we so addicted to poor habits that 
we can’t see how we kill ourselves? Do we think our life will 
be joyless if we must forgo our cigarette, doughnut, alcohol, or 
“successful” stress-filled career?

…I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing: 
therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live. 
(Deut. 30:19)

Underneath it all, it seems to come down to the issue of 
“will”—the Father’s or our own—and whose “will” will we 
choose to follow. Are we praying and listening for Guidance from 
within or are we trying to figure it out ourselves, getting other 
people’s opinions or statistics, worrying, becoming anxious, etc.? 
It’s our choice—but, certainly over time, we must be able to see 
where our choices lead us, and change them if need be.

Last week, early Saturday morning, I had a wonderful sur-
prise at work. In walked a woman with a big smile on her face. 
“Remember me?” she asked.

I smiled back, not immediately remembering the circumstanc-
es but remembering her. And then it dawned on me, this was 
a woman I had met at the library a year-and-a-half ago—with 
stage 4 lung cancer. Tears came to my eyes.

She looked good and with little coaxing proceeded to tell me 
about her healing.

“I’m cured! I had my last PET scan two weeks ago, and the 
cancer is completely gone. I just had to tell you.”

She explained that at its worst, it had spread to both of her 
lungs, thyroid, and hip. She had first tried chemotherapy but 
after only one session and an extremely poor reaction, she knew 
that wasn’t for her. Radiation wasn’t an option because of the 
extent of the metastasis. So she had come to the library the year 
before to see what she might find. 

After borrowing the book, Outsmart your Cancer: Alternative 
Non-Toxic Treatments That Work, she read about ‘protocel,’ a 
liquid that can be simply ordered and implemented at home. 
Its only constraints were that it had to be taken 4-6 times a 
day around the clock, and certain common supplements, like 
vitamins C and E, and fish oil could neutralize it and needed to 
be avoided. Naturally sugar was also to be avoided because it 
feeds any cancer.

There were a number of testimonials in the book and on the 
author’s Web site (outsmartyourcancer.com) about the success 
people had had using protocel and other regimens, for a variety 
of cancers. But she was drawn to protocel, in particular, and 
started using it right away. 

The past year had been very difficult for this woman between 
financial difficulties and the loss of a loved one. On top of all 
that, she had just recently learned that the company she worked 
for as a dietician was being bought by another company and 
she would be losing her full-time position. But she had been 
undeterred, and persisted, and continued with the protocel 
regimen despite these major setbacks.

I was engrossed in her story and enjoyed the early quietness in 
the library, when a man walked in and came up to the front desk 
to return a book. The woman waited patiently as he apologized 
for returning it so late and took out his wallet to pay the late 
fees. I looked down to see the book’s title and was startled to 
find it was the same one the woman had previously borrowed, 
Outsmart your Cancer! 

I held the book up for the woman to see and we smiled know-
ingly at each other. 

Curious, I turned back to the man and asked if he had found 
the book helpful. 

He explained that he was working with a doctor to design a 
new building for his practice, and had borrowed the book, not 
because he knew anyone with cancer, but because he thought this 
doctor was open-minded and would be interested in seeing it.

At that point, it only made sense to introduce him to the 
woman standing there since she was a living testimony to the 

“There’S alwayS hope— 
where There iS life  
There iS hope.” (601-30)  
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effectiveness of one of the treatments men-
tioned in the book. As you would expect, he 
was delighted to meet her and they began 
talking about her success. He suggested 
that she get in touch with the doctor he 
was working with, and gave her his contact 
information. He also mentioned that the 
second floor of the new building was going 
to be devoted to a cafeteria in addition to 
nutritional counseling and education—and 
here she was looking for a new job!
————————————

There’s a story about a man on top of his 
roof because of a rising flood. A boat comes 
by and offers him a ride but he turns them 
away saying, “God is going to save me.” 
Time passes. The water continues to rise, 
as a raft floats by. Again he is offered a ride 
to safety and again he turns them away, 
saying, “God is going to save me.” Finally 
a helicopter flies overhead, and drops a 
ladder for him to grab onto. And again he 
refuses, saying, “God is going to save me.” 
Eventually drowning, the man reaches 
heaven. Face to face with God, the man asks 
his Creator, “Why didn’t you save me?” 
God smiles and looks him in the eye, “But 
I sent you a boat, a raft and a helicopter!” 

What is the moral of the story? God’s 
help might come in ways we didn’t, at 
first, anticipate—but ask—it might still be 
helpful. So pray, listen for guidance, and be 
persistent. Choose life!   

—Many thanks to Roger Bloom, Bill henderson, and 
Tanya Pierce for bringing to light the many other choices 
we have in dealing with cancer. Their books, Cancer 
Medicine from nature (second edition): The herbal Cancer 
Formulas of Edgar Cayce and harry hoxsey by Roger 
Bloom, Cancer-Free: your Guide to Gentle, non-toxic 
healing (4th edition), how to Cure almost any Cancer at 
home for $5.15 a day by Bill henderson, and outsmart 
your Cancer: alternative non-Toxic Treatments That Work 
(second edition) by Tanya Pierce are a godsend.
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staff at the A.R.E. Library, 
and has been involved with 
the Cayce material for the 
last 25 years. She has re-
searched, compiled, and 
updated many of the Cir-
culating Files on both medi-
cal and non-medical top-
ics, and is the author of the 

book Epilepsy—Jody’s Journey: An Inspiring True 
Story of Healing with the Edgar Cayce Remedies. 
Her article on muscular dystrophy is available in 
the Venture Inward archives at EdgarCayce.org/
members or at cayce.com/caputi.htm.

(Q) What is the disease known as cancer? 
(A) …there are many varied kinds of cancer. 

Nineteen—as we find—variations or formations, exter-
nally, internally, stony, and the variations that arise from 
glandular or organic disturbance, or infectious forces 
that arise from bruises or from all the having a variation 
according to that portion of the system or its cycle in 
which the affectation takes place. (1242-6)

(Q) Is this condition cancer or ulcer? Please explain 
the difference if possible.

(A) …this is more of a sarcomatous nature in its reac-
tion—or cancerous; and the activities are such that they 
are of the nature as to grow within themselves.

Ulcer is rather that of flesh being proud, or becoming 
infectious; while cancer is that which lives upon the 
cellular force by the growth itself. (1375-4)

(Q) Is the body subject to cancer?
(A) The body is not subject to cancer, [if it will] see 

itself eliminating properly for the correction of the 
pressures and disorders that have, and that do make 
in the present, a tendency towards those improper 
eliminations—see? (4515-1) 

…We would take first in the system these properties:
Tincture Wild Cherry Bark................1/2 ounce,
Tincture Valdalia [Stillingia] ............1/2 ounce,
Tincture Yellow Dock Root ...............1/2 ounce,
Tincture of Poke Root .......................1/2 ounce,
Tincture of Burdock Root .................1/2 ounce,
Iodide Potassium .......................... 3/4 ounces.
Sufficient simple syrup to make ......6 ounces.

[GD’s note at end of reading: See pp. 45-46 of YOU 
DON’T HAVE TO DIE, The Amazing Story of the Hoxsey 
Cancer-Treatment, by Harry M. Hoxsey, N.D. (Milestone 
Books, 1956), listing all of the above prescription ingre-
dients as basic medication by Hoxsey “in all cases of 
cancer, internal and external.”] (4695-1, given 9/6/1924) 

…Those conditions as are prenatal in their effect, 
through the activity of forces made manifest in 
a physical body, are beginning to become in the 
manner of producing within the system an element 
as of its own resuscitation, living upon the life of 
the body-physical. That’s a very good description of 
cancer, isn’t it? for it is malignant in its nature, and has 
already attacked the mammary glands, and is going to 
be rather fast in its operation unless there are means 
taken as to check same. …we would use those of the 
medicated ash, with the fume bath, where those of 
the salts—Epsom Salts—are used. This is to produce 
that condition where the capillary eliminations are 
increased. The dose of the medicated ash should be 
at least an eighth grain in at least a tablespoonful or 
quarter glass of water three times each day. Keep the 
body quiet.

Feed all the food that is of a nourishing nature, but 
not from meats. Those of cereals, fruits, vegetables, 
and such—or principally of the nature that are the 
foods of the hare, the foods of the beef—these are 
destructive forces to such as may be seen in the condi-
tion attacking system… (2457-4) 

(Q) Will complete recovery be possible?
(A) Be possible—but this will be determined better 

by the reactions in the system, for remember we are 
dealing with life forces within themselves, or that 
which lives upon human tissue—cancer! (5585-1) 

—The A.R.E. Press offers some excellent health and 
healing advice from the readings, applicable in our 
modern times. Edgar Cayce’s Quick & Easy Remedies, by 
Elaine Hruska; Edgar Cayce Handbook for Health Through 
Drugless Therapy, by Harold J. Reilly and Ruth Brod; 
Edgar Cayce’s Everyday Health, by Carol Baraff; Edgar 
Cayce’s Keys to Health, by Eric Mein, MD; and many more, 
available at ARECatalog.com or 800-333-4499. Our Web 
site, EdgarCayce.org, includes The Edgar Cayce Health 
Database, an encyclopedia of useful information.

About cancer from the Cayce readings

[Ed. Note: ReVitamune™ is a new product developed by Baar based on the above formula from reading 4695-1 for a patient with cancer. Baar also carries a 
Hoxsey product, made with a different formula.]
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n today’s mainstream under-
standing of restoring health, it is 

mostly the physical health that is consid-
ered. The restoration of the best possible 
anatomical or physiological functioning 

is sought through the use of different therapies, 
manipulation, medication, surgery, and more. 
In an extended sense though, the question is: 
whether to heal the physical with the mental-
spiritual or through the physical means.

When asked, 
…how I can realize my desire for healing 

to come without physical remedies. Is it pos-
sible for me to demonstrate this?” the source 
answered, 

Anyone may demonstrate that which is re-
ally desired, if the entity is willing to pay the 
price of same! 

As we have indicated so oft, when there 
are disturbances in the physical that are of a 
physical nature, these need to be tended to or 
treated, or application made, through physical 
means. There is as much of God in the physi-
cal as there is in the spiritual or mental, for it 
should be one! But it was as necessary, when 
the Master demonstrated, to use that needed 
in the bodies of individuals as curative forces 
as it was in the mental. To some He gave, “Thy 
sins be forgiven thee.” To others He applied 
clay. To others they were dipped in water. To 
others, they must show themselves to the priest, 
offering that as had been the mental and the 
material law. 

These are one. understand them as one, 
yet do not attempt, at all times, to heal with 
word when mechanical or other means are 
necessary to attune some disturbed portion 
with the mental and the spiritual forces of the 
body. (69-5)

A patient of mine, coming in for a consulta-
tion along with his wife, desired to discuss his 
health situation and nutritional options at this 
point. He had been in pain for quite a while 
before seeking medical care. Studies and tests 
were performed which led to a diagnosis of a 
stage four cancer with metastasis. The couple 
believed that the Lord would heal and provide 
for everything, and they were not sure about 
following through with the recommended 
medical care. 

Healing on All Levels
We decided to think and pray about it for 

the weekend and meet again at the beginning 
of the following week. Getting together the 
following Monday, the couple had decided to 
follow through with the medical care and pray, 
ask for prayers at church, and pray for guid-
ance for the therapeutic regimen. They told me 
that they would see the Lord himself when a 
doctor entered the room to talk to them and 
administer treatments. 

Even though the path they are going to walk 
is not easy, requiring courage, endurance, and 
faith, the latter is the key ingredient to allow 
both of them to have hope and irrespective of 
the outcome, knowing that all is well. Before 
they left, we all held hands and prayed in-
tensely, and in the end, we jointly prayed “as 
in all things, Thy will be done.”

In another reading, the source emphasized: 
“Know ye This, A Physical Body is in 

Vibration with all Exterior Forces in the 
universe.” In the material plane are properties 
that in their vibration may aid body to gain 
that enacted in the physical body. Even as the 
clay and spittal brought healing to Bartemius. 
[Gd’s note: Bartimaeus - Mark 10:46]

(Q) Was the healing in the clay, or in the de-
sire of divine made manifest, that the vibration 
might be brought to full force in the material 
world, the material forces so used as to act 
with the divine. 

(A) Then in the particular condition with the 
body here, if you want a concrete application…
use same with blessings as sought by self in 
bringing divine application. Then do not laud 
self…give Him the praise. (137-129)

A couple of weeks ago I got a phone call 
from someone having been admitted to a 
local hospital with acute leukemia. When I 
visited her, intravenous chemotherapy was 
administered. She said that before the nurse 
connected the medication to the tube in her 
arm, she held the bag in her hands, praying 
that it might be filled with the love and light 
and healing of the Giver of all life, and that it 
would do in her body exactly what is supposed 
to do. With tears in her eyes, the woman said 
she just knows that all is well, no matter where 
this journey may be taking her. We held hands 
and silently prayed.   

Though the path is 

not easy, requiring 

courage, endurance, 

and faith, the latter is 

the key ingredient to 

give us hope.

PETER SChoEB, dC, CMT, is a 
chiropractor and a massage therapist 
who trained with dr. harold Reilly in 
massage and holistic therapies as 
found in the Edgar Cayce readings. he 
has taught at the Cayce/Reilly® School 
of Massotherapy for over six years, and 
is an international speaker and teacher 
in Cayce-based health and wellness. 
he is now a consultant at the a.R.E. 
health Center and Spa (EdgarCayce.
org/spa) in virginia Beach. 

http://www.edgarcayce.org/spa
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From Tokyo to New York they put together 
the programs, update the mailing lists, host 
the study groups, and generate interest in 
what we do. At Virginia Beach headquar-
ters they are often the men and women who 
greet visitors at the front desk, check out 
and re-shelve library books, tend the medi-
tation garden, field calls on the Helpline, 
and make possible our Prison Program, 
Glad Helpers, Prayer Services, and make up 

The CayCe–house 
ConneCTion

the Boards of Trustees. They’re quick, with 
a smile, to point you in the right direction, 
and answer a question, yet rarely share 
with visitors what has called them to a life 
of service.

One volunteer who greeted my wife 
Nancy and me when we first visited head-
quarters was Caroline House Freeman8, a 
quiet and unassuming woman with a wide, 
welcoming smile. It was impossible to guess 

her age, which is something that’s true of 
so many of our staff and volunteers. They 
invariably possess a youthful persona and 
complexion. Maybe it’s because they’ve 
been practicing the Cayce1 exercises, follow 
the health advice, or simply give so much 
of themselves in service to others. The one 
thing we knew without a doubt was that 
Caroline had a deep knowledge of the 
Cayce work. She referred to Edgar as if 
she had known him personally, and could 
quote, at length, from the readings. A full 

By S iDNEy D. K iRKPATRiCK

The Family 
ConneCTion

Volunteers are the engine that drives the A.R.E.

The Story of Caroline House Freeman
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Dr. House and the family’s physician were 
certain would kill the child. Against all 
medical advice, and convinced that a divine 
spirit spoke through Edgar, Carrie herself 
administered the drug. 

The “miracle,” as Carrie and her husband 
would forever describe little Tommy’s re-
covery, changed all of their lives. Edgar had 
proven the life-saving potential of the read-
ings. Gertrude would find the courage to have 
a reading herself, and would conduct nearly 
all her husband’s future readings. Carrie 
would become the first nurse at the Cayce 
hospital in Virginia Beach, and Dr. Thomas 
House would be its chief physician. Tommy 
House Jr. would grow healthy and strong, 
marry school teacher doris Anderson6, 
and at great personal expense, would drive 
hundreds of miles to deliver readings and 
medical equipment to patients unable to 
come to Virginia Beach. Collectively, the ex-
tended House family would receive over 90 
readings. Ten of these readings were given to 
Doris and Tommy’s daughter, Caroline, born 
on September 27, 1939. 

unlike her father, Caroline House 
arrived into the world weighing over nine 
pounds. As Tommy wrote in a letter to 
Edgar, “Getting her here was something 
of an ordeal for all concerned, especially 
Doris.” Caroline received her first read-
ing when she was six days old, consisting 
primarily of dietary advice for newborns. 
Doris was to put a drop or two of castor 
oil, Glyco-Thymoline®, and lime water into 
Caroline’s baby formula. An emergency 
medical reading was given a year later 
when the rambunctious child—all hands 
and feet—pulled a pot of boiling water 
off the stove and scalded her face and 
stomach. Physicians feared for the worst. 
Cayce, in trance, provided much the same 
recommendations that had helped both his 

decade elapsed before Nancy and I discov-
ered that she had actually known Edgar and 
Gertrude, and that her intimate knowledge 
of the work came not only from studying 
readings given to her parents and grandpar-
ents, but readings she herself had received.

of all the “Cayce babies,” as 
Edgar’s secretary Gladys Davis referred to 
the children who had received trance advice, 
Caroline had a pedigree that reached back 
before the readings had come into exis-
tence. Her grandmother, Carrie Salter3, had 
briefly taught “Eddie” when he attended 
the Beverly Academy in rural Kentucky, and 
had heard him recite, verbatim, a 110-page 
speech he had “slept” on the night before. 
Carrie had later welcomed Edgar into her 
family’s Hopkinsville home, where he fell 
in love with her cousin, Gertrude Evans2. 
Along with her own beau, the debonair dr. 
thomas House4, Carrie joined Edgar and 
Gertrude on double dates to nearby Pilot 
Rock, always accompanied by an elderly 
chaperone. They also attended one another’s 
weddings. More important to students 
of Cayce’s work, Caroline’s grandmother 
may have been the first woman to receive 
a reading. 

Edgar, in trance, told Carrie that she 
would give birth, something that her phy-
sician husband Thomas House said was 
physically impossible. Edgar said that the 
child would be male, and told her the date 
she would deliver, both of which proved 
correct. Most compelling of all was the 
reading Edgar subsequently gave to their 
child, three-month-old thomas House Jr.5, 
who was suffering from severe infantile 
spasms, nausea and vomiting. Weighing 
less than two pounds, Tommy Jr. was 
not expected to live out the month. The 
reading recommended that he be given an 
adult dose of pure belladonna, a drug that 

sons, Hugh Lynn and Edgar Evans, who 
had also suffered severe burns. Caroline’s 
wounds were to be cleansed with tannic 
acid, followed by Unguentine antiseptic and 
sweet Camphorated oil to prevent scarring 
as the tissue healed. Baby Caroline was left 
without a single blemish.

The reading of special interest to stu-
dents of the Cayce work was given when 
Caroline was 15 days old. A life-reading, 
2015-3, stated that she would be physically 
beautiful, highly intelligent, materially well 
off, would love Jesus and the Bible, and 
be very attracted to the opposite sex who, 
in turn, would be attracted to her. “Most 
everyone who meets or is acquainted with 
the entity,” the reading states, “will want 
to give… give… give.” Along with these 
details came the warning that unless proper 
parental guidance was provided the child, 
she would be difficult, temperamental, 
and would marry in her teenage years, 
which the reading stated would not be 
astrologically good if she were to pursue 
a career or vocation outside the home. 
The reading further stated that she would 
have compassion and an intense desire to 
care for underprivileged minorities, and be 
drawn to nursing. Wearing blue, especially 
blue gem stones, was highly recommended. 
This would be the color which would bring 
healing vibrations and better help her to 
coordinate the physical with the spiritual. 

Five previous incarnations were identi-
fied. The earliest was in Egypt, where she 
was a handmaiden in the Temple Beautiful, 
an experience Cayce said in which she 
aided women in their appreciation of 
themselves as worthy of freedom of speech 
and property ownership. Hence her good 
looks. Next came an incarnation in which 
she had been a nurse of mixed parentage in 
Persia, which is why she would have such 
an intense desire to care for children in dif-

The Story of Caroline House Freeman
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ficult circumstances. After that, she had an 
incarnation in biblical times when, on one 
occasion, she entertained Jesus while he was 
visiting the home of her employer. Hence her 
devotion to Christ and the Bible. She had 
next been in revolutionary France where, 
as Arabela, she had been a tavern-keeper’s 
daughter. Her most recent incarnation 
was that of Frances Willard, a much loved 

American educator, temper-
ance reformer, and women’s 
suffragist. Thanks to Willard 
and other early pioneer femi-
nists, women had obtained 
the right to vote.

Cayce biographer Tom 
Sugrue, who was visiting Virginia Beach 
when reading 2015-3 was given, jokingly 
told her proud father, Tommy House Jr., 
that he would rather parentally deal with 
Caroline’s stated challenges than with 
the more tumultuous ones outlined in the 
reading of his own daughter, who had been 
identified as Anne Boleyn in her previous 
incarnation.

Caroline was not shown her life reading 
until she was 16. This wasn’t necessarily be-
cause Tommy and Doris wanted to keep the 
information in the reading from her. Rather, 
they wanted her to be mature enough to 
understand and interpret it. They may 
have waited too long. That year—1957—
Caroline won the Miss Virginia Beach 
beauty pageant. She also married and was 
pregnant with the first of three children, all 
boys. Along with so many other aspects of 
her reading that proved prescient, she loved 
the Bible, invariably wore blue, and as she 
freely admitted to Gladys Davis, had to keep 
her temper in check as she was otherwise 
inclined to fly off the handle. She also had 
an inclination to care for young under-
privileged black children, something she had 
wanted to do in New York, but never did. 
Her marriage to david Freeman9, a promi-
nent businessman and the future owner of 
Virginia Beach’s Plaza Bakery, and her three 
active boys, made that impractical. Each 
time she had decided to pack the family up 
and leave, she found herself pregnant.

 
uncanny resemblances

The incarnations identified in her life 
reading were a subject that would engage 
Caroline for the rest of her life. What ini-
tially caught her attention was her name, 

Arabela, during her French incarnation. 
This was the same name Caroline had given 
to one of her favorite dolls (another was 
named Gertrude, after Mrs. Cayce, whom 
she had known in other incarnations). 
Caroline would discover so many other 
synchronicities in the years to come that, 
at age 31, she and Cayce scholar Jeffrey 
Furst launched an intensive investigation 
which became the subject of The Return 
of Frances Willard, a book which has been 
described as the single most convincing 
evidence of reincarnation in the Cayce files.

Furst would discover that Caroline 
Freeman and Frances Willard, born exactly 
100 years and a day apart, had a strong 
physical resemblance and uncanny likeness 
in disposition. 

As a young child, Caroline had demand-
ed to accompany her parents to the voting 
booth, just as Frances Willard championed 
that women as well as men would one day 
do. Young Caroline also loved nothing 
better than to climb atop a box and lecture 
whoever would listen, something that 
Frances did throughout her adult career. 
Caroline’s favorite hymn was “Rock of 
Ages,” which was Frances’ favorite hymn.

Adolescent Caroline had pestered her par-
ents to buy her a black 19th-century English 
bicycle, which was exactly the same model 
bicycle that Frances rode, despite the onus at 
the time that it was “morally and medically” 
wrong for women to ride bicycles. 

As an adult, Caroline covered her walls 
with Japanese watercolors that were 
identical to those she and Furst discov-
ered hanging in Frances Willard’s home 
in Oberlin, Ohio. Among many other life 
parallels, both were vegetarian, highly 
religious, and determined to one day be 
cremated. The most important difference 
was that Frances became a world-famous 
reformer and Caroline worked primarily 
at home. One wonders what may have 
happened had she not married so young, 
as the readings recommended. There’s no 
question, however, that she touched many 
lives, as most of us at the A.R.E. can attest. 

“I’m not Frances Willard,” Caroline 
told her friends. “I’m not here to relive her 
life. She just took a rest and came back to 
continue her work.”

Jeffrey Furst and her many friends be-
lieved there was more to Caroline’s latest 
incarnation than carrying Willard’s feminist 

ideal forward. Frances, who lived alone 
and spent much of her adult life traveling 
from one place to another, and desirous of 
a permanent home, had once been deeply in 
love with a mysterious suitor known only 
as “John.” Caroline met this mystery man 
in a hypnotic dream when she underwent 
a past-life regression in the 1970s. John 
was discovered to have been a handsome 
bearded Civil War soldier killed at the Battle 
of Bull Run, in Prince William County, 
Virginia. Whenever Caroline’s beloved 
husband David heard this story, he would 
stroke his thick beard softly, and smile. 
John and Frances had found one another as 
Caroline and David. Their marriage in their 
present incarnation, and desire to put down 
roots in one place, was destiny. David had 
fallen in love with her the first day he had 
seen her on the beach when he was working 
as a lifeguard, and told Caroline’s younger 
brother thomas House iii7, that he would 
be marrying her. No one could have pulled 
them apart, not for a second time. 

Caroline House Freeman, who died this 
past February at age 73, could easily have 
become one of the A.R.E.’s most popular 
presenters. She certainly had the credentials 
and life experience, and was a gifted speak-
er. Instead, she chose a lower-profile role as 
one of our volunteers, working behind the 
scenes in more subtle ways, giving truth to 
A.R.E.’s motto: “To make manifest the Love 
of God and Humankind through service.”

Caroline loved greatly, and was greatly 
loved.   

—Edgar Cayce’s a.R.E. provides members with a free 
voLUnTEER CaLL CEnTER for questions about topics 
or concepts from the Edgar Cayce readings. Send your 
question(s) via email to customerservice@edgarcayce.org 
or call 757-428-3588, ext 5211. hours are weekdays from 
10 a.m.- 4 p.m. Eastern Time.

aBouT THE auTHoR
SIdNEy d. KIRKPATRICK 
is an award-winning docu-
mentary filmmaker and 
best-selling author. His 
book, Edgar Cayce, an 
American Prophet, is the 
definitive biography of 
Edgar Cayce. The research 
and writing of this book 

took well over five years, and no other author has 
had such complete access to Edgar Cayce’s volu-
minous correspondence. He and his wife Nancy 
regularly host events at their Portage Inn Bed & 
Breakfast (PortageInn.ca) in Muskoka, Ontario.
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GLadyS TayLoR McGaREy, Md, 
Md(h), a pioneer in holistic medicine 
and study group member since 1957, 
uses Cayce concepts in her consulting 
practice in Scottsdale, arizona.

ast January my oldest brother 
who was in his 99th year of life died. 

John was raised in the jungles of north 
India where my parents took 
their medical work. I thought 

he knew everything. One of the big mysteries was 
that he knew the difference between clean dirt 
and dirty dirt. None of the rest of us could tell the 
difference, just John. This was very difficult for 
my parents who were physicians and knew the 
dangers of the dirt in India which involved not 
only bacterial infections but also parasitic infec-
tions. But this brother, when he would receive an 
injury, found “clean dirt” and would rub it into 
the wound and it always healed very, very well. 
When we asked him what the difference was, he 
couldn’t tell us—he would just say, “I just know 
which dirt is clean and which dirt is dirty.” It’s a 
mystery I have never been able to understand. Life 
is a mystery to be lived, not a problem to be solved.

However, in an article on microbes by Richard 
Conniff, in the May ‘13 issue of Smithsonian 
Magazine, Dr. Martin Blaser may have given us 
an answer, at least in part, to this mystery: 

“Over the past few years, advances in genetic 
technology have opened a window into the amaz-
ingly populous and powerful world of microbial 
life in and around the human body—the normal 
community of bacteria, fungi and viruses that 
makes up what scientists call the microbiome. It’s 
Big Science, involving vast international research 
partnerships, leading-edge DNA sequencing 
technology and datasets on a scale to make su-
percomputers cringe. It also promises the biggest 
turnaround in medical thinking in 150 years, 
replacing the single-minded focus on microbes 
as the enemy with a broader view that they are 
also our essential allies.”

What this article points out is that for at least 
100 years we have had an obsession with bacte-
ria. We have considered bacteria our enemy and 
our job to get rid of it. In fact, we are so clean 
we’re making ourselves sick. For years we have 
known that when we kill “bad” bacteria we also 
kill off the good bacteria in our gut, and we use 
probiotics in an attempt to correct this situa-
tion. This research indicates that there is a much 
greater problem associated with our constantly 
getting rid of bacteria.

We have become a culture of people at war 

The war on Bacteria: Clean Dirt vs. Dirty Dirt

We have considered 

bacteria our enemy and 

our job to get rid of it. 

In fact, we are so clean 

we’re making ourselves 

sick.

with diseases and bacteria. Even small children 
who have the first sign of an infection are put on 
an antibiotic. It is almost as if we have forgotten 
that we have an immune system which knows 
very well how to do its job if we give it a chance. 
Sometimes the fear that is created in our fight 
against the bacteria causes more harm than even 
the antibiotic can overcome. We don’t stop war 
by creating war any more than we can teach a 
child not to hit by hitting.

Dr. Blaser says, “For two or three generations 
we’ve been under the illusion that there is no long-
term cost of using antibiotics… But we can’t have 
something this powerful and change something 
as fundamental as our microbiome, at a critical 
time in development, and not have an effect.”

Along with the antibiotics, Blaser blames our 
obsession with cleanliness on use of antibacterial 
soaps and lotions. In addition, about 30 percent 
of American children are now born by Caesarian 
section. They start life without the microbiome 
they would normally have picked up passing 
through the mother’s birth canal, and some 
research suggests that this puts them at a disad-
vantage. Studies show that a diverse microbial 
community is essential to jump-start a baby’s 
immune system, establish a healthy digestive tract 
and even help shape the growing brain. Blaser 
doesn’t think it’s a coincidence that children 
now face an epidemic of medical disorders in 
all these areas, and that the surge tracks with an 
increase in Caesarian births and the introduction 
of powerful new antibiotics in the 1970s and ‘80s.

The concept of Living Medicine calls to mind: 
“Spirit is the life, mind is the builder and physi-
cal is the result.” When we realize that with our 
minds we can choose to bring the spirit into the 
physical so that life itself creates the harmony of 
healing, then true healing takes place. Life and 
love are the great healers no matter what healing 
modality we use and I suspect that that is what 
was at work with my brother’s “clean dirt.”

Edgar Cayce had a lot to say about working in 
harmony with nature. In reading 5747-1 he said, 
“For these that are called through their natural 
development may be given that in nature, in the 
beauties in nature, in those expressions that come 
through the study of same, that which will make 
for the abilities of the closer associations of an 
entity-mind, an entity-soul awakening…”   
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the New 
New Age: 
rediscovering 
the Cutting-Edge 
Qualities of the  
Edgar Cayce work
By LyNN SPARROw CHRiSTy

A
s the New Age movement 
picked up momentum during 
the last decades of the 20th 
century, Edgar Cayce began 
sounding pretty stodgy to 

many people. Seek a life of service; rout 
out tendencies toward selfishness in your 
patterns of thought and behavior; attend 
to your body’s health with careful nutrition, 
exercise, and other lifestyle choices; set an 
ideal that you can live by as you go about 
your normal life activities; form intentional 
groups to bolster your resolve and follow-
through; make a difference in your world; 
pray; meditate—none of these had quite 
the wow factor that seemed to fuel popular 
New Age culture. What about experiences 
in altered states of consciousness? What 
about great psychic attainments? What 
about contact with entities on higher 
planes? What about the power of stones 
and crystals? While the Cayce readings ad-
dress all of these things and more with great 
depth and considerable sophistication, they 
were often branded as beginners’ material 
simply because they do not emphasize the 
phenomenal aspect of the spiritual path. 

If we take the time to look, we will find 
that the Cayce material is at the cutting 
edge of some of the most important de-
velopments on the contemporary spiritual 
scene. For, even as the popular explosion of 
New Age interest in the late 20th century 
was drawing increasing criticism for its 

tendency toward somewhat narcissistic 
and magical thinking, other influences 
were growing up alongside it. Influences 
that took the best of the burgeoning spiri-
tual awakening and wedded it to science, 
philosophy, anthropology, and sociology. 
Influences that have now come together 
to form an expansive and promising 
spirituality for the 21st century that is 
both “integral” and “evolutionary” in the 
way it draws on upon diverse sources of 
knowledge and wisdom in order to engage 
creatively with an evolving cosmos, world, 
and human psyche—a new New Age that 
is all grown up in comparison to its late 
20th-century counterpart. And it turns out 
the Cayce work was there all along.

The integral movement
Going beyond the merely holistic, the 

integral movement combines the wisdom 
of the East and West and emphasizes 
the importance of both psychology and 
spirituality. It embraces all developmental 
stages of life as they are played out in indi-
viduals as well as the collective evolution 
of humanity. Integralism is interdisciplin-
ary, embracing the wider world of science, 
sociology, business, education, medicine, 
politics, economics, and art. According 
to integralism, interior dimensions of 
thought and intention co-evolve with the 
physical organism and so both must be 
attended to if we hope to reach the highest 

How often will people 
say that they got their 
start with Cayce but 
have now moved on 
to more “advanced” 
material? They may 
speak of Cayce with the 
fondness one might have 
for a favorite elementary 
school teacher, but their 
time and interest now 
goes to other sources 
of information. Yet, 
to take this view of 
the Cayce readings is 
like reading the Cliff’s 
Notes version of War 
and Peace and thinking 
you’ve gotten all there 
is to get out of it.
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levels of functioning, where the various 
“departments” of our lives—things like 
relationships, work, and self—are parts of 
an integrated whole. 

 The influence of integralism breaks the 
negative stereotypes of the 20th-century 
New Age to reach new levels of acceptance 
and respectability. For example, integral 
research has appeared in such diverse pub-
lications as: the Journal of Contemporary 
Criminal Justice, Journal of Organizational 
Change Management, Journal of 
Humanistic Psychology, The Journal of 
Transformative Education and The Journal 
of Futures Studies. Professor Huston Smith 
has hailed integral theory as bringing 
together Asian and Western psychology 
better than any other approach. Don Beck, 
a management consultant who is currently 
a Fellow at the George Gallup Institute 
at Princeton, along with Christopher 
Cowan, his co-author of the inte-
gral manifesto Spiral dynamics, 
were part of the discussions that 
eventually led to the end of apart-
heid in South Africa. Integral 
thinkers range from its seminal 
theorist, Ken Wilber, to popular 
figures such as Deepak Chopra to 
Harvard-associated developmen-
tal psychologist Robert Kegan to 
mathematical cosmologist Brian 
Swimme to Esalen co-founders 
Michael Murphy and George 
Leonard to systems theorist Ernest 
Laszlo to Matrix film writers 
Larry and Andy Wachowski. The 
international flavor of the integral world is 
evidenced by the thousands of participants 
from all over the world who are drawn to 
its numerous events in cyberspace.

This same expansive, multi-disciplinary 
approach is deep within the DNA of the 
Cayce readings. For there, too, we find a 
synthesis of the wisdom of the East and the 
West, and an integrated view of body, soul, 
self and the world we live in. The integral 
character of the Cayce material is also evi-
dent in the catalog of topics in the readings, 
for among them we find not only spiritual-
ity and health, but business, education, 
world affairs, economics, and community 
involvement. Nor are these subjects usually 
addressed as purely discrete aspects of hu-
man experience. The frequent interweaving 
of spiritual and practical concerns is most 
decidedly integral. For example, when a 

man asked for business advice in the middle 
of the Great Depression, his reading (78-4) 
gave him the business guidance he sought, 
but then added the admonition to take his 
attitude toward life and his relationships 
with others into consideration and to be a 
channel for the expression of an Ideal. 

And how is this for integral economics?
Q. Will it be possible to maintain a fair 

standard of living for our own people while 
helping to raise economic standards in other 
parts of the world?

A. Not only must it be possible, it must 
be done! if there will be any lasting peace! 
But it must begin in the hearts and minds 
of individuals. For it is as just given. As the 
vital cells of the body—when they have 
rebelled, and caused sufficient others to do 
likewise, destruction sets in. (3976-28)

This is typical of the readings’ integral 
treatment of practical matters in tandem 

with internal matters of ideals, intention, 
and openness of consciousness. 

Another hallmark of integral thinking is 
the championing of distinct strands of belief 
while honoring the universal truth from 
which they all flow. Many in the heyday 
of the 20th-century New Age expected the 
demise of distinct religions in favor of one 
amalgamated, generic spirituality. Yet the 
integral way is to create cooperative effort 
among those who are committed to specific 
spiritual paths rather than promote cafete-
ria-style picking and choosing that can too 
easily cater to our weak points and areas of 
personal blindness. And so we find conver-
sations in the integral community to include 
leaders from Buddhist, Roman Catholic, 
and Protestant Christianity, Jewish, Islamic, 
and Hindu traditions—alongside those 
who come from science, psychology, and 

business leadership backgrounds. 
This is exactly what Edgar Cayce recom-

mended: commitment to a specific path 
while honoring other paths and those who 
chose them, as exemplified in this reading: 

 Truth—whether in this or that schism or 
ism or cult—is of the One source. Are there 
not trees of oak, of ash, of pine? There are 
the needs of these for meeting this or that 
experience. Hast thou chosen any one of 
these to be the all in thine usages in thine 
own life? Then, all will fill their place. Find 
not fault with any, but rather show forth as 
to just how good a pine, or ash, or oak, or 
vine, thou art! (254-87) 

The evolutionary outlook
Like integralism, the “evolutionary” 

approach to spirituality promises to re-
shape the way we think about our place 
in this world. To appreciate its impact, it 

is important to recognize that 
evolutionary spirituality goes 
beyond the age-old concept of 
soul evolution, which casts the 
earth as the place where we come 
to learn lessons, grow, and work 
through our karma. From this 
perspective, the earth plane is 
often at best little more than the 
schoolhouse of the soul and at 
worst the prison of illusion that 
we seek to escape at the earliest 
possible time.

By contrast, from the evo-
lutionary perspective, the 
opportunity of incarnation has 

as much to do with the evolution of the 
cosmos as it does our own development. 
And most evolutionary thinkers point to 
human consciousness as the current frontier 
of evolution as it manifests here on earth. 
The Divine Source from which we arise has 
an irrepressible drive to create, and we are 
on the advancing edge of ongoing creation. 
Our primary role is that of co-creator and 
the theater of our creative operation is here, 
in this three-dimensional world of form.* 

Although evolution of life on this planet 
is often denied or at least downplayed by 
religious traditionalists whose eyes are on a 
heaven beyond this world; and even though 
it is often overlooked by those who see our 
presence in this world as imprisonment in 
illusion; it is not denied or overlooked in 
the Cayce legacy. Ongoing evolution from 
mineral to vegetable to animal to human to 

Deep within the Dna 
of the Cayce readings 
is a synthesis of the 
wisdom of the east 
and the West, an 

integrated view of 
body, mind, and soul.
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Join Lynn at Virginia Beach HQ on Dec 7 
for Christ and Christmas Today: 
Experiencing the Kingdom within. 
Visit EdgarCayce.org/conferences or  
call 800-333-4499.

aBouT THE auTHoR
Ly N N  S PA R R OW 
CHRISTy is a teacher, 
writer, Master Hypno-
therapist and hypnosis 
trainer, Neuro-Linguistic 
Programming (NLP) Prac-
titioner, and Life Coach, 
with a private practice in 
Virginia Beach. She is also 

the author of two previous books and numerous 
home-study courses based on the Cayce material, 
and has served as a Licensed Minister with the 
Christian Church (disciples of Christ). 

divine is addressed with fascinating subtlety 
in the readings, and always against the 
backdrop of our crucial role as co-creators 
with God. A closer look at the Cayce read-
ings on evolution and co-creatorship will 
make it clear that they have an important 
contribution to make to the evolutionary 
spirituality movement at a time when the 
stakes are high. As the human race faces 
mounting ecological crises, poverty, greed, 
oppression, and economic woes, we seems 
to be at a crossroads where we will either 
leap to a new level of approach to our prob-
lems or be inundated by them. But it’s not 
enough to merely embrace an evolutionary 
philosophy. What the evolving creation 
needs right now is participants—incarnate, 
awakened souls willing to dedicate their 
lives to what may be the greatest evolution-
ary advance since hominids first walked 
upright. And in the Cayce material we find 
practices that are aligned with some of the 
most evolution-conducive trends in the new 
New Age.

integral evolutionary Practices
MEditAtioN. From an evolutionary 
point of view, meditation for the purpose 
of personal peace and wellbeing is eclipsed 
by the need for meditation in service to the 
whole. When we meditate for ourselves 
alone, it is all too easy to skip it or give 
up entirely if we do not seem to be having 
the “right” kind of experience with it. But 
from the evolutionary perspective, medita-
tion is not optional, for it is indispensable 
to expansion of consciousness and it may 
well be our best shot at reaching a level of 
mind higher than that which created our 
collective challenges. Edgar Cayce’s char-
acterization of meditation as a necessary 
skill that must be learned just as we learned 
to walk and talk, implicitly addresses the 
practice, discipline, and patience a commit-
ted life of meditation requires. 

iNtEGrAl liFEStylE. Proponents 
of modern integral practice tell us that 
synergy arises from coordinated attention 
to the various aspects of life. When we 
simultaneously address health, spirituality, 
relationships and acts of service, for exam-
ple, results are enhanced across the board. 
Our meditation is improved with health 
and fitness efforts and vice versa; both 
have a synergistic effect with acts of service 

and the quality of our relationships; all to-
gether, they leverage overall development. 
According to integral and evolutionary 
thinkers, it is here, rather than in some of 
the “old” New Age’s more scintillating pur-
suits, that we find the cutting edge of human 
development in the 21st century. 

Students of the Cayce material will know 
that the readings have always encouraged 
such integral practice in recommending 
a “balanced lifestyle”—a juggling act of 
good diet, exercise, meditation, intellectual 
development, acts of service, civic responsi-
bility, involvement in spiritual community, 
to name just a few of the more prominent 
components. In this regard one of the Cayce 
work’s greatest contributions to integral-
ism is the ideals chart, which is an integral 
practice map par excellence. It sets a frame-
work for applying one’s deepest value and 
intention (the spiritual ideal) to disparate 
life areas. In focusing on mental ideals it 
further addresses the interior dimensions of 
life such as attitudes and emotions (“men-
tal ideals”) and then integrates them with 
the exterior aspects of experience through 
specific behaviors and practices (i.e., “physi-
cal ideals”). In short, Cayce ideals work 
engages body, mind, and spirit in the larger 
context of one’s personal life and place in 
the world—an integral vision if ever there 
was one.

Group worK. One of the hottest dis-
coveries of the “new” New Age is that small 
groups—where the contract is to leave ego 
(Cayce would call it “self”) at the door and 
participate for the sake of the group’s com-
mon aim—can become catalysts for higher 
intelligence and emerging unity conscious-
ness. In the words of Dr. Otto Scharmer, 
Senior Lecturer at MIT and core fac-
ulty member of the UN Leaders Program, 
“What’s new today in the world is that now 
the first and most accessible gateway into 
deeper spiritual experience is not individual 
meditation but group work. What happens 
is that, in quite a spontaneous way, you tap 
into this deeper process of awareness and 
consciousness as a group. And then, once 
you have done that, you can say, ‘Well, I 
want to sustain this quality in my own life, 
so therefore I will pick a practice or two 
to do on a day-to-day level.’ I think that 
for many people today, the collective is 
the most important teacher on this whole 

journey, because it allows us to explore a 
territory that is much less accessible, if at 
all, for individuals.”

In this enthusiastic statement, Scharmer 
could have been describing the intensive 
growth track to be found in Cayce’s A 
Search for God small group work. With 
their emphasis on coming together around 
shared ideals, group meditation, and com-
mitment to specific application practices 
(disciplines), A Search for God groups have 
been leveraging participants’ personal 
growth and contribution to the world for 
more than 80 years now. And as contempo-
rary experience outside the Cayce work is 
now discovering, this kind of roll-up-your-
sleeves-and-get-to-work group is a living 
experiment in collective evolution. 

Indeed, there is a new earnestness afoot 
in today’s version of alternative spiritual-
ity. The new New Age is all about putting 
self aside in order to serve the needs of an 
evolving humanity in an evolving cosmos. 
It is more about hard work than spiritual 
thrills. Its agenda calls us to reverence the 
creative impulse alive in the cosmos, and 
align our daily choices around that impulse. 
Sounds a lot like the spiritual path detailed 
in the Cayce legacy.   

*For a more detailed treatment of the history of evolu-
tionary thought in philosophy, science and spirituality, 
see Lynn’s previous article, “Evolutionary Spirituality and 
the Edgar Cayce Readings” in the oct-dec 2011 issue of 
venture inward p.15, and watch for her upcoming a.R.E. 
Press book, Beyond Soul Growth: awakening to the 
Evolutionary Call of the Cosmos, in January.

http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences
http://www.arecatalog.com
http://www.arecatalog.com
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doUG KnUEvEn, dvM, is the 
author of Stand By Me, a holistic 

handbook for 
animals, People, 
and the Lives They 
Share, available at 
aRECatalog.com 
or 800-333-4499, 
and holistic health 

Guide: natural Care for the Whole 
dog. For more information go to 
BeaveranimalClinic.com

My vet prescribed some probiotics 
for my dog with diarrhea. What’s 
all the fuss about probiotics lately?

A. Probiotics are live, intestinal 
microorganisms that are taken 
orally and trigger improved 

health of the recipient. In fact, these “good” 
bacteria have wide-ranging effects on the body.

There are 10 times more bacteria in our gas-
trointestinal (GI) tracts than there are cells in our 
bodies—some of them are good and some are 
harmful. It is scary to think that from a cellular 
perspective, we are more bacterial than we are 
human. For all of us, maintaining the balance of 
these organisms is important. This same principle 
holds true for our dogs and cats as well.  

Probiotics improve the function of the intes-
tine. That’s why probiotic supplements are often 
used to help pets with diarrhea. One way these 
microbes help the gut is by crowding out and 
inhibiting the growth of harmful bacteria. They 
also interact with the gut lining to help it ward 
off disease-causing germs. Studies show that 
probiotics can not only reduce diarrhea caused 
by bacteria, they can also improve the symptoms 
of inflammatory bowel disease, ulcerative colitis, 
and Crohn’s disease.

Probiotic bacteria also help the digestive 
process itself. Some of these microbes convert 
intestinal contents into B vitamins and vitamin 
K. They can digest food components that ani-
mals cannot and liberate otherwise unavailable 
nutrients. Some also release their own enzymes 
into the gut to help the body further digest and 
absorb food. 

Seventy percent of a pet’s immune system is in 
its gut. That makes the GI tract the largest organ 
of the immune system. There is an amazing in-
terplay between the microbes in the intestine and 
the systemic immune system. For example, one 
study showed that puppies taking probiotics re-
sponded better to their vaccinations than puppies 
that did not get the supplements. Another study 
demonstrated that when cats took probiotics 
the function of their white blood cells improved. 
Probiotics have been shown to aid with urinary 
tract infections, vaginal infections, respiratory 
infections, gingivitis, and allergic dermatitis as 
well as helping to decrease inflammation.

The Many Curative Benefits of Probiotics

In my experience, all pets 

can benefit from the 

addition of probiotics  

in their diets.

Besides improving the function of the intes-
tine and immune system, probiotics have other 
systemic effects. Research on mice found that 
skinny mice had different bacteria in their intes-
tines from their overweight relatives. When the 
scientists introduced the “skinny mouse bacteria” 
into the GI tracts of the fat mice, the chubby 
rodents lost weight. (Perhaps this concept will 
someday end the need for gastric bypass surgery). 
Probiotics have been shown to improve glucose 
tolerance, decrease high cholesterol, and benefit 
patients with liver disease, kidney disease, and 
pancreatitis.

So far I’ve been using the word “probiotic” as 
if there is only one kind and they’re all the same. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. There 
are many species of probiotic bacteria that we 
know of, and many strains within those species. 
There are sometimes hundreds of strains of any 
particular bacterial species and while certain 
strains are beneficial bugs, other strains of the 
same species can cause disease. Also, each strain 
of “good” bacteria can have vastly different ben-
eficial effects. Each of the studies regarding the 
health benefits of probiotics I referred to above 
involved different bacteria. It would be wrong to 
think that all probiotics have all of those health 
benefits.

I think the best source of probiotics for pets 
is fermented milk products. There is currently 
a raw goat’s milk product for pets made by the 
Answers Raw Pet Food Company. Raw goat’s 
milk naturally contains about 200 strains of 
lactic-acid bacteria, many of which are known 
to be great probiotics. 

In my experience, all pets can benefit from the 
addition of probiotics in their diets. This is espe-
cially true for animals that have taken antibiotics, 
since these drugs kill the good bacteria along with 
the bad. Many other medications, like corticoste-
roids, can throw off the intestinal balance too, 
as can stress, diet change, vaccinations, and the 
drinking of contaminated water. 

Even apparently healthy animals benefit from 
probiotics being provided in their diet on a regu-
lar basis. Most strains of probiotic bacteria do 
not survive for long in the GI tract, necessitating 
frequent dosing. Given the Cayce readings’ con-
cern for colon health, giving probiotics makes 
sense.   

Send your vet questions to  
Dr. Doug at letters@
EdgarCayce.org

http://www.arecatalog.com
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Channeling, 
Mediums, and the 

Superconscious

I would like to address the question of what a “medium,” or in 
my own case a “trance channel,” does, and how he or she does it.

By KEViN  RyERSON

I’d also like to share some of my experi-
ence with the phenomenon of channeling 
and discuss some of its implications for 
us as individuals, as a form of psychic, 
intuitive knowledge and what Dr. William 
Kautz [founder of the Center for Applied 
Intuition] calls direct knowing. Actually, 
the term trance medium has been around 
for a long time. It came into popular usage 
in the United States in the mid-1800s, with 
Andrew Jackson Davis, Daniel Douglas 
Hume, and Lenore Piper, who were all rec-
ognized mediums in those days. Subsequent 

investigations into spirit communication 
by academicians such as F. W. H. Myers, 
Edmund Gurney, and the noted American 
psychologist William James further popu-
larized this phenomenon, which in those 
days was more commonly known as 
spiritualism. Such investigations into spirit 
communication were essentially an attempt 
to design a model by which the rational-
ists of that day could view and interpret 
the phenomenon of the afterlife and other 
evidences of the spiritual nature of man.

The word medium is applied to in-

dividuals who bridge the physical and 
nonphysical worlds. A medium, or media-
tor, is one who negotiates between parties. 
A trance medium is someone who enters 
into what is alternately called an altered 
state, a trance state, or an ecstatic state to 
accomplish that form of communication. 
Toward the middle of this century, both 
Eileen Garrett and Arthur Ford practiced 
this classic form of mediumship, which at-
tempted to prove the survival of the human 
personality after death.

Traditionally, a trance medium brings 
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beings such as the entities John and Tom 
MacPherson, who have had numerous 
incarnations on the earth plane but are cur-
rently in the discarnate state. So, my trance 
channeling is directly related to the survival 
of the personality after death, and demon-
strates that discarnate entities who lived in 
the past can, and do, communicate with us 
and convey information that relates to our 
present society, particularly on the philo-
sophical levels. At the same time, the range 
of information that is channeled through 
shows a clear accessing of the supercon-
scious realms, reminiscent of Edgar Cayce. 

There are also individuals who are 

known as psychics. Psychic merely means 
“of the mind” or “of the soul.” A psychic 
accesses information in much the same 
way that a trance medium does, but rather 
than having the information “channeled 
through” by an independent entity, the 
psychic him/herself becomes the “medium” 
for the message. Jean Dixon was a classic 
example of a psychic. She derived most 
of her information through clairvoyance 
rather than spirit channeling.

Altered states 
Having provided some basic definitions, 

I’d like now to explore the actual mechanics 
of trance channeling. The best way to do this 
is to compare trance channeling to a radio 
broadcast. If two stations are competing for 
the same frequency on the radio, by slightly 
adjusting the dial we can tune down one 
vibration or channel and the other will come 
in more clearly. The personality named 
Kevin Ryerson is one vibration, channel, or 
frequency. By tuning down this particular 
frequency, other frequencies, such as Tom 
MacPherson and John, can speak through 
me. Spirit is able to access information 
telepathically, through a process of thought 
transference. All of us broadcast thoughts 
or energy through our human energy fields. 
These fields are generally referred to as the 
human aura. Just as we can turn on the TV 
and receive information broadcast from Los 

through a discarnate entity, or discar-
nate intelligence, who gives philosophical 
commentary. Trance “channels” such as 
Andrew Jackson Davis and Edgar Cayce 
gave knowledgeable discourse and an-
swered complex questions on a broad 
range of subjects, functioning more as 
information resources or data bases than 
as demonstrators of communication with 
the dead. They appeared to have an intui-
tive faculty that enabled them to discourse 
on a much broader range of topics than 
survival into the afterlife. This knowledge 
data base is what Dr. Kautz refers to as 
direct knowing.

trance channels, mediums, and 
psychics 

Edgar Cayce, probably the best-docu-
mented trance channel of the 20th century, 
had only an eighth-grade education and yet 
was able to accurately diagnose illnesses 
and outline complex medical treatments 
for a wide variety of physical diseases while 
he was in a trance state. He also gave intel-
ligent discourse on many academic subjects, 
including physics, ancient history, and 
archaeology, although he’d never studied 
or even read about them. Edgar Cayce’s 
contact was with his superconscious mind 
instead of with an independent entity, 
which clearly distinguishes him as a trance 
channel, rather than a medium. In fact, 
the term trance channel was introduced in 
order to distinguish between the latter form 
of channeling and the more traditional me-
diumship, which was intended primarily to 
demonstrate evidence of the afterlife.

A trance channel is simply a person who 
has developed the ability to set aside one 
level of consciousness and allow another 
level of consciousness to come through. 
I consider myself both a medium and a 
channel. Like a medium, my sources are 
discarnate intelligences, which are inde-
pendent of my own thought processes, 
but they give broad commentary on topics 
commonly associated with channeling. In 
other words, in outward form my channel-
ing parallels classical mediumship because 
the contact is with discarnate intelligence; 
but in content and subject matter, it is more 
like channeling.

The consciousness that I set aside when 
I go into trance is the personality named 
Kevin Ryerson. The other levels of con-
sciousness that come through are spirit 

Angeles, New York, or even by satellite from 
Japan or the Soviet Union, these entities are 
able telepathically to “view” the energy or 
thoughts that we broadcast and then reflect 
them back to us in the form of constructive 
insights.

If we believe that the human spirit can 
survive independently of the physical form, 
as the growing body of parapsychological 
evidence of telepathy and remote viewing 
suggests, all I really do is open myself up, 
or—not to mix metaphors—turn myself 
on, like a radio, for this consciousness to 
broadcast through me. This ability is, in 
itself, further evidence that the personality 
can survive the passing of the physical body. 
We broadcast and receive information all 
the time, although we are generally more 
open to receiving it during sleep, or in a 
hypnotic or trance like state. The human 
personality is able to survive death because 
we consist of energy, and energy can’t be 
destroyed. Thought patterns are simply en-
ergy that maintains the “frequency” of the 
human personality even after the physical 
body passes away.

These frequencies or vibrations, which 
we call Spirit, are available to me anytime 
I go into trance, because they “broadcast” 
twenty-four hours a day. For example, even 
when we are not listening to the radio, it 
is still broadcasting. By turning a knob or 
pushing a button, we can tune in to music, 
news, or a weather or traffic report any 
time of day or night. Spirit is available in 
this same way.

Spirit has said that we aren’t incarnate 
in the physical body; we’re incarnate in a 
human personality. This is a good principle 
to bear in mind. There’s nothing esoteric 
in our having the ability to hold on to our 
personalities after leaving our physical 
bodies. Our personalities dissolve and re-
emerge all the time, particularly when we 
sleep, daydream, and meditate. We have all 
had experiences with daydreaming, where 
we enter into a greater state of relaxation, 
clarity, and creativity. People with highly 
developed intuition—whether artists, scien-
tists, or businesspersons—are familiar with 
these mild altered states of consciousness. 
The insights that come in such moments are 
our perceptions of ourselves. Our personali-
ties start to re-form themselves. We often 
seem more mature, more “centered,” and 
think and behave differently from before. 
Just as we are no longer the child we once 

The human personality 
is able to survive death 
because we consist of 

energy, and energy  
can’t be destroyed.
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tant, expert intuitive, 
and trance channel, is 
well known in the field 
of parapsychology. 
He has offered numer-
ous seminars, retreats, 
and intensives. He 

authored Spirit Communication: The Soul’s 
Path (Bantam, 1989), a landmark book on the 
topic of channeling. 

were, even our adult personalities and 
perspectives continue to change. We 
embark on this path of evolution or 
transformation when we meditate or 
work with any other information that 
causes us to grow.

levels of Consciousness
There are several means of accessing 

the various altered states of conscious-
ness, the most common being sleep, 
hypnosis, and meditation. Edgar Cayce 
channeled through a sleep-like state. In 
fact, he was known by many as “the 
sleeping prophet.” Sleep is a natural 
channeling state. We tune in to our 
subconscious and superconscious 
dimensions when we sleep. Our sub-
conscious minds communicate with us in 
sleep through the symbolic language of 
dreams. People who are skilled in dream 
interpretation can read these symbols and 
gain information about themselves that 
they were not conscious of before. 

Trance channeling is much like medita-
tion or sleep. It is the ability to turn inward 
and tap into information that already 
exists in the collective unconscious, or the 
universal mind, but of which we aren’t yet 
consciously aware. Like Edgar Cayce, I 
go into an altered state of consciousness 
not unlike sleep. It is more of a telepathic 
phenomenon. I do not have out-of-body 
experiences, nor do I travel to different 
dimensions—I’m one of the very few 
people who literally gets paid for sleeping 
on the job.

Meditation and trance channeling are 
essentially spiritual tools. They are attempts 
to contact an even deeper expression of 
the self, rather than just the events of this 
lifetime. I consider my own channeling 

a spiritual process because it emphasizes 
the spiritual rather than the intellectual. 
Remember, classical hypnosis is an attempt 
to harness the subconscious, whereas trance 
channeling attempts to tap our spiritual 
resources, or the superconscious mind.

Let’s explore the different levels of con-
sciousness—conscious mind, subconscious 
mind, and superconscious mind. For now, 
let us simply say that the subconscious mind 
is the repository of the events of this lifetime 
as we understand it, and as classically de-
fined by Freud. However, according to Carl 
Jung and Edgar Cayce, the events of this 
lifetime actually have deeper roots in the 
superconscious, in past lives. They have as-
serted that each of us possesses a collective 
unconscious, as well as a superconscious 
dimension that consists of the sum total of 
all of our past lives, and future potentials. 
In trance channeling, both the conscious 
and subconscious resources are made to 
access this broader range of superconscious 
information. But since the superconscious 
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mind functions through the sub-
conscious, past-life memories do at 
times come up using the technique 
of hypnosis. A skilled hypnothera-
pist with spiritual intention can, 
using guided meditation, tap into 
superconscious resources.

Sir Isaac Newton and Albert 
Einstein possibly accessed their 
superconscious and intuitive 
resources. Edgar Cayce and 
Andrew Jackson Davis certainly 
did. “Intuition” simply means 
direct knowing, no matter what 
the source of, or mechanism for 
acquiring information. Any infor-
mation that comes to us through a 
process of direct knowing, which 

bypasses our empirical or logical faculties, 
is intuitive in nature. This doesn’t mean 
that all intuitive information is psychically 
derived. Information may lie dormant in 
our subconscious until stimulated by a 
question or a critical thought process, at 
which point it will come up to conscious 
awareness through an intuitive channel. But 
it is not physically derived because we took 
the information in through our five physical 
senses in the first place. We might have read 
it, smelled it, or touched it. Only informa-
tion that we gain through our extrasensory 
faculties—say through though transference, 
or prognostication—is psychic in nature. 
But psychically derived information would 
definitely be considered intuitive because 
it comes in through a process of direct 
knowing.   

Kevin Ryerson will speak at the A.R.E. HQ 
Nov 8-10 Conference Awakening your 
Psychic Potential: The User’s Guide to 
Developing your Psychic Ability. 
Visit EdgarCayce.org/conferences or  
call 800-333-4499.

Edgar Cayce’s  
model of Consciousness
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BY JoHn Van auKEn

a n C I E n T  m Y s T E R I E s

I remember the first time I read 
this line in the Edgar Cayce readings: 
“Yes—through thy angel, through 
thy self that is the angel.” (1646-1) 

The idea that there is a portion of us that is 
“the angel” struck a deep, resonant chord in 
me, and continues to affect me today. Some 
time later I came across reading 538-59 in 
which the “sleeping” Cayce said that Mrs. 
538’s soul was once the guardian angel of 
the disciple Andrew, and the reading went 
on to explain that it is helpful for a soul to 
experience physical life while not in a body, 
acting as a guardian angel for another soul 
that is in a body. Finally, in reading 281-16, 
Cayce revealed how the crucified disciple 
Peter returned in the form of an angel to 
the disciple John, who was then living on 
the Greek isle of Patmos and having his 
famous revelation. There is a moment in 
John’s revelation when he sees an angel so 
brilliant and glorious that he falls down 
to worship it, but the angel replies: “Don’t 
do that! I am a brother with you and your 
brothers in this testimony … worship God.” 
(Rev 19:10) What illuminated angel of the 
Lord is our brother? I imagine that even 
the disciple John wondered about the an-
gel’s strange statement and its implication. 
These readings indicate that we each have 
an unseen and mostly unknown portion of 
ourselves that is angelic.

These readings sparked my interest in the 
legends and lore of angels. The following is 
a brief summary of the story of the angels—
a story that includes you and me.

what is an Angel?
There was a time when only our angelic 

selves existed. They were alive and active 
long before Earth, long before our physical 
bodies. Life existed in the spirit, or we might 
say, in energy before it became expressed 
in form or mass (the left half of the famous 
equation: E=mc2). Perhaps, if we think of 
ourselves as minds rather than bodies, this 
may help awaken us to our angelic portion. 
The One Mind created within itself many 
individual consciousnesses and gave us free 
will. Life went along in this manner for eons. 
What was it like back then? What were the 
angels doing? Cayce’s readings and the teach-
ings of Kabbalah, along with many legends 
and fables, give us some of the amazing pre-
Earth history of the angels—and our angelic 
involvement.

In the Old Testament, Yahweh is called 
“the Lord of hosts;” the hosts are the legions 
of angels. Psalm 82:1 states that “God stands 
in the Congregation of the mighty; He judges 
among the gods.” Here the angels compose 
the congregation and are gods within the 
one God. Then Psalm 82:6 states that we are 
among this congregation: “You are gods, and 
all of you are the children of the Most High.” 

In Jewish and Dionysian lore, the 
Congregation of Angels is arranged into two 
main choirs: Seraphim and Cherubim.

Seraphim are the highest order of angels 
and attend to the throne and altar of God. 
They are variously referred to as the Burning 
Ones, the Red Ones (and we thought that 
only the devils were red), and Beings of Fire 

(because of their association with the fire of 
the altar of God and the fire of truth, particu-
larly the “test as by fire” that the archangel 
Michael requires of every soul who attempts 
to pass to higher levels of heaven). In the 
Bible, seraphs—mentioned only in Isaiah 6:2 
and 6:6—surround the throne of God and 
bring Isaiah a coal from the fire on the altar of 
God with which to cleanse his lips and speech.

Seraphs are often depicted with six wings. 
The colors red and white are associated 
with them, as well as the element of fire. 
Cayce’s reading 275-35 actually refers to the 
“seraphim choir” when instructing a young 
woman, a harpist, about her music training, 
noting that the “Prince of Peace was a harpist 
Himself” in that choir.

Cherubim, on the other hand, are men-
tioned throughout the Bible. Their name is 
derived from the Assyrian (or Akkadian) 
word kirubu, which means “one who prays, 
blesses, and intercedes,” and are often seen 
as those who mediate between God and 
humans. As the second order of angels, they 
are often depicted as winged children, but 
this originated during the Middle Ages and 
is not an ancient image for them. Cherubs 
are depicted as having four wings, and blue 
is the color associated with them, because of 
their connection with the sky, the wind, and 
the element of air.

Cayce’s readings portray the angels as ac-
tive beings, much involved with the lives of 
humans. They were and are co-creators with 
the Creator, and as such, created much of the 
universe that we see.

legends of the Angels 
P.S. you and I were among them



detail from Mercy and Truth by William Blake

the Choirs of the Angels
The angels are divided into choirs. There 

are nine choirs, and specific angels may be-
long to more than one choir. For example, 
the seven archangels are God’s princes of 
the higher choirs but they are also members 
in the Choir of Archangels. These are the 
choirs in their Triads:
FIRST CHOIRS:

Seraphim—Cherubim—Thrones
SECOND CHOIRS: DOMINATIONS

(dominions)—Virtues—Powers
THIRD CHOIRS:

Principalities—Archangels—Angels

Here is an explanation of each choir:
• tHE SErApHiM are the highest order 
of the nine choirs of angels. They surround 
the throne of God, continually singing, 
“Holy, Holy, Holy is the God of Hosts!” 
Lucifer was among the Seraphim before 
the rebellion in heaven that led to his fall 
and that of many angels. The Prince of this 
choir is Michael.

• tHE CHErubiM were God’s choice for 
the Ark of the Covenant. Dionysius taught 
that these were the angels of knowledge. 
They were assigned to guard the Tree of 
Life from humanity, lest we eat from it 
and become immortal terrestrial beings, 
thus losing our celestial destiny (Genesis 
3:24). In the final book of the Bible, the 
Revelation, this restriction is rescinded, 
allowing spiritualized humans to eat the 
fruit of the Tree of Life. In Muslim lore, the 
Cherubim were formed from Michael’s 
tears over the sins of the Faithful. The Prince 
of this choir is Gabriel.

• tHE tHroNES represent God’s divine 
justice. Dionysius wrote, “It is through the 
Thrones that God brings His justice upon 
us.” Members of this choir are known as the 
“Many-eyed Ones” because, when viewed 
by humans, they are covered with eyes. They 
are known for their humility and submis-
sion to God’s will. They reside in the area 
of the cosmos where material form begins 
to take shape out of pure energy. The lower 
choirs of the angels need the Thrones in or-
der to access God. The Prince of the Thrones 
is Orifiel. He is also Chief of Talismans.

• tHE doMiNioNS are considered 
the “Angels of Leadership.” Dionysius 
writes that theirs is the position of author-
ity, “through them the majesty of God is 
manifested.” The Prince of the Dominions is 
Zadkiel, angel of the emanations of Mercy 
and Loving-kindness.

• tHE VirtuES are known as the “Spirits 
of Motion” and control the elements. Some 
refer to them as “the Shining Ones.” They 
govern Nature. They have control over the 
seasons, stars, moon, and sun. They are 
also in charge of and perform miracles, 
and provide courage, grace, and valor. The 
Prince of the Choir of Virtues is Uzziel, one 
of the principal angels in Jewish angelology.

• tHE powErS are warrior angels who 
fight against evil and defend the heavens 
and Earth. They fight against spirits who 
attempt to bring chaos into the harmony 
of life. The Prince of this choir is Kamael 
(Camael). In Druid mythology, Kamael is 
the Angel of War.

• tHE priNCipAlitiES have, surpris-
ingly, hostility toward God and, not so 
surprisingly, toward humans owing to their 
sins, which are disharmony and imbalance. 
The chaos that has come from humans has 
made them upset and harsh in their judg-
ment. The disciple Paul writes that Christ 
has gained ultimate rule over them by virtue 
of His sacrifice in conquering sin and death. 
(Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor. 15:24; Eph. 1:21, 3:10, 
6:12; Col. 1:16, 2:10, 15) According to 
Milton in Paradise Lost, the Prince of the 
Choir of Principalities is Nisroch (mean-
ing “Great Eagle”), considered by some to 
be a demon, continuing the idea that the 
Principalities are hostile.

• ArCHANGElS are considered to be 
the “chief angels” (Jude 9; 1 Thess. 4:16). 
The Archangels are God’s messengers to 
the people at critical times. (Tobit 12:6, 
15; John 5:4; Rev. 12:7) The Prince of the 
Archangels is none other than Metatron, 
the King of the Angels (more on him in a 
moment).

• tHE NiNtH CHoir iS tHE CHoir 
oF ANGElS, which includes our guardian 
angels, who stand before the throne of God 
and present our petitions while also watch-
ing over us, lest we stumble on our way to 
reunion with our Creator. The Prince of this 
choir is Phaleg, or Phalec, the governing 
spirit of Mars, often referred to as “the War 
Lord.” Phaleg’s signet or seal is among the 
amulets and talismans worn for protection.

No biblical writer wrote as much 
about angels and their choirs as Paul. In 

Angels appear in many guises.

detail from Madonna Sistina, by Raphael
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fact, most of the Bible does not mention 
much about angels until Paul’s epistles, 
where we learn of the Principalities and 
Archangels, and several angels are named. 
Fortunately, there are volumes of literature 
beyond the Bible on angels. Paul himself 
writes that before his ministry, he ascended 
(in his body or out of it, he was not sure) to 
the third heaven, into Paradise, and learned 
much of what he would subsequently write 
about. (II Cor. 12:2)

In one very strange Cayce reading, there 
is mentioned a most famous angel, Haniel. 
It was a life reading given to an eight-year-
old girl. He had started to identify her 
soul’s planetary sojourns when, according 
to Gladys Davis, Cayce’s stenographer, he 
paused for a long time. Here is her tran-
scription of this reading:

“As to the astrological sojourns, we find 
Venus with—” Here there is a long pause, 
after which Cayce begins again: “Haniel is 
rather the guide for the entity, for he is the 
overlord lord—making for experiences in the 
entity as of one delicate in its choices, making 
for a disposition tending towards that of fi-
nesse, making the most of all the associations; 
making friendships easily and drawing upon 
the force and power from those associations 
in a manner and way that even the entity 
itself will not—until it has passed through 
the experiences of making itself at-one with 
the greater developing force—understand as 
to how this is done.” (665-1)

Haniel (literally, “grace of God”) is the 
angel of the month of December and is, 
according to A Theological discourse of 
Angels, the “governor of Capricorn and 
Venus.” Notice that Cayce was giving the 
child’s soul an astrological sojourn in the 
realms of Venus when he paused. Haniel 
correlates with Ishtar, the Chaldean angel 
who rules Venus.

Metatron is called “King of the Angels,” 
“Angel of the Covenant,” “Prince of the 
Presence,” and the “Lesser Yahweh.” Many 
believe this name reveals his role as the 
Logos, God’s primary expression through-
out the creation. As the Logos, or “the 
Word,” Metatron is the bridge between 
humanity and divinity. He is identified with 
Mercury, Hermes, Enoch, and several other 
key figures, all of which Cayce’s readings 
identify as incarnations of the Logos, the 
Messiah. There is even a Kabbalistic con-
nection between Adam (before he sinned) 
and Metatron, a connection that Cayce’s 

readings also make (262-36). In the Zohar, 
he is “the Rod of Moses,” from which 
comes life from one side and death from the 
other. Fascinatingly, Metatron is the Angel 
of Death while at the same time the Angel 
of Resurrection! The Zohar equates him 
with Adam before he sinned: pure, power-
ful, and always in the company of God. 
Curiously, Metatron is also considered to 
be the teacher of those children in Paradise 
who died prematurely.

Fallen Angels
At some point in the heavenly activities of 

the angels, a rebellion occurred. It was led 
by one of the most beautiful angels, Lucifer, 
whose Hebrew name means “light bearer,” 
and is associated with the morning or day 
star, Venus. “How art thou fallen from 
heaven, O day-star, son of the morning!” 
(Is. 14:12)

According to the Cayce readings, Lucifer, 
along with many angelic companions, 
including one named Ariel, “made for the 
disputing of the influences in the experienc-
es of Adam in the Garden.” (262-57) Cayce 
further explains that the rebellion actually 
began in the spirit, long before the Garden 
of Eden, when angels were already fighting 
against angels. In the biblical Revelation, 
the rebellious angels are driven out of 
heaven by the archangel Michael and his 
angelic army. They were cast into the earth 
with their leader, Satan, the name given to 
now-fallen Lucifer (Rev. 12).

During one of his readings, in which he 
was often vulnerable to dark forces, Cayce 
actually had to struggle to shield himself 
from the dark angel Azazel. It began when 
a questioner asked the “sleeping” Cayce 
to actually contact Azul (one of Azazel’s 
names). This dark angel is one of the chiefs 
of the Fallen Angels. Gladys records that 
when this request was spoken the archangel 
Michael immediately came through Cayce 
and stopped the questioner’s pursuit.

In the Bible we find God speaking to the 
fall of the perfect angels: “You were the signet 
of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in 
beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of God; 
every precious stone was your covering…. 
With an anointed guardian cherub I placed 
you; you were on the holy mountain of God; 
in the midst of the stones of fire you walked. 
You were blameless in your ways from the 
day you were created, until unrighteousness 
was found in you.” (Ezek. 28:12-15)

Angels in the revelation
When Cayce was asked to direct his at-

tention to the seven angels in the Revelation, 
he gave a fascinating answer and then devel-
oped that answer into a clearer sense of how 
angelic influences govern our experiences.

“Q. Do the 7 angels described in Rev. 
8-9 represent spiritual forces governing 
the various dimensional planes through 
which souls pass between incarnations on 
the earth?... 

“A. This is a very good interpretation. 
Yes…” (281-30)

He then goes on to explain how our 
development and application of truths 
in this world affect our experiences “in 
the interim,” or when we are beyond this 
world—and, from Cayce’s perspective, we 
are beyond this world when in death, sleep 
(the shadow of death), prayer, meditation, 
or deep reflection. Here is his insight into 
how our actions affect our experiences and 
how we attract angelic help or woe.

“Happiness is love of something outside 
of self! It may never be obtained, may never 
be known by loving only things within self 
or self’s own domain! ‘He hath given His 
angels charge concerning thee, lest at any 
time ye dash thy foot against a stone.’ [Ps. 
91:11-12] Hence we find that in the inter-
ims where there are the guiding influences 
of that we have loved. If ye have loved 
self-glory, if ye have loved the honor of the 
people more than those thoughts of the 
mental, spiritual, and moral welfare, what 
manner of angels will direct thee between 
thy interims?” (281-30)

Now that thought gets our attention! 
Let’s attract angels of the Light.   

http://www.edgarcayce.org/tours
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http://www.edgarcayce.org/fieldconferences
http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences


Q. What should be the attitude of the officers in seeking donations to the Institute? 
A. Attitude of service to man(kind)… (257-20)

The Spirit of Giving:  
Making a difference through the a.r.e.

From development director Patrick Belisle
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CREATE-ing Cayce Community 
In addition to educating and 

inspiring people, one thing 
the A.R.E. does best is create 
community: study groups, retreats, and conferences, 
A.R.E. Camp, the massage school, online groups, and 
Atlantic University to name a few. Chances are, you 
have been—or still are—part of one of the “Cayce 

communities.”
Ask yourself how your life has been enriched by being included in this 

community of holistic-health conscious, spiritual-seeking, loving individuals. 
Mine sure has been. In countless ways.

Next Step: The Cayce/Miller Café 
For years, you have told us on your Headquarters Conference evaluations 

that, instead of having to drive five miles down the road to get lunch, the 
A.R.E. should build a community-enhancing restaurant on site; a place 
where you can get a healthy, Cayce-diet-oriented meal while discussing 
what you’re learning with friends and fellow conferees. “Like the Marshalls 
used to be,” is how many of you put it (referring to the motel formerly 
across the street from the A.R.E.). We heard you and are building it. Will you 
come?

The Cayce/Miller Café will sport a commercial-grade kitchen and seating 
for more than 100! This includes the adjoining Copeland Dining Room 
which will be a more formal space which can be used for weddings and 
Board meetings as well as everyday dining.

will you Join Us?
The Café project is part of a 

$2,000,000 renovation of the original 
Cayce Hospital building which will also 
include putting in an elevator for the first 
time in its 85-year history; re-wiring, re-
roofing, and re-siding the whole building; 
adding back the original stairway as it 
was when Cayce and the Blumenthals 
built it; dramatically enhancing the 
Health Center and Spa; enclosing the 
porch; expanding the parking lot using 
environmentally-friendly pavers; and 
building the already-famous Stairway 
to Heaven (which 
will list all donors 
to the building 
projects of $500 or 
more).

We have already 
raised $1,000,000 
of the $2,000,000 
needed for the 
project. And our Board and some donors 
have put together a $250,000 matching 
gift fund (matching donations through 
December 31) in hopes that this will 
motivate you to participate in the effort. 
Does it?

If all of our 28,000 members—you—
join in with your support, we will raise 
the rest of the money in no time and 
finish the project by next June—just in 
time for Congress 2014! 

year-End Donation 
Watch your mailbox (and/or email 

inbox) or go to EdgarCayce.org/create 
for your opportunity to contribute to 
the Cayce/Miller Café project and have 
your donation matched through 
december 31. We all send our blessings 
to you for a joyous, community-filled end 
of 2013.

For more information, go to 
EdgarCayce.org/CREATE or contact me at 
757-457-7126 or pat@edgarcayce.org.

Live closer to Him who giveth all good and perfect gifts and ask 
and ye shall receive; knock and it shall be opened unto you. Give and it 
shall be returned fourfold. Give, give, give, if you would receive. There 
has never been the lack of necessities, neither will there be, so long as 
adhering to the Lord’s way is kept first and foremost. 254-11

http://edgarcayce.org/create/
mailto:pat%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Cayce/Miller%20Cafe%20Project
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d.d. CAyCE iii wanted his daughter, Mary Bess Ross, to see 
the global headquarters of Edgar Cayce’s Work. As a relative of 
Edgar (D.D.’s father was Edgar’s cousin), D.D.’s life was greatly 
influenced by the Cayce Work. D.D. had met Edgar in their 
hometown of Hopkinsville, Kentucky. 

Mary Bess had briefly visited Virginia Beach when her high 
school had a band competition in 1986. The pair was joined by 
longtime friend Betty Falk for a tour of the A.R.E. Library, and 
then saw the new EC Foundation offices and the vault before 
heading for their appointments at the Spa. D.D., now almost 90, 
added, “I just want her to see what goes on [at the A.R.E.] and 
the opportunities [that] are available.”

D.D. Cayce is the local Edgar Cayce historian in Edgar and 
Gertrude’s hometown of Hopkinsville, Ky. He is still active with the 
Pennyroyal Area Museum which is hosting the 22nd Annual Edgar 
Cayce Hometown Seminar, March 28-29, 2014. He also narrates 
a cell-phone tour of Hopkinsville at VisitHopkinsville.com.

hopkinsville comes to Virginia Beach

L-R: Betty Falk, d.d. Cayce iii, and his daughter Mary Bess Ross, touring 
the new Edgar Cayce Foundation office and vault.

The Southwest Region to 
celebrate 50th anniversary 

at the Lakeview Methodist 
Conference Center near Pales-
tine, Texas.

In 1964 Hugh Lynn Cayce 
recruited Jim Dixon, Harry 

Glover, Vann 
Gregory and 
their wives to 
locate a site 
to start an an-
nual Spring 
Retreat. Vann 
a n d  H a z e l 

Gregory, Harry and Doris 
Glover, and Jim and Beth Dixon 
accepted the responsibility. 

After numerous trials and 
errors they found the perfect 
place at the Lakeview Center. 
Not only was it equally distant 
between the larger popula-
tions of Dallas/Ft. Worth and 
Houston, it was a beautiful set-
ting with scenic lakes, nestled 
in the heart of the dogwood, 

pine trees, and 
timber region of 
East Texas. 

However, the 
then-manager of 
the Center of-
fered little hope 
o f  g i v ing  an 
annual commit-
ment, because 
the Methodist 
leadership was 
not familiar with 
the A.R.E. 

Luckily, Vann 
Gregory was a personal friend 
of Methodist Bishop Martin of 
Dallas. Bishop Martin, upon 
hearing Vann’s description of 
the A.R.E. (Vann told him it 
was a prayer and discussion 
group), picked up the phone 
and the rest is history.

The first year there were 
35 in attendance, growing 
to 60 the second year, and 
125 the third year. The retreat 

50th annual Palestine, Texas, spring Retreat 

drew more than 500 in the 
‘70s. We, in the Southwest 
Region, honor the valiant six 
whose perseverance allows 
this wonderful Spring Retreat 
experience to continue. 

We are celebrating the 50th 
Annual Retreat, March 13-16, 
2014, with presenters Kevin J. 
Todeschi and Gregg Braden.

For more information see 
Calendar of Events, p 55. 

Tidewater holistic 
health coalition

A new group for holistic 
healthcare practitioners 

in the Virginia Beach area has 
formed. Meeting monthly at 
the A.R.E. to network and learn 
more about our community of 
healthcare providers, the group 
is open to practitioners of all mo-
dalities, i.e., physicians, massage 
therapists, acupuncturists, en-
ergy healers, nutritionists, yoga 
instructors, naturopaths, etc. 

Anyone in the area is welcome. 
Our first meeting took place 
Thursday evening, July 25, from 
5:30–7:30 p.m. Refreshments 
were a welcome addition to the 
meeting. For more information, 
contact Nancy Hallingse: 757-
457-7130 (nancy.hallingse@
caycereilly.edu); Jackie Lorenzo: 
757-457-7165 (jackie.lorenzo@
edgarcayce.org); or Rachel  
Alvidrez: 757-457-7173 (rachel.
alvidrez@atlanticuniv.edu). The 
group is also on Facebook under 
“Tidewater Holistic Health.”

Jim dixon

harry Glover, left, and vann Gregory, right, along with Jim 
dixon, far left, and their wives, started the annual Texas 
Spring Retreat 50 years ago. Rudolf Johnson, center, is a 
50-year a.R.E. member

mailto:nancy.hollings%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition
mailto:nancy.hollings%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition
mailto:jackie.lorenzo%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition
mailto:jackie.lorenzo%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition
mailto:rachel.alvidrez%40atlanticuniv.edu?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition
mailto:rachel.alvidrez%40atlanticuniv.edu?subject=Tidewater%20Holistic%20Health%20Coalition


Want to contribute to a.R.E.’s work?  
Contact development director Patrick Belisle at 

757-457-7126 or patrick.belisle@EdgarCayce.org.

MEMbER APPRECiATiOn 

Heather Preston
san anselmo, California

member since 1965, life member since 1996

Why do i give back to 
a.r.e.? Having gained such 
sustaining spiritual strength 
from the Cayce readings, I 
had to return the favor. 

Background/work life: I 
graduated with honors from 
The Art Institute of Chicago 
and have been a professional 
artist ever since. My fine-art 
work has been exhibited widely 

and has won lots of prizes, and I was named one of 
the outstanding artists of Chicago. I taught adult art 
classes, and volunteered teaching art to black youths in 
the Chicago area.

I studied the art of writing for 35 years, and wrote 
and illustrated Tree Spirits: Tales and Encounters from 
personal experiences—an oak tree communicated with 
me, flooding me with kindness! A thrilling proof of inter-
species communication. The book is now sold through 
A.R.E. Catalog with all proceeds benefiting the A.R.E. 
My Web site is heatherprestonart.com. 

Gifts to a.r.e.: To help further ‘The Great Work,’ I have 
supported the A.R.E. Prison Outreach program, and donated 
1,000 Tree Spirits books. I also invested in a $100,000 
Charitable Gift Annuity because it was good for the A.R.E. 

special a.r.e. memories: I was given There Is a River 
in the 1960s but being too busy with Civil Rights work I 
tossed it aside for a year. Later, when I picked up the book 
I was transformed! I have been involved with the Cayce 
Work ever since.

I’ve attended A.R.E. conferences in Chicago and at Asi-
lomar, with such fond memories. My most special A.R.E. 
memory is of meditating in the Great Pyramid of Giza while 
on a 2006 Egypt tour with John Van Auken, where I clearly 
heard angels’ holy voices singing from another dimension.

Personal activities: I have traveled worldwide, cre-
ated architectural and landscape designs, am a student of 
archaeology, history, and cultures; attend symphony and 
theater; hike; and dance in the kitchen with my dear husband 
Alan. I am blessed.
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Candidates sought for a.R.E. Boards

Seeking A.R.E. members interested in serving on the Boards 
of the A.R.E., Edgar Cayce Foundation, and Atlantic 

University. For more information, see the Venture Inward 
page at EdgarCayce.org/members, or contact Claire Gardner, 
Corporate Secretary, at 757-457-7116 or claire.gardner@
EdgarCayce.org.

Rotating off the Board of Trustees this November will be 
Larry Hester of Virginia, Mary Ann Bossetta of Louisi-

ana, and Mercy Martinez of Florida. Chris Yee of Canada will 
be vacating his seat one year early in November. Four new 
members were elected to fill those seats, and Arthur Strickland 
will be the new Chairperson.

William brown, of Providence Forge, Va., has been an A.R.E. 
member since 1987, and has previously served two five-year 
terms on the Board of Trustees. Currently he is a consultant 
with strong financial skills, having advised other businesses at 
his own CPA firm in New York City. He gives credit to the Edgar 
Cayce readings for having inspired him to start on his spiritual 
journey to enlightenment.

Donald b. Carroll, of Virginia beach, Va., is a 
Life member, Golden Circle member, and Legacy 
member. Recently retired from a 30-year career in 
Florida as Combat District Chief of Palm Beach 
County Fire Rescue, he is an avid volunteer at 
A.R.E. Headquarters. He is an A.R.E. tour leader, 

lecturer, and study group participant. His first book, Sacred 
Geometry and Spiritual Symbolism: The Blueprint for Creation, 
was published this year by A.R.E.’s 4th Dimension Press. 
  

Paul Mazza, of Tucker, Ga., an A.R.E. member 
since 1980, serving as a conference lecturer, and 
co-hosting Headquarters-sponsored conferences 
in Atlanta 2011-12.

He has a strong background in finances and 
organizational skills is astute in the area of 

media CNN cable TV Broadcasting (technical) career. He has 
been active on the Southeast Region Core team and a devoted 
member of A Search for God study groups for 25 years. 

Joseph Taylor, of Abingdon, Va., has been an 
A.R.E. member since the mid-1970s, serving 
A.R.E. in various capacities and most recently 
as a fundraising consultant (2011-2012). He is 
results-oriented through his profession with 22 
years of progressively responsible front-line and 

management experience in all facets of resource development, 
with concentration in comprehensive and capital campaigns. 
He brings a proven track record as a team builder and orga-
nizational leader—strategic, innovative and entrepreneurial.

Four new members elected at June Board 
meeting

http://www.arecatalog.com/ProductCatalog/Product/5708/Tree-Spirits
http://www.arecatalog.com/ProductCatalog/Product/5708/Tree-Spirits
http://www.EdgarCayce.org/members
mailto:claire.gardner%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Serving%20on%20A.%20R.%20E.%20Boards
mailto:claire.gardner%40EdgarCayce.org?subject=Serving%20on%20A.%20R.%20E.%20Boards
http://www.arecatalog.com/ProductCatalog/Product/6302/Sacred-Geometry-and-Spiritual-Symbolism
http://www.arecatalog.com/ProductCatalog/Product/6302/Sacred-Geometry-and-Spiritual-Symbolism
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Want to contribute to a.R.E.’s work?  
Contact development director Patrick Belisle at 

757-457-7126 or patrick.belisle@EdgarCayce.org.

MEMbER APPRECiATiOn 

Lou Umscheid and  Rick Hersberger
Hillsboro, north Carolina

members since 1987, life members since 1996

MESSAGE FROM SUSAN LUSCOMB, JD
Estate Planning Officer (Planned Giving Officer)

What if you had 
Five Wishes? 
We all remember cartoons with a genie 
and a magic lamp, offering wishes. What 
did you wish for back then? A special doll 
… a bicycle …maybe a pony? How about 
now? For those of you who have seen aging loved ones seeking 
to retain dignity while relying on others to provide care and make 
critical decisions, perhaps you wish you could find a better way to 
control something very important—how you are treated if you 
become seriously ill and who makes those decisions. 

I want to offer you a copy of “Five Wishes,” a booklet written in 
plain English, the first user-friendly living will that speaks to your 
personal, emotional, and spiritual needs as well as your medical 
wishes. It is recognized in all 50 states and, in 42 states, it can also 
serve as your Medical Power of Attorney or Advance Directive. 
And it easily allows you to implement major Cayce principles—to 
set your ideal, co-create how you want to live and transition, and 
help your loved ones through a very difficult time by providing 
your guidance as they make critical choices for you. 

Just email or call me (susan.luscomb@edgarcayce.org or 757-
457-7125) to let me know how you are interested in including 
A.R.E. in your estate plan. Just like a genie, I will send you “Five 
Wishes”! 

NeWS FLASH! We have just extended our offer through 
December 31 to send ALL of our new 2013 publications to all our 
new Edgar Cayce Legacy Society members—those who include 
A.R.E. in their estate plans! Free books! 

Remember, only you can take this important step! “Blame not 
the other fellow…set thine house in order.” (3976-14)

Why do we give back to 
a.r.e.? Together, we have 
grown spiritually through 
attending study groups (ASFG 
and Glad Helpers), and freely 
give the edgar Cayce informa-
tion to those seeking. 

We have been Golden Circle 
supporters for many years, 
because we have so much 
to be thankful for; we are 
indebted to this Work and wish it to be there for others.

Background/work life: Rick worked in Tech Support 
at IBM, and Lou was a CPA when they married in 1988. 

Then Rick got a masters’ degree in social work, and 
worked in psychiatric managed care. Lou trained with Sandra 
Duggan at the Cayce/Reilly® School of Massotherapy to 
do colon hydrotherapy, and opened Colon Health Center 
in Chapel Hill in 2003. Rick attended massage school, 
and became a licensed massage therapist. He is also a 
Biomedical Electronics Technology student at Durham 
Technical Community College, and will graduate this fall. 

Gifts to a.r.e.: Most of our gifts are given to the A.R.E. 
general fund, but we have also supported the Study Groups and 
Prayer Services areas. This fall we made a gift to support the 
new Cayce/Miller Café and can’t wait to eat there next year!

special a.r.e. memories: Rick and Lou attended Texas 
retreats at Camp Waldemar and Palestine in 1987/1988. In 
fact, Rick proposed to Lou at the Palestine Retreat! When we 
moved to NC, we signed up for many weekend conferences, 
like Discovering Your Soul’s Purpose. We have volunteered at 
Construction Camp (to ready A.R.E. Camp in Rural Retreat, 
Va., for the summer), where we met wonderful folks with 
whom we kept contact for many years. 

Personal activities: Rick is serving his second year on 
the A.R.E. Board of Trustees. He also serves at the local 
and Southeast Region level. Lou is a co-coordinator (with 
Amy Wong) of the Triangle Area A.R.E. Team’s active local 
programs. Last fall, this Team facilitated the Wildacres A.R.E. 
Retreat in Little Switzerland, NC, with Lou volunteering as 
director. Together, we host a weekly Glad Helpers prayer 
and meditation group in our home.

Cayce/Reilly school receives reaccreditation

The Cayce/Reilly® School of Massotherapy recently 
underwent its 5-year reaccreditation on-site visit with 

COMTA (the Commission on Massage Therapy Accreditation) 
and passed with flying colors! The staff worked together to write 
the voluminous Self-Study Report that covers all aspects of the 
school operation and then worked with the COMTA on-site 
team of four reviewers who verified everything with a fine-tooth 
comb. Congratulations to our school and our team!

a.R.E.’s YouTube channel reaches 10,000 
subscribers!

Our YouTube Channel, located at YouTube.com/
edgarcayceTV, has now reached more than 10,000 

subscribers and 3 million video views! Our latest video is an 
interview with author Don Carroll about his new book Sacred 
Geometry and Spiritual Symbolism. Be on the lookout later 
next month for behind the scenes videos of the Edgar Cayce 
Foundation’s “Vault” (aka the archives), hosted by bestselling 
author Sidney Kirkpatrick. Subscribe to our channel or save 
it to your “Favorites” to be sure you never miss a new video.

mailto:susan.luscomb%40edgarcayce.org?subject=Five%20Wishes
http://www.youtube.com/user/edgarcaycetv
http://www.youtube.com/user/edgarcaycetv
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dv0lT3n0TyFI%26feature%3Dshare%26list%3DUUnyct2HCC6Q-brUcs6_iO-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dv0lT3n0TyFI%26feature%3Dshare%26list%3DUUnyct2HCC6Q-brUcs6_iO-A
mailto:patrick.belisle%40edgarcatce.org?subject=I%20want%20to%20contribute
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a.r.e. member nancy Clark and the George Clark Foundation helped underwrite scholarship

2013 annual College Scholarship winners: left to right: hannah Guzik, Reed howard, 
and Lauren Swanson. Congratulations! 

Local seniors were to submit an essay of 1,000-1,500 words 
on the theme: “Make the world a better place for your 

having lived in it.” This was one of Edgar Cayce’s guiding 

As a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501(c)(3) corporation funded 
primarily by the generosity of our members, we strive to 

use our funds as efficiently as possible, illustrated by the fact 
that 88.3% of our operating expenses went directly to pro-
gram services while 5.1% went to support services and 6.6% 
to fundraising in the year we publicly launched our CREATE 
comprehensive campaign. This data is from independently 
audited financial statements. Sales are net of cost of goods 
rather than gross sales.

The year included a number of very positive changes that 
will continue to impact the growth and health of the Cayce 
organizations in the years ahead. According to CEO Kevin J. 
Todeschi, “More and more individuals have become excited about 
our educational and outreach programs, and the fundraising for 
our 67th Street Construction Project (the September opening of 
our new de Laski Education Center, October launch of CREATE, 
and the planned construction of the Cayce/Miller Café) have all 
gone extremely well. In terms of education, Atlantic University has 
been successfully launched as an online university, offering both 
graduate programs and courses for personal enrichment.”

A.R.E.’s use of technology continues to expand. Overall traffic 
to EdgarCayce.org was up over 2011 with over 87 million hits, 13 
million page-views, and 3.1 million sessions; average daily sessions 
of 7,926 (up from 6,655) and monthly page-views exceeding 1 
million (1,093,299 vs. 840,470 for 2011). We continue to have a 
global appeal with 24% of visitors outside of the U.S. 

In terms of how members have helped the organization 
financially, the 2012 results include: 

• Almost 4,000 of our 28,000 members were also donors
• Over 550 individuals were Golden Circle members (donors of 

2012 financial statement

Sales $869,063
Fees and Tuition $2,587,384
Memberships $968,211

2012 REVENUES*

Program Services $7,146,596
Support Services $413,985

2012 EXPENDITURES*

$1,000 or more)—the most in our history
• There were 285 members of the Edgar Cayce Legacy Society 

(individuals who have the organization in their wills or estate 
plans)

• Volunteers provided 21,125 hours of support 
• More than 4,700 individuals attended conferences

Contributions $3,288,936
Other Income $479,286
Total Revenues $8,192,880
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principles in life for each and every individual. The purpose 
of this scholarship is to inspire and enable young people of 
Virginia Beach to incorporate this principle into their career 
planning, their relationships to self, to family, to the global 
community, and, finally, to the planet. Use of the Cayce mate-
rial was encouraged but not required. Out of 20 submissions, 
three winners were selected.

Hannah Guzik’s goal is to become a school psychologist and 
work with children. She wrote in a thank-you note, “I was so 
honored and humbled to receive the award and I appreciate 
how warm and welcoming everyone was at the presentation. 
Making the transition to college is an exciting prospect, and 
I’m grateful for your support.” Reed Howard will major in 
international diplomacy and plans to live a life of global and 
community service. His dream is to run for president to help 
achieve peace in the world. Lauren Swanson, who plans to 
become a Navy Chaplain and do foreign missionary work, 
thanked everyone, saying, “Without these kinds of scholar-
ships my attendance at an out-of-state private school with the 
programs I desire would not be possible. I enjoyed getting to 
sit in on your program and learning more about the A.R.E.” 

*Independently audited financials.
Note: Sales are net of cost of goods rather than gross sales. 

Fundraising $533,419
Total Expenditures $8,094,000
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By CAROL  A . BARAFF

T
hroughout history people have attached 
special importance to sites where geothermal or 
naturally heated springs flow out of the earth. 
Many have a long—even legendary—history as 
pilgrimage destinations where ailing visitors jour-

ney in order to “take the waters” or “take the cure.” This has 
generally referred to both bathing in these heavily mineralized 
waters and drinking them.

The quest for the “fountain of youth” is thus a time-honored 
one. Although tales may grow taller in the telling and ad cam-
paigns inflate the claims, there really is something in these waters 
that does the body, and perhaps the spirit as well, a great deal 
of good.

As hot springs fans know, part of the magic lies in a unique 
merging of enjoyment and perceptible benefits. Bathing natu-
rally opens the pores of the skin, promotes relaxation and tends 
to have a stress-reducing effect. At the same time, the minerals 
seem to have a deeply penetrating impact on the tissues. Energy 

is revitalized, moods mellowed, joints loosened, nerves calmed, 
muscles relaxed, pains eased and problem skin cleared. Similar 
effects have been reported for drinking these waters, and some 
are valued for their distinctive taste.

Although the popularity of mineral spring visitation has never 
completely evaporated, it does have its cycles. The last great 
wave in this country occurred during the first half of the 20th 
century—exactly the time period when Edgar Cayce’s sleeping 
discourses took place. The readings not surprisingly reflect this 
interest, while also elaborating in some unexpected ways.

Immersion in mineral salts was very much in tune with the 
therapeutic mindset of that time. Balneology, or bathing for the 
purpose of therapy, was an integral part of the routine in the large 
sanitoriums, which were often built on the sites of acclaimed min-
eral springs. These fusions of hospital and spa offered medically 
supervised treatments and some, such as that headed by Dr. Harvey 
Kellogg in Battle Creek, Michigan, also had schools where practi-
tioners such as this author’s maternal grandparents were trained.

Healing Waters—
Fountains of Youth

Cayce’s enthusiastic comments on these waters 
and their springs of origin constitute a fascinating 
perspective on this form of wellness and healing.
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The use of water in healing, now more 
commonly known as hydrotherapy, was also 
the central practice at smaller establishments. 
Physiotherapists such as Dr. Harold Reilly em-
ployed a large repertoire of water applications, 
including baths, sweats, steams, showers, and 
compresses. Health clubs and spas had similar 
offerings.

The use of salts to flush the intestines flour-
ished widely during this same period. Fruits, 
fibers and oils all had their adherents, but the 
favorite at every mineral spring was of course 
the water. Because each spring has a unique 
mineral composition, different waters could be 
compared and valued for specific, sometimes 
dramatic, effects. The most renowned of these 
waters were eventually bottled so their tonic 
effect could be enjoyed at home. 

What all this boils down to is the proposition 
that minerals, in the proper balance, are essen-
tial for health. The Cayce source emphatically 
agrees. 

Three types of baths utilize water with a 
specific mineral composition. Hot soaks in 
water containing Epsom salts, or magnesium 
sulfate, are valued as a means of releasing toxins 
through the pores, as well as for relaxing taut 
muscles, improving joint flexibility and relieving 
pain. Bathing in ocean water, especially when 
rich in minerals such as iodine and gold, is con-
sidered healthful for those whose systems need 
strengthening. Immersion in specific springs is 
advised for similar reasons. 

Drinking water from such springs is a practice 
endorsed with much more frequency. Names 
like Pluto, white sulfur, black sulfur and Crazy 
Water refer to some of the popular products.

Cayce’s comments on these waters and their 
springs of origin constitute a fascinating glimpse 
into both healing perspectives and the culture 
for which he prescribed. Most remarks are posi-
tive and the great resorts of the time receive at 
least a passing nod.

 

Best places to get into hot water:
• A.R.E. Health Center & Spa, Virginia Beach, Virginia, located across the street from the 
oceanfront, offers the sand and ocean, rich in minerals, so often recommended in the Cayce read-
ings. available in the Spa are hot soaking treatments in Epsom salts baths, steam baths, and most 
hydrotherapy treatments, in addition to Cayce/Reilly massage, with dozens of other modalities. 

• Buffalo Springs, Mecklenburg, Virginia, was formerly known as Buffalo Lithia Springs 
because of trace amounts of lithium in the water. now down to a single spigot still dispensing 
mildly diuretic, slightly alkaline water from “the storied spring no. 2,” the site once boasted a 
thriving resort. First visited by a survey party in 1728 that sent back glowing reports, the spring 
had become a popular health spa by the 1820s. By 1874 it was widely promoted, with its bottled 
water in wide distribution. however, in 1914 the word “Lithia” had to be removed from the name 
due to excessive claims, and the place began to go downhill. in 1949, with the resort’s popularity 
a thing of the past, most of the area was inundated to create a reservoir.

Water from this spring was considered beneficial for drinking by the Cayce source in at least 
one case, where it was preferred to a variety known as Poland Water.

• white Sulphur Springs, west Virginia, is the home of The Greenbrier Resort, a four-star 
facility that includes a full-service spa and a medical clinic. This sulfurous water was first used by 
indigenous americans and then by pioneers from 1778 onward. its water was evidently available 
in bottled form in Cayce’s day, as was that from an unidentified location known as Black Sulphur 
Springs. Several readings discuss the merits of drinking both, and at least one prefers the white 
sulfur water to the black. 

• Hot Springs, Arkansas, with centuries of history as a health resort, is still going strong. native 
americans are reported to have regarded the “valley of the vapors” as a place of peace and neutral-
ity. various spas have been utilizing the waters of the area’s 47 hot springs since 1828. Places where 
these springs can be accessed include some hotels and the historic bathhouse row downtown. 
Even the local hospital hosts therapists who use the thermal waters to aid those recovering from 
surgery, strokes and accidents, and in treatment of arthritis, fibromyalgia, lupus and osteoporosis. 

Six readings discuss the merits of resorting to the hot Springs baths. all are at least somewhat 
positive, although two warn against the dangers of overly straining the system. 

• French Lick Springs, indiana, has partially survived the fluctuations of interest in its therapeutic 
waters. The town currently boasts a three star resort, with a sister hotel in West Baden Springs. The 
name dates back more than 200 years to a time when French traders noticed that their livestock 
were attracted to this valley’s abundant mineral rich waters and associated rocks. in 1845, dr. 
William Bowles, who explored the healing properties of the springs and sought to make them 
available to the public, opened the first hotel in the area. The resort soon became a nationally 
renowned playground for the rich and famous. 

a later owner expanded access to the springs and became the bottler and distributor of Pluto 
Water, a hugely popular product. in 1919 a total of 450 railroad cars transported the bottler’s output. 
named for the god of the underworld because of its subterranean source, this water was strongly 
laxative with a high sodium sulfate, magnesium sulfate and Lithia content. dubbed “america’s 
Laxative” with a grinning red devil on the label, the Pluto Water motto was, “When nature Won’t, 
PLUTo Will.” it remained available until 1971 when lithium became a prescription drug. 

 French Lick Springs appears in one reading as a possible place to visit for waters rich in the 
mineral lithium. another 20 or so mention Pluto Water, mostly in a positive vein. 

• Martinsville, indiana, was once the home of two separate rival sanitariums, which were 
combined in 1898. The discovery of more than 80 mineral springs and wells in the area start-
ing in the late 1800s naturally gave rise to numerous spas. The sulfurous waters made this 
a popular resort for those seeking relief from a wide variety of ailments. however, interest in 
mineral springs waned and the last spa closed in the late 1950s. Two readings recommend 
taking the baths here. 

Part of the magic lies in a unique merging  of enjoyment and perceptible benefits. 

Carol at halcyon hot Springs in British Columbia. home of “The 
original Lithia.”

http://www.edgarcayce.org/spa
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aBouT THE auTHoR
CAROL ANN BARAFF is a 
massage therapist and long-
time researcher of the Edgar 
Cayce readings, particularly 
those associated with holistic 
health and practical application 
of natural remedies. For many 
years she ran the holistic 
kitchen at A.R.E. Camp in 

the Blue Ridge Mountains, and 
entertained generations of campers 
with her songs. She lives and writes 
in Virginia Beach, Va. 

Her latest book, Edgar Cayce’s 
Everyday Health: Holistic Tips, 
Remedies, and Solutions, is 
available at ARECatalog.com or 
call 800-333-4499. See p C-7.

Best places to get into hot water:

By the time of Edgar Cayce’s death in 1945 
the popularity of the great resorts had already 
markedly waned. The postwar period brought 
the advent of antibiotics, which worked quickly 
and did not require travel or old- fashioned ton-
ics. Mineral salts were rapidly going out of style.

However, this may have simply been a 
temporary break in the flow, or a wave that 
has changed its location. In many parts of the 
world, including the United States and Canada, 
geothermal springs continue to flourish, with a 
variety of health services offered on site or near-
by. Fairmont Hot Springs in British Columbia is 
a prime example. With a history going back to 
Indian times, it is now a large well-maintained 
resort with spacious pools in a spectacular set-
ting. Visitors typically return year after year, for 
their health and the sheer pleasure of the experi-
ence. The same is true of Halcyon Hot Springs, 
which even bottles its own excellent tasting 
water, although distribution does not extend to 
the United States. Its label proudly proclaims it 
to be “The Original Lithia.” 

Here and at many other inviting sites, “tak-
ing the waters” remains a uniquely healthful 
resort.   

• Mineral wells, Texas, is the home of Crazy Water, which enjoyed its greatest wave of popular-
ity between the late 1800s and 1930. When the flow of visitors slowed the company shifted its 
focus to Crazy Crystals, widely available mineral extracts that were dissolved in drinking water. The 
original water remains in national distribution, with a label that states: “Call us crazy, we don’t 
mind. our all-natural mineral water has been making people feel good inside and out since 1881. 
as the only mineral water bottled in Texas, our water boasts loads of benefits that other bottled 
waters can only envy. Pretty crazy, huh?”

a reading given in the 1920s suggests visiting the Mineral Wells spring in order to benefit from 
the Lithia-enriched waters. all later references, amounting to at least 13, are to Crazy Crystals, the 
company’s evaporated salts. Most of these are positive, although a few prefer Eno Salts for their 
milder effect. 

• Saratoga Springs, New york, is noted for its rare naturally carbonated waters. Regarded as 
medicine by the Mohawk and iroquois, the springs in this area have been visited for hundreds 
of years, if not much longer. noted advocates who found the waters to have a revitalizing effect 
include George Washington, who tried to purchase one of the springs in 1783. By the mid-19th 
century Saratoga had become an extremely “in” place known as the “Queen of Spas,” with 
visitations by the rich and famous continuing into the mid-1900s. Today only two bathhouses 
remain, although it is possible to visit no less than 17 public springs for a sampling of their waters. 
Each has its own mineral content so flavors and purported benefits vary from spring to spring. a 
single reference in the readings concerns the helpfulness of these waters for a man being treated 
following a heart attack.

• Dawson Springs, Kentucky, was once the site of an indian settlement as well as being the 
former location of mineral waters believed by many to have medical healing properties. Following 
the discovery of two wells with concentrations of both iron salts and Lithia, the town grew rapidly 
into a huge resort with forty hotels, including a grand hotel that hosted notable persons and 
special functions. By the time of its golden era in 1898, “The invalid’s Paradise” had become 
a leading health center in the South, with a reputation for amazing cures. The bottled product 
of these wells, labeled as hamby’s Genuine dawson Springs Water, was distributed widely. it is 
mentioned positively in at least two readings, one in the context of visiting the spring, and the 
other of drinking its water. 

• warm Springs, North Port, Florida, has the distinction of being the only truly warm mineral 
spring in the state, with a consistent year-round temperature of 87 degrees. There is evidence that 
the deep natural sinkhole which houses the spring has been visited and revered since Paleolithic 
indian times, or for at least 10,000 years. also claimed as Florida’s number one resort for healing 
and rejuvenation, the waters are said to offer relief from many common ailments. With 51 known 
minerals, they boast the highest concentration in the country, making them extremely buoyant. 
Minerals including chloride, hydrogen, sulfide, magnesium, silica, sodium, carbon dioxide and 
bicarbonate provide an alkalizing ph of 7.3. Bottled drinking water is available on the premises.

The waters of Warm Springs and others in the ocala area are mentioned only once. Those in the 
latter group may now make up part of the state park system. These include Silver Springs (now a 
theme park site), Wekiwa Springs, Blue Spring, and de Leon Springs. although mineral content 
varies, all of these springs maintain a year-round temperature of 72 degrees, making them attractive 
to manatees in the winter months and to human swimmers spring through fall.

• warm Springs,Georgia, found in the Georgia town of the same name, became known as a spa 
town in the 19th century. visitors in the 1920s, attracted by its constant flow of close to 90-degree 
mineral water, included Franklin delano Roosevelt, who continued to visit regularly and eventually 
established a hospital. now a world-renowned institute for Rehabilitation, this facility continues 
to make use of the waters but is no longer available for public use.

 Four readings address questions about the benefits of Warm Springs. Two are favorable while 
the others prefer home treatment. 

Part of the magic lies in a unique merging  of enjoyment and perceptible benefits. 

The author at Fairmont hot Springs in British Columbia.
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would in the present be termed as perse-
cutions, but they were actually tests for 
physical and mental strength, given under 
the supervision of those who also cared for 
their nourishment.

In the diet, they drank no wine, no fer-
mented drink ever given. Special foods, yes. 
These were the manners and the way they 
were trained, directed, protected.

Mary had been studying at the school 
for eight years, when something wonder-
ful happened.

“As if in purple and Gold”
The sun shone upon the steps that led to 

the altar—called the temple steps—when 
during the first period of the morning the 

TheMaiden Mary
   God’s Chosen Vessel

T
he Essenes maintained a purity of teaching that they hoped would fulfill 
the promises that had been given from the beginnings of human history—that 
a Messiah would come for the salvation and resurrection of the human race.

Hence there was a continued preparation and dedication of those among 
the Essene community who might be the channels through which this chosen vessel 
might enter—through choice—into materiality.

Thus in Mt. Carmel, where there were the priests of His faith, the maidens were chosen 
who were dedicated to this purpose, this office, this service. Among them was Mary, 
the beloved, the chosen one; and she, as had been foretold, was chosen as the channel. 
Thus she was separated and kept in closer associations with and in the care of this office.

That was the beginning. That was the foundation of what you term the Church. 
For this purpose, Mary’s mother, Anna, brought her to the temple when she was 

four years old to dedicate her to the studies and purposes of the Essenes. Though some 
doubted Anna’s claim that Mary had been conceived without Anna’s knowing a man, 
Mary had been perfect in body and in mind for service there, and she was accepted.

The students at Mt. Carmel were trained as to physical exercise, first; trained as to 
mental exercises as related to chastity, purity, love, patience, endurance. All of these 
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maidens were going to the altar for prayer, 
as well as to burn incense.

On this day, as they mounted the steps, 
all were bathed in the morning sun—
which not only made a beautiful picture 
but clothed them all as if in purple and 
gold.

The elders and teachers watched the 
girls that morning. Mathias and Enos were 
there, as was Judy, the recorder and teacher 
who would one day teach Jesus.

Soon the girls appeared and began to 
climb the steps to the altar. Mary led the 
procession. Now nearing her 13th birth-
day, she was becoming a lovely young 
woman with chestnut hair and blue eyes 
that danced with merriment. Behind her 
came her friend Josie, who had become 

like a sister to Mary; and 
next Jenife, a year young-
er than Mary. Jenife’s 
gray eyes were watch-
ing Mary’s bright hair 
as though following a 
beacon that day.

Then there were the 
others—Andra, Sophia, 
and the other Mary, 
many of whom remained 
friends with Mary and 
Jesus all their lives.

Farther back in the 
line, Edithia walked with 

her dark head bent, deep in thought and 
prayer. Edithia and Jenife were sisters, 
daughters of an innkeeper who kept an 
inn near Bethlehem.

As Mary reached the top step there was 
thunder and lightning. She stood still, her 
eyes looking up in radiant wonder and 
awe. A great halo of light formed around 
her, and within the light, the angel Gabriel 
appeared, taking the child by the hand be-
fore the altar. Wide-eyed, Judy stood still. 
Mathias drew in his breath sharply, and 
Enos stifled a cry. This was the manner of 
choice; this was the showing of the way, 
for Mary had led the others on this day! 

After a moment, the vision ended, and 
Judy directed the girls to take their usual 

places. Josie and Jenife 
were stunned by what 
had happened to Mary.

It would be three more 
years before Mary would 
conceive the Christ-Child, 
and longer still before she would 
join Joseph. But as that time ap-
proached, the famed Wise Men had already begun their journey, and Mary’s teacher, 
Judy, had begun to play a role in what would now unfold in the land.

Mary at Sixteen
Once their schooling was complete, about three years after the appearance of the 

angel Gabriel on the stair, all of the students at Mt. Carmel returned to their homes.
At 16, Mary had become a beautiful young woman. She was serene and happy by 

nature.
One day, when she was alone in her favorite meditation place, the angel Gabriel again 

suddenly appeared beside her.
“Hail!” he greeted her. “You who are highly favored. The Lord is with you. Blessed 

are you among women!”
Mary was troubled at his saying, but the angel said, “Fear not, Mary, for you have 

found favor with God. And behold, you shall conceive in your womb and bring forth 
a son.”

Startled, Mary could only ask, “How can these things be?”
Gabriel answered, “You will be overshadowed by the Holy Spirit and conceive a 

child,” he explained. “His name shall be Jesus, and He will be known as the Son of God.”
He also told her that her cousin, Elizabeth, whom many considered too old to have 

children, was now expecting a son.
Awed by the experience, Mary whispered, “Behold the handmaiden of the Lord. Be 

it unto me according to your word.”
Within a few weeks, Mary discovered that she was with child.   

—Reprinted by permission from The Christmas Story as Told by Edgar Cayce (a.R.E. Press, 1996, out of print, compiled 
and edited by Jon Robertson).

Mary had been studying at  
Mt. Carmel for eight years when 
something wonderful happened.

Artwork courtesy of Glenna Hartwell
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Ever since its birth as a planet, the earth has been in a process of perpetual 
change. And just as the earth changes unceasingly, so too do our bodies. We 
are made of the same planetary elements and, in fact, replace all of these 
bodily elements at least once every seven years—all the while remaining the 
same person. The physical systems in Earth evolved through a chaotic process 
of destruction and creation, of breaking up and then re-creating in a new 
way. Our cells, made of planet earth, reflect that history. 

Edgar Cayce noted that within each 
cell—within each atom of each cell—there 
is consciousness and deep memory. Just as 
the earth grows through upheavals, so do 
we as humans. It is in our DNA, it is in our 
unconscious, and it is in our dreams and 
our myths. Native peoples speak about 
massive destruction. Their myths echo the 
theme in the biblical Noah story that God 
sometimes produces these upheavals out of 
necessity, to clear the way for humanity’s 
evolution toward a more God-pleasing 
species. At times of great changes in his-
tory, it is natural, therefore, that people will 
tend to be particularly sensitive to changes 
in the earth, as it strikes a deep chord 
within—reminding us of the changes we 
must potentially traverse to reach our des-
tiny. During the 43 years he gave readings, 
Edgar Cayce discussed an amazing 10,000 
different topics. Whether your interest is 
acne or Zoroastrianism, or anything in 
between, there are undoubtedly insights 
and information contained in the Cayce 
material regarding your field of inquiry. 

However, in spite of this immense subject 
matter, at various times since Cayce’s death 
the information on “earth changes” has 
received the greatest amount of attention. 
Unfortunately, this publicity has prompted 
many individuals to incorrectly assume 
that the Cayce material on earth changes 
could be summarized with such predicted 
catastrophes as a global future fraught 
with earthquakes, California sliding down 
into the ocean (potentially as far east as 
Nebraska), a shifting of the poles, and a 
calamitous disaster that would connect 
the Great Lakes with the Gulf of Mexico 
and essentially divide what remained of 
the continental United States into two 
land masses. These misperceptions pres-
ent an extremely limited perspective on 
the true significance of Edgar Cayce’s 
information on inner and outer earth 
changes. Ultimately, potential geological 
catastrophes and earthquakes are but the 
manifestations of a deeper spiritual process 
involving mankind.

Because of the notoriety of the Cayce 

material on earth changes most individu-
als are extremely surprised to learn that 
less than 20 readings (out of more than 
14,000) actually address the potential of 
physical earth changes. Beyond these read-
ings, however, there is actually a wealth of 
potentially more important information 
discussing such things as economic, politi-
cal, and social changes for the future. There 
are also readings that discuss the destiny of 
our collective consciousness as a human 
family and the strengths and weaknesses 
of various nations, including their collec-
tive lesson as a society. In addition, there 
is quite a bit of information detailing earth 
changes in prehistory and the planet’s geo-
logical past. Finally, there is information 
in the readings that appears to have been 
wrong or at the very least misinterpreted. 

prehistory
The readings that deal with changes 

in prehistory discuss such things as the 
origins of Creation and the entrance of 
humankind into the earth. This material in-
cludes the topic of Atlantis, as well as brief 
mentions of the civilizations of Lemuria 
and the Mayans. It also includes infor-
mation on the appearance of the world’s 
surface in prehistory and how some of 
that geological surface has changed over 
time. In addition to discussing hidden 
archaeological sites and records of forgot-
ten civilizations, Edgar Cayce claimed 
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that the history of humankind went back 
some 10 million years. Although much of 
this material may be impossible to verify, 
contemporary research has uncovered evi-
dence to confirm some of the information 
given in Cayce’s trance state. For example, 
several readings discuss the fact that the 
Nile had changed its course over eons and 
had once flowed through the Sahara and 
emptied into the Atlantic Ocean. These 
readings found confirmation decades later 
though satellite imaging technology and 
on-site archaeological investigations.

Readings dealing with changes for the 
future include a discussion of a wide range 
of topics, including prophecies found in the 
Great Pyramid and the Revelation. They 
also include information related to the 
eventual discovery of records that report-
edly were left behind by Atlantis, Cayce’s 
premise that there is a cyclical economic 
downtown that occurs every 24-25 years, 
the possibility of lasting world peace, and 
information related to the ultimate destiny 
of human consciousness. 

don’t Misinterpret the readings
One of the readings dealing with physi-

cal earth changes that was obviously wrong 
(or, at least, mistaken in terms of timing) 
was a reading given in 1933 when Cayce 
predicted that a 1936 earthquake in San 
Francisco would be so catastrophic that 
the 1906 quake would “be a baby” in 
comparison. Obviously, such an event did 
not occur. Other Cayce information that 
has been misinterpreted includes a dream 
by Edgar Cayce in which he saw himself 
born on the coast of Nebraska in 2158 and 
discovering that his work from his lifetime 
as Edgar Cayce was still being studied. This 
dream has often been taken out of context 
by statements such as “Edgar Cayce pre-
dicted Nebraska would be the coastline” 
when, in fact, that is not the case at all. 
The dream occurred after Edgar Cayce 
had been arrested for practicing medicine 
without a license—an event which troubled 
him greatly. A reading was procured and 
told him that the dream came to assure 
him that regardless of what happened in 
the external world (e.g. being arrested) his 

work was important and would survive—it 
was not about physical earth changes. 

Another example of a reading that may 
have been misinterpreted is one from 1934 
in which Cayce asserts: “The greater por-
tion of Japan must go into the sea. The 
upper portion of Europe will be changed 
as in the twinkling of an eye.” Although in-
terpreted by many as earthquakes, couldn’t 
this statement just as easily suggest the 
destruction of the empire of Japan and the 
changing map of Europe, both a result of 
World War II? Rather than earthquakes 
or pole shifts, 1936 marked the beginning 
of Civil War in Spain; Hitler invaded the 
Rhineland in violation of the Treaty of 
Versailles; and ongoing aggression between 
Japan and China grew to an all-out war, 
especially in 1937. Events were set in place 
causing the outbreak of World War II and 
the changes Cayce saw expressed them-
selves in the affairs of humankind. In fact, 
in 1935 in response to a question regarding 
global affairs, Cayce warned a 29-year-
old freight agent of catastrophic events 
that were building to a world at war that 
would involve the Austrians, Germans, and 
Japanese militaries so that the whole world 
would be “set on fire” by global conflict. 

Obviously, the geologic formation of the 
planet makes some physical earth changes 
necessary. However, rather than viewing 
these changes as apocalyptic events, the 
emerging science of “chaos theory” would 
view these changes as an ongoing cyclical 
process of “tearing down to build up bet-
ter” that continually occurs in nature. For 
example, even the cataclysmic destruction 
that occurred with the explosive eruption 
of Mt. St. Helens led to an amazing rejuve-
nation process as ash from the explosion 
supplied minerals that accelerated vegeta-
tion growth and diversity. A similar event 
occurs whenever a lightning strike causes a 
forest fire that although devastating at first 
leads to the creation of a new forest. 

inner Changes
Personal changes can create a similar 

impetus of growth and change in our 
lives. For example, oftentimes we hear 
how a health challenge has led someone 

to become serious about her or his exercise 
and diet. Life’s challenges can also prompt 
individuals to draw upon resources they 
did not know they possessed and trans-
form their lives in an effort to deal with 
what has been thrust upon them. In order 
to assist in this process, the Cayce readings 
stress the ongoing importance of personal 
attunement, prayer and meditation, so that 
we can be led by our own higher resources. 
At times, we experience the events leading 
to growth as a major upheaval that feels 
like the earth has moved. A common ex-
ample of this kind of inner earth change is 
someone who has a dream about massive 
earthquakes only to experience major 
shakeups in life shortly thereafter.

Sometimes a resistance to taking the 
responsibility for personal change makes 
a person especially fascinated by earth 
changes. Consider this story of a middle-
aged man who, in an unhappy job, realized 
that he wanted to resign but was afraid to 
do so because of the uncertain future that 
would result. He noted with fascination 
all the news reports about various earth 
disasters, floods, fires, and earthquakes 
destroying lives and requiring extreme ef-
forts to rebuild. As he thought about how 
a flood destroying his home would be a 
good reason to leave his job and begin 
a new life, he realized a pattern from his 
past: he had never quit a job voluntarily, 
but usually got himself fired, where then 
he was forced to make the changes he had 
been wanting to make anyway. He realized 
he had used external crises to push him to 
action, because of his own fear of taking 
responsibility for initiating change. He 
also realized that his fascination with earth 
changes had a similar motivation: the ap-
peal of having external events forcing him 
to grow. There was something about this 
passivity that seemed wrong to him, and 
he decided to make a change and initiate 
the process of leaving his job. As he did so, 
his interest in earth changes disappeared.

The readings would suggest that what-
ever changes we experience in life as 
individuals, as a society, or as global citi-
zens is ultimately not about transforming 
the earth but instead about transforming 

Ultimately, potential geological catastrophes and earthquakes are but the 
manifestations of a deeper spiritual process involving mankind.
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each of us. We have collectively lost track 
of our purpose in the earth and our evo-
lutionary destiny responds by stimulating 
awareness. The changing events in our 
world and in our lives are to enable us to 
remember why we are here. If our faith 
is centered on money, then our finances 
may be tested as we’re not in the earth for 
monetary gain. If we’ve placed our hopes 
for the future in political parties or the 
government, then we can expect political 
upheavals. If we put our security on our 
job, then we may need a corporate shake-
up to help us regain a perspective on what 
is truly important. If we need to come to-
gether as a globally united people, we may 
need a global catastrophe or calamitous 
event to motivate us to help one another. 

Actually, the readings dealing with 
changes in World Affairs are both insight-
ful and inspiring. These readings suggest 
that the Christ Spirit actually sat with 
President Woodrow Wilson as he was 
proposing the League of Nations. They 
are also adamant in their stance that all of 
humankind must strive to find a common 
ideal. Regardless of our differences in race, 
culture, or religion; and regardless of our 
differing ideas, the readings suggest we can 
share a common ideal: “Thou shalt love 
the Lord Thy God with all thine heart, thy 
neighbor as thyself!”

Elsewhere, the readings suggest that 
whenever war, strife, and turmoil occur in 
the affairs of humankind, sunspots show 
up as a natural consequence. On one occa-
sion Cayce went so far as to state that the 
phenomenon of sunspots was inextricably 
connected to instability and turmoil upon 
the planet. In other words, instability 
among people leads to instability upon 
the planet and throughout the universe. 
Along similar lines, when a 40-year-old 
woman asked for more information about 
herself and her relationship to the universe, 
the response came that for all individuals 
everything that was out of accord with 
spirit and divine laws somehow had an 
impact upon the heavens itself. On another 
occasion, Cayce told a group: “For as the 
people of each nation pray, and then live 
that prayer, so must the Spirit work.” 

Chaos Serves a Higher purpose
The readings present the premise that 

whenever we are out of accord (physi-

cally, mentally, spiritually, or even globally) 
with divine law, we bring chaos into our 
experience. Why? Because chaos can serve 
the goal of reintroducing creativity into a 
stagnant situation. Conversely, as we work 
in compliance with spirit and with one 
another we can prompt change in our lives 
and in our world. In fact, one of the most 
interesting dynamics of people working to-
gether is that they can raise the “vibration” 
of energy and thought to a higher level. 
Simply stated, this means that even poten-
tial physical earth changes could instead be 
changes that will occur on a different level. 
Certainly, some earthquakes will continue 
to occur as part of the natural physical 
evolution of the planet. But potentially 
even more influential changes could come 
from world-wide political turmoil, global 
economic challenges, and many more “up-
heavals” that are not necessarily geological 
in nature. 

In terms of ultimate changes, just what 
did Edgar Cayce see for our collective 
futures? The readings state that eventually 
one hallmark of the Age we are entering 
could be described simply as “purity.” 
It is important to point out that we’re 
not going to wake up one day soon and 
think “Oh wow—we’ve entered an age 
of purity!” Instead, there is a gradual 
transition between ages. In addition to 
purity, the readings suggest that the Age 
is ultimately one of globalization in terms 
of understanding that each individual is 
responsible for every other individual. 
Certainly, with the globalization of com-
munications brought on by the Internet 
this may have already become a reality. 
Finally, in addition to globalization and 
purity, the Edgar Cayce readings also state 
that spiritual consciousness will reach such 
a height of development during this period 
that eventually each individual will be able 
to communicate directly with the Divine.

the Goal is Spiritual Evolution
In the end, the Cayce readings on earth 

changes are really about the fact that a new 
world is being born. The earth changes 
we experience—whether geological, 
economic, global, political, or personal—
provide an opportunity to understand our 
relationship with one another and get our 
priorities back in focus. These are evolu-
tionary goals that have the Creative Forces 

behind them as a propelling dynamic. 
The time has come to look at Cayce’s 

earth changes material in a new light. The 
changing events in our world and in our 
lives are to enable us to remember why 
we are here. Our planet is in the midst 
of upheavals that will enable individuals 
everywhere to eventually gain this realiza-
tion: with God as our Creator we are all 
part of the same family. That understand-
ing and experience is our collective destiny. 
We don’t want to fool ourselves: the geo-
logical condition of the planet makes some 
earth changes inevitable. In other words, 
there will continue to be earthquakes. 
But the purpose of the changes we are 
experiencing is not for the earth changes 
themselves but simply a step toward re-
awakening to our joint destiny as spiritual 
beings manifesting in the earth. We and the 
earth are as one changing, growing being—
a being that is guided by spirit to grow in 
its awareness of itself and its relationship 
to Creation. Echoing Cayce’s premise, but 
in terms of his research into mythology of 
upheavals, the psychiatrist Carl Jung often 
noted, “whom the gods cannot guide, they 
drag.” Ideally, as Cayce would have it, we 
would choose to follow the guidance.   
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unborn babies who have planned to incarnate 
back on Earth and who hover around soon-
to-be family members; as well as the group I 
refer to as “spiritual boarders,” made up of the 
spirits of human beings who choose to revisit 
the earthly plane in order to heal or simply 
spend time because an area is meaningful 
to them (like the apparitions of union and 
confederate soldiers drilling on the battlefields 
of Gettysburg). 

Because the earthly plane is such a hotbed 
of spiritual activity—like a spiritual Grand 
Central Station—I believe that every attention-
grabbing spiritual event needs to be explored 
individually. 

If he does not want to have any interaction 
with the spirits, he can ask them to co-exist 
quietly without touching him, or leave the 
premises altogether. Like so many of us, should 
he choose to delve deeper, he has remarkable 
gifts, talents, and abilities inside his soul that 
are just waiting to be rediscovered. 

  Editor’s Note: To deal with unwanted psychic 
experiences, Edgar Cayce suggested a variety 
of approaches to bolster the body’s natural 
defenses, physically, mentally and spiritually 
including seeing an osteopath or chiropractor, 
eating a healthy well-balanced diet, feeding the 
mind uplifting material, prayer, and surrounding 
oneself with the “white light of protection.” He 
cautioned against becoming fascinated and giving 
too much energy to the experiences.   

This will be our last “Ask the Angels” col-
umn. We want to thank Kim and her Angels 
for their insight and answers. Should anyone 
still have a question for the Angels, they can 
send them to her own “Ask Kim Column” 
at KimONeillPsychic.com. She is not able to 
individually answer all the questions due to 
volume. 

KiM o’nEiLL, voted houston’s Top Psychic 
by houston Press Magazine, is dedicated 
to helping people develop greater spiritual 
awareness. her most recent book, The 
Calling: My Journey with the angels, is 
available through our catalog; see page 
C-7, go to aRECatalog.com, or call 800-

333-4499. Watch for Kim’s next book from 4th dimension 
Press, discover your Spiritual destiny, coming out in 2014.

dear Kim: 
A year or so ago, while in meditation, I 

saw/felt a group of “elders” present me with 
a small chest that was open and shining from 
the inside. I was unable to see what was in the 
chest. Although I was so moved by their caring, 
I still do not know what the meaning of this 
was and what I was supposed to do with the 
“gift.” Can you offer me some insight, please?   

—Jan d., 74, Raleigh, NC

Dear Jan: 
The small, light-filled chest was symbolic 

of your beautiful soul. The “elders” were 
the guardian angels working with you who 
were announcing that you had earned the 
opportunity for this incarnation to be your last 
lifetime on the earthly plane. Your angels tell me 
that in many years to come, when this lifetime 
has run its course and you transition back to 
heaven, your soul has already committed to 
remaining there in spirit working as a guardian 
angel, guiding and assisting human beings 
on Earth, who are still striving to reach the 
higher levels of the wisdom, enlightenment, 
and maturity that you have already achieved. 

Your angels recommend that you keep 
a detailed dream journal along with your 
written interpretation of the dreams to share 
with others. 

dear Kim: 
My nephew, Frederick, sees dead people and 

is truly scared about it. He doesn’t want to 
hear psychics or mediums whose talks might 
comfort him. He just wants it to go away. Last 
weekend, he was asleep on the couch and was 
awakened by “someone” grabbing him and 
shaking him. He couldn’t move or yell and 
was utterly terrified. Is there any angel advice 
that you’ve given others about this same thing?

—Andrea B., 60, Norfolk, VA 

Dear Andrea: 
In my experience, people tend to fall into one 

of two camps: those who wish to enjoy a more 
tangible relationship with the spiritual beings 
that surround them—and those who do not 
want any interaction at all! Every situation in 
which we receive communication or exposure 
to spirits is different and unique. The spiritual 
beings that surround us at any given time can 
include guardian angels; departed loved ones; 
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an extraordinary human experience:  
From darkness to the light
By Michael Bianco-Splann 

P
rior to hitting bottom, I remember having this 
recurring dream over several months where the 
decision to commit suicide was a viable option. 

I was lying in what appeared to be an enclosed, eerie, 
opaque darkness, almost misty, yet dulled by hues 
of brown, rust and deep blood red light. Lying in this 
dreamlike state, my eyes could see my body still and 
rigid. A black veil could be seen at my feet moving ever 
so slowly upward toward my head, lightly blowing just 
inches above my body. As the veil of black crept closer 
coming to my waist, then my abdomen, and finally 
moving upward toward my chest, I knew what it was. 
Death was imminent. Darkness was eternally close. And 
then I awoke, heart racing, head pounding, and fear 
palpitating in every cell of my being. 

The year was 1990. It was a time of grave sickness, 
mentally, emotionally, and physically. I was spiritually 
bereft of any hope for my alcohol consumption had left 
me in blackouts five out of every seven days. Putting 
sentences together became near impossible and my 
eyes, once hazel and naturally bright had gone dim 
with yellow and perpetual red. Unbeknownst to me, I 
was dying and the recurrent dream foretold of a certain 
future. 

The Turning Point
How often in my journey have I stood at the 

crossroads looking right, then looking left, having to 
make a decision that would change my life in unclear, 
yet profound ways. Little had I known at that point that 
I was stepping through the veil of hell into a world of 
conscious behavior, choosing for the first time to live 
presently, finally having the courage to take control 
by giving it away to a mustard seed of faith. March 29, 
1990, to be exact, marks the day that I stopped pouring 
alcohol into my sacred vessel and changed my life. 

The extraordinary events that followed since that time 
have vividly shown that I have been surrounded by the 
company of Divine all the while, just unconscious and 
unaware of their support and love.

As an adopted child, I was cognizant at some level, 
even as a youth, that I felt different. My compassion for 
others, particularly those that were belittled by kids 
for being slow, obese, uncoordinated, less popular and 
unattractive pulled tightly against my heart strings, 
usually compelling me to reach out in some way to ease 
their burden or simply offer them a token of friendship. 
I have learned in my adult conscious state that as an 
adopted child my greatest challenge psychically was 
to not get abandoned again. As a result, for almost 
half my life I hid my true self; I took on the skin of who 
I thought you wanted to see, feel and love. Yet despite 
this defense, my best efforts culminated in reaching a 
point where the choice between death and darkness or 
death and rebirth were my crossroads. 

That I am able to communicate in this way is 
evidence of my choice, but choosing as I did came with 
challenges that even at that time I realized would be 
monumental, requiring a depth of change that would 
rock me at my core. And, the reality of what followed 
lived up to exactly that. I have often stated to those 
with whom I share my story that I do not drink alcohol 
because I could not withstand the desperate loneliness 
of another recovery. But as I learned, I was not alone.

The Recovery
Fast forward to September 1990; I am six months 

sober. I am 35 years old, recently unemployed, living at 
home with my ailing mother, attending two sometimes 
three Alcoholics Anonymous meetings a day, and 
desperately fighting depression. I was holding on by a 
shoe string, and my mantra of one-day-at-a-time was 



at times, one-hour-at-a-time. I 
tell my recovery story as one of 
destruction and rebuilding from 
the ground up. The chiseling was 
so painful and so jarring with 
loneliness that my only comfort 
was found in moments of 
connection with other alcoholics 
trying to maintain. 

It was a typical September 
Tuesday in Schenectady, New 
York, for me. I had just attended 
a noon AA meeting and wanted 
a cup of coffee. Up ahead was 
one of my regular “watering-
holes.” Stewart’s convenience store always had fresh 
decaf coffee. The memory is indelible of what occurred 
next that would reshape my world. I pulled into the 
parking spot to the right front of the store. Turning off 
the ignition of my 1990 Ford Bronco II, I proceeded to 
go inside the convenience store, pour my coffee and 
exit back to my vehicle. As I approached the Bronco I 
quickly noticed that my driver side rear tire had gone 
flat. Reacting with an expletive, I remember feeling a 
twinge of victimhood, thinking “what else?” 

The Divine Visitor
Just as I was reacting, a young man approximately 25 

years old, blond hair, bright blue eyes, dressed in jeans 
and a cotton flannel shirt with a red-and-gray pattern, 
walked up to me as I was closing the driver door, having 
just placed the hot coffee in the cup holder preparing 
to go about changing the tire. Walking right up to 
me without skipping a beat, he stated, “Wow, that’s 
too bad about the tire; let me give you a hand. I have 
exactly what we need.” 

I smiled at him, shocked that someone was actually 
acknowledging that I had a flat tire, let alone that 
he was going to help me. I managed to say thank-
you as he moved from where we were standing and 
proceeded, almost in an instant, to have a hydraulic 
jack, the type you see in a garage that with a few up 
and down motions, lifts your vehicle. He said it was 
no problem and that he was very happy to help me. 
In a matter of minutes and without my lending any 
physical support, my tire was changed and the young 
man lowered the Bronco, removed the jack and came 
back to where I was standing at the driver door of my 
vehicle. As he approached me from the back side of 
my truck, I instantly noticed that there was something 

different about this kind blond-haired 
man. Time slowed down to a trance-like 
pace and I saw there was a glow around 
my helper. He walked over to me, stood 
right in front of me, and gazed directly 
into my eyes. The glow around him 
permeated my spirit and was cellular, as 
he then spoke these words, “I am here 
to tell you that you are infinitely loved. 
Your prayers are heard and the Divine 
wanted me to tell you that you are never 
alone. Remember this, Michael, son of 
the Blessed.” He smiled at me with such 
love and warmth that I now can feel that 
moment as I write these words. He turned 

and walked away, disappearing as I watched him take 
several steps. I stood there completely stunned, as time 
and reality came back to me in the living moment. 

Living in the Light
Twenty-plus years have transpired since that 

extraordinary event. The challenges of life did not cease 
nor did the pain of sorrow and the joy of celebrations 
end. The journey continued over time with the 
death of loved ones, marriages, divorces, parenting, 
sicknesses, unemployment, as well as financial wins 
and losses, yet something had dramatically shifted. 
From that experience came love at its center, a unity of 
connectedness that forever changed me as I walk on 
the planet and participate in this experience we call life. 

I have had other extraordinary human experiences 
that followed my meeting on that September Tuesday 
in 1990—reminders, messengers, and awe-inspiring 
events that continue to shape and shift my spirit to 
new heights. Of all this, the fact that I know at my core 
that I am not alone, despite how good or how difficult 
my present situation may be, is truly remarkable and in 
stark contrast to the despair of my past. 

I still see my angel’s eyes as he delivered the message 
that day. I still hear his words and I still feel the presence 
of the Divine every day.   

Renata Sedmakova / Shutterstock.com

Michael Bianco-Splann is currently pursuing his 
master’s degree in Transpersonal Leadership at 
Atlantic University. He is a certified life coach and 
owner of Illuminate Ambitions, does one-on-one 
coaching as well as speaking to groups. He is a 
motivational speaker with over 25 years’ experience. 
Michael’s message is about empowering you to be your 
true self. He has helped many people live fully to their 
I AM. You can visit his Web site: illuminateambitions.
com. He can also be reached via email at: michael@
illuminateambitions.com.



Intro to Transpersonal Studies (TS5000)  
*required for degree seeking students 
Introduces students to the field of transpersonal studies as it relates 
to psychology, philosophy, science, and human development. 
Including a blend of both the theoretical and the practical, the course 
is designed to provide students with a background in knowledge 
related to the transpersonal. 
Spiritual Crisis (TS5005)  
*required for degree seeking students/**qualifies as an SGMT course
Course work will focus on the neurobiological, psychosocial and 
transpersonal aspects of various forms of mystical experience 
and mental illness. Those who take the class will be provided 
with guidelines and suggestions for assisting others who may be 
undergoing a “spiritual emergency” or “transformational crisis.”
Qualitative Research Methods from a Transpersonal Perspective 
(TS5015) *required for degree seeking students 
A research methods course designed to help students develop skills in 
thinking about the meaning of scientific research, broadly speaking, 
and be able to concretize their thoughts in terms of actual research 
methods for conducting research in a transpersonal fashion. 
Religion, Spirituality and the Transpersonal (TS5050)  
**qualifies as an SGMT course 
Examines the five major world religions (Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) from three distinct angles. Students 
will first gain a formal understanding of the religions then delve 
into the spiritual practices and begin to learn how followers of each 
religion experience God. Finally, students will examine transpersonal/
transformative experiences of people who have attained some level 
of enlightenment through the various traditions and practices. 
Principles and Practices of Spiritual Mentorship (TS5055)  
*required for SGMT students
This course is designed to help you understand your role as a spiritual 
mentor, and the qualities that you need to nurture in yourself 
to enhance your effectiveness. It also explores the nature of the 
mentoring relationship, and what a mentor does and does not do in 
the role of spiritual guide. It also clarifies how mentoring compares to 
counseling and psychotherapy and teaches fundamental tools crucial 
to success at being a spiritual guidance mentor.
leading Issues in Transpersonal Psychology (TS5105) 
A guided tour of leading-edge thinkers and the opportunities for 
transpersonal experience they provide. Topics include altered states 
of consciousness, alternative realities, spirituality, and intuition. 
This material should expand the students’ horizons with the field of 
transpersonal psychology, enabling them to gain tools of thought, 
perspectives, and experiences that will prepare them for the more 
focused, in-depth studies in subsequent courses.
listening and Dialogue (TS5205) 
Every day we have many different kinds of conversations with other 
people. Sometimes our goal is to persuade someone to take a cer-
tain position or adopt a particular attitude. Sometimes the goal is to 
analyze data and draw conclusions for problem solving, or to try to 
get support for our own feelings. But how often do we really listen? 
How often are we able to suspend judgment and really listen deeply 
to another? How often are we willing to transform a conflict by truly 
allowing space for not only our side of the story but for the other side 
as well? Examine the various dimensions of active and interactive 
listening and then explore the dynamics of genuine dialogue. 

Atlantic University Spring 2014 Course Offerings 
January 13–April 20

Enrollment Dates: November 18–December 27 • Application Deadline: December 27, 2013

Introduction to Visual Art Skills: A Transpersonal Approach 
(TS5250) 
Introduction to basic two-dimensional art skills that will provide 
you with the confidence to express yourself more fully in a visual 
manner. This course will prepare you for the additional courses that 
you will take in the Transformative Visual Arts track. The work covered 
in this course is appropriate to individuals of all skill levels in two-
dimensional art from beginner to advanced. Included is instruction 
in basic representational and abstract drawing and painting skills.
Becoming a Teacher of Meditation and the Inner life (TS6010) 
**qualifies as an SGMT course 
Deepen your appreciation for methods for connecting with your inner 
spiritual resources. The approach to this study and practice will be 
eclectic—drawing up sources from Eastern and Western traditions. 
As you deepen your own inner life, you will be better prepared to act 
as a guide, teacher or mentor to others. The course culminates in a 
practical demonstration of your growing capacity to serve as a helper 
to other seekers. Course requirements include a practicum, in which 
you will have the opportunity to teach and share your own personal 
version of meditation instruction.
Principles of Parapsychology (TS6100) 
A survey of the field of parapsychology, including spontaneous 
psychic experiences, studies of mediums and psychics, experimental 
studies, and the relationship of psychic phenomena to religious 
experience. It approaches psychic phenomena from the perspective 
of integrating them with other aspects of human consciousness. 
There are also opportunities for you to explore your own psychic 
ability, and to conduct a study of the psychic abilities of others.
Integrated Imagery level Two (TS6120)  
*required for Integrated Imagery Graduate Certificate 
Student must have successfully completed Level One (TS6115). 
Students will be expected to acquire more advanced skills in the 
intake/induction, guiding/processing and closure/integration 
stages of the technique. Emphasis will be placed on the technique 
of processing and re-scripting (de-energizing) the negative or 
traumatic experiences surfacing in the regression process. The 
online component of the course involves the submission of case 
presentations discussing the residential experience as a guide and 
as a traveler as well as 8 practice regression sessions to be conducted 
privately the final weeks of the course. TS6140 is a prerequisite for 
Level Three (TS6125) and includes a mandatory four-day residency 
in Virginia Beach.
Mythology and Symbolism: Pathway to Transformation (TS6140) 
Explores the nature of symbols and mythology, the reasons for their 
importance, and their effect on the way in which we experience life. 
It explores how our belief systems and the resulting behaviors reflect 
our family and culture, and how, during our passage from one stage 
of life to another, symbols and images arise from our biological, 
emotional, psychological and spiritual maturation. The purpose of 
this course is to increase the student’s deep understanding of myths 
and symbols for the transformations in life.
Moral Dimensions of leadership and Conflict Resolution (TS6305) 
The purpose of this course is to reflect upon the ethical implications 
of leadership and conflict transformation. Students consider the 
questions of how one ought to behave as a leader or in the face of 
conflict. The course will examine the meaning of morality with case 
studies on how moral principles guide us in our attempts to resolve 
situations.

Courses offered for both Master’s degree students and for non-credit Continuing Education students.  
For more info, see:  AtlanticUniv.edu or call: 800-428-1512 or email: info@atlanticuniv.edu.

http://www.atlanticuniv.edu/
mailto:info%40atlanticuniv.edu?subject=Atlantic%20University


Fine tune your skills in meditation, 

dream work, the inner life, and 

fulfilling life’s purpose

Become a Spiritual      
Guidance Mentor

Contact Atlantic University to learn more 
about how you can obtain a Certificate in 
Spiritual Guidance Mentor Training

info@atlanticuniv.edu • 800-428-1512

It’s time to put your  
wisdom to work
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J. Everett Irion 
was a quiet but powerful force in the background of the organization that grew up around the wisdom that came 
through Edgar Cayce. a certified public accountant by training, Everett came to the association for Research and 
Enlightenment to become business manager and treasurer of the organization. 

as it turned out, Everett did much more than just the accounting at a.R.E. he also had a lively inquiring mind and 
a fascination with the information in Edgar Cayce’s psychic readings. Everett enjoyed sharing the information in the 
readings through lectures, books, and by giving individual counseling sessions such as the ones i attended. 

The Magical 40-Day  
Manifestation Prayer

B y  C A R O L  A .  C H A P M A N

T
he 40-Day Manifestation Prayer, taught to me by  
J. Everett Irion, is my favorite prayer because 20 years 
ago, it brought my husband to me. 

The idea underlying the 40-Day Manifestation Prayer 
is that of thankfulness. With the 40-Day Manifestation Prayer, you 
are not just generally thankful for whatever comes into your life. In 
this prayer, you specifically pray about something you really want. 
Similar to the Law of Attraction, you phrase your prayer in positive 
terms as if you already have whatever it is you want. 

You do not say, “Take this awful thing away from me,” or, “Give 
me this wonderful thing I want.” Both of those thought patterns 
assume you do not have what you want. They will continue the 
lack in your life. 

Instead, you pray with thanks as if you already have what you 
want. The 40-Day Manifestation Prayer focuses that thankfulness. 
It also emphasizes your relationship with the Infinite by asking for 
what you want in the name of what you consider to be your Higher 
Power. It is important to say the prayer once daily for 40 straight 
days. If you forget or miss a day, you must start again, counting 
from 1. It helps to check off each day on a calendar.

Manifesting your heart’s desire 
Since Everett derived this prayer from his understanding of Edgar 

Cayce’s psychic readings and since Cayce was a devout Christian, 
it is no wonder that the prayer contains the words, “in the name 
of Jesus the Christ.”

In more than 100 readings, Cayce’s spiritual source suggests 
that people read the promises in the 14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th 
chapters of the Gospel of John. In trance, after naming these bibli-
cal chapters, Cayce would often go on to say some version of this 
quote, an excerpt from reading 272-8, given for a 36-year-old 
female schoolteacher:

“… and know that these refer to thee. In each line, in each 
verse, see self receiving those promises, those blessings that He 
has promised.” 

So, what are the promises Cayce refers to? Here they are as 
quoted from the Revised Standard Version of the Bible: 

• John 14:13: Whatever you ask in my name, I will do it, that 
the Father may be glorified in the Son; if you ask anything in 
my name, I will do it.

• John 15:7-8: If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, 
ask whatever you will, and it shall be done for you. By this 
my Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit …

• John 15:16-17: You did not choose me, but I chose you and 
appointed you that you should go and bear fruit and that 
your fruit should abide; so that whatever you ask the Father 
in my name, he may give it to you.

• John 16:23-24: Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask anything 
of the Father, he will give it to you in my name. Hitherto you 
have asked nothing in my name; ask, and you will receive, 
that your joy may be full.

• In Chapter 17 of John, Jesus assures us that he has the abil-
ity to keep His promises to those who pray in His name 
because He and God are one.

It can be concluded, then, that the promise is that if you ask for 
something in the name of Jesus the Christ, then it will be done.

Keeping that in mind, here is the 40-Day Manifestation Prayer 
as I learned it from Everett:

In the name of Jesus, the Christ, 
thank you that (name your heart’s desire as if you already have it), 
if it be Thy will. Amen.
Because many people are not comfortable with the idea of pray-

ing to Jesus the Christ, and because the Cayce readings explained 
that the Christ Consciousness can have many names, it is acceptable 
to choose your own name. 

In the following version of the prayer, I have made some sugges-
tions for substitutions you may want to make. Basically, you are 
invoking the help of a Divine Power Greater than You.

In the name of (Allah, Yahweh, The Creative Forces, The 
Creator, The Father, My Higher Power, Great Spirit, 
the Universe, Jesus the Christ, the Virgin Mary, Moses, 
Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, The Force, etc.) 

thank you that (name your heart’s desire as if you already have it),  
if it be Thy will. Amen. 
   



—visit EdgarCayce.org/prayer to download “The 40-
day Forgiveness Prayer” inspired by J. Everett irion. 
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Phrasing is Key
Our subconscious mind responds so 

much better to the positive phrase, “Thank 
you for my twin soul,” than to the plea, 
“Help me, I’m so lonely,” or “Don’t bring 
another jerk into my life!” 

By being negative, we court creating 
more loneliness or attracting another un-
suitable partner. 

Again, I emphasize that you make sure to 
phrase your heart’s desire as if you already 
have it. If you say, for example, “I want 
to find my twin soul,” you will be creat-
ing a constant “wanting,” and will not be 
“finding” your twin soul, which is what 
you really want. Therefore, it is better to 
pray, “Thank you that I have found my 
twin soul.”

Furthermore, you must end the prayer 
with the simple statement: “If it be Thy 
will.” You want to bring only those things 
into your life which are in your best interest. 
By praying, “If it be Thy will,” you leave it 
to the Power Greater than You to decide. 

This important concept is a refinement 
of those texts that suggest that you draw to 
yourself whatever you think about, visual-
ize, and feel as if you already have what 
you want. With the 40-Day Manifestation 
Prayer you do all of that—think about, vi-
sualize, and feel as if you already have what 
you want—but you do one little bit more. 

You ask that the Infinite or the Creative 
Forces adds its input. Since what you want 
may not bring you happiness or be good 
for you or anybody else, this prayer leaves a 
place for the Universe and your Greater Self 
to guide you. This can be a good thing, be-
cause you may not know everything to ask.

asking the ‘Wrong’ Way: Lessons 
Learned

Years ago, my first husband and I wanted 
a better home. Unfortunately, we did not 
know about the 40-Day Manifestation 
Prayer. 

Instead, we made a “Vision Board” of 
exactly the kind of home we wanted. We 
cut out magazine pictures and glued them 
together. The montage included a stream, 
trees, and fields because we wanted to live 
in the country. We were in our “back to the 
land” phase, so we added an older home 
with a cold cellar for storing food as well 
as a wood stove for heat and a shed full of 
split wood. We also wanted friends and so 
included them in the montage. 

In the end, we got everything we had 

wanted, which we had included in the 
montage. Amazingly, the property looked 
just like the picture we had made in our 
montage. We also had the most wonder-
ful neighbors and made great friends—all 
characteristics we had asked for.

“So, what’s the problem?” you ask. 
We had not thought of all the details. 

Most significantly, it had not occurred 
to us to consider the type of landlord we 
would have. 

What a nightmare! It turned out that our 
landlord, who lived only a few feet away 
across the road, had suffered a brain injury 
in an accident. He could not accept that 
because we paid him rent the house was 
ours to live in—not his. Every day he barged 
into the house. Every day he camped out in 
my kitchen talking to me as I made meals, 
cared for the children, and cleaned. 

I could not get rid of him. He walked 
into the house without knocking. When he 
was not in the house, he lurked outside in 
the woodshed and in the barn. He talked 
non-stop and over and over again about 
the same things. 

Because of this experience, I learned that:
• Yes, the “prayer wheel” Vision Board 

worked
• Yes, it got me what I wanted
• No, it did not bring me happiness 
• No, it did not take into account those 

things I did not know about or think 
to ask for

I’m sure you can tell why I like this 40-
Day Manifestation Prayer so much. It takes 
into account those things you do not know 
about or think of to ask. 

I also like this 40-Day Manifestation 
Prayer because, with the phrase, “If it 
be Thy will,” it invites direction from 
the Divine. This 40-Day Manifestation 
Prayer truly honors that which is greater 
than us. 

Why 40 days of Prayer?
Everett taught that 40 was a powerful 

mystical number. It occurs a number of 
times in the Bible: 

• Jesus was seen on Earth 40 days after 
His crucifixion.

• Jesus spent 40 days wandering in the 
wilderness.

• Jonah warned the people of Nineveh 
that they had 40 days to change their 
ways or else God would destroy their 
city. They repented and were spared. 

• Moses was on the mountain 40 days 

to talk with God and receive the Ten 
Commandments.

 • It took 40 years for Moses to find the 
Promised Land.

• Goliath came 40 days before David 
killed him.

• God made it rain 40 days and nights 
when he wanted to destroy the world 
and start over. Noah’s Ark floated in 
the floodwaters 40 days and nights 
more before he opened a window to 
see what the world was like.

In addition, 40 days is almost six 
weeks—the time many people believe it 
takes to create a new habit. In this case, it 
is a mental and spiritual habit based on the 
Law of Attraction.

Everett also taught the 40-Day 
Forgiveness Prayer, which some have called 
the Edgar Cayce Prayer and some have 
called the Miracle Prayer because, by using 
it, a man was cured of cancer after being 
given only six months to live. In addition, 
Everett taught a prayer to free oneself of re-
sentment. All of these prayers can be found 
in my book, Have your Heart’s desire, 
(Pub. by SunTopaz.com).   

aBouT THE auTHoR
CAROL A. CHAPMAN is 
an author, speaker, film-
maker, photographer, and 
publisher. She specializes 
in spiritual awakening, re-
incarnation, nature spirits, 
Atlantis, yucatan, and the 
power of prayer. Her arti-
cles have been published in 

Venture Inward, and her books include When 
We Were Gods, Arrival of the Gods in Egypt, 
and Have Your Heart’s Desire, the first in her 
new Spiritual Awakening Series.

Join Carol for these special events:

Nov 16: Charlottesville, Va. Atlantis and its 
Colonies in Egypt and yucatan and 
Jan 23, 2014: The Villages, Fla. 
Secrets of a Psychic. Learn more at 
CarolChapmanLive.com.

Dec 29-31: Virginia Beach, Va. New year’s 
Conference, interpreting Signs Along 
your way: Tools for Understand-
ing, Guidance, and Discovery. Visit 
EdgarCayce.org/conferences.

http://www.EdgarCayce.org/prayer
http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences
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JERRy LazaRUS is a spiritual life 
coach, speaker, and author. he has 
a master’s degree in religion and 
meditation. in addition to teaching a 
course on ‘The Wisdom of dreams’ at 
duke University’s oLLi Program, Jerry 
leads workshops and retreats across 
the United States. 
his book, dreams: 
Listening to the voice 
of God, is available 
at his Web site, 
jerrylazarus.com. 

e receive dream messages 
from those who have passed 
on to the other side. Sometimes 

the message is for us, and at 
other times, it’s for others. Candy, 

who once attended my meditation workshop, 
shared this dream with me: 

I saw an older woman in a blackened space 
and I saw her only from the waist up. She was 
beautiful and beaming with a broad smile. She 
seemed familiar as she floated towards me with 
her arm outstretched as if to give me the object 
held between her fingers. As she floated closer, I 
could see that the object was a simple gold ring 
with a thin band set with a small, vibrant ruby. 

Candy shared what happened the next day:
“In the morning, I remembered the dream 

vividly and I felt strongly that the lady in the 
dream was my co-worker’s mother who had 
recently passed away. There was too much 
of a resemblance between the two and I felt 
the dream’s message was not for me. I was 
ambivalent about sharing this dream with my 
coworker, but felt that when I arrived at work 
I’d know what to do—and I did. I told her I 
had had a dream the night before and felt I 
had to let her know about it, hoping when I 
was through, she wouldn’t think I was crazy. 
I blurted out the dream and, before I finished, 
her eyes widened and her hand was over her 
mouth. Then she gasped and began crying. She 
thanked me and proceeded to tell me about the 
ring. Some years ago she had given a ring to her 
mother as a gift. Since her mother’s death, she 
has been struggling to figure out if it was her 
place to claim the ring.” 

The details of the ring that Candy saw in 
her dream fit exactly with the ring in waking 
life! That was the clincher. The coworker felt 
her mother wanted her to take the ring, which 
would make her happy. She said, “It was the 
right thing to do.”

On December 19, 1919, Cayce recorded 
his dream, categorizing it into six scenes. Of 
particular interest to us is “Scene 5”:

The scene changed, and there appeared a 
lady friend who was being buried in the local 
cemetery during that selfsame hour, one whom 
I had known very well and from whom I had 
purchased many flowers for distribution by 

Messages from the Other Side

If the “veil” from 

the conscious to 

the subconscious is 

sufficiently lifted by 

prayer and meditation, 

we can receive 

worthwhile information 

from those who have 

passed on.

the children in my [Sunday School] classes. She 
talked with me about the changes that men call 
death, said that it was a real birth. Especially 
she spoke concerning the effect the gift of 
flowers had upon individuals, and how they 
should be given in life rather than at funerals 
or death. As to what they meant, and how they 
spoke to the invalid, the shut-ins, and meant 
so little to those that had passed from material 
to the spiritual plane. Then she said, ‘But to be 
material for the moment, some months ago 
someone left $2.50 with you for me. you are 
not aware of this having been done, and will 
find it in a drawer of your desk marked with 
the date it was paid, August 8th, and there are 
two paper dollars with a 50-cent piece. See that 
my daughter receives this, for she will need it. 
Be patient with the children, they are gaining 
much.’ (294-15, Background)

Later, Cayce made this report: I went to my 
office and looked in the drawer of the desk 
where I was told to look, and sure enough there 
was the envelope that had been received on the 
8th of August by one of the young ladies who 
had since left the [photography] studio (and 
this was in december). (294-15, Background)

If the “veil” from the conscious to the sub-
conscious is sufficiently lifted by prayer and 
meditation, we can receive worthwhile infor-
mation from those who have passed on, just as 
we do from those alive on Earth. This should 
not be a bizarre or out-of-the-ordinary notion, 
but it should be treated as a normal and natural 
state of our consciousness. I believe that if we 
treat such experiences as abnormal, we create 
blocks that keep us from experiencing them 
more readily. Hence, an open mind to receive 
the messages is important. Moreover, we must 
summon the courage to share the messages 
with the concerned individuals. Perhaps such 
sharing may help others open their minds to the 
splendorous workings of consciousness.   

Want to get active in an 
A.R.E. Dream Group? Visit 
EdgarCayce.org/dreams.

http://edgarcayce.org/dreams/
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although she was trying very hard. 
Suddenly, a car pulled into the lot from the same 

direction we came. The driver stopped his car next 
to us, and in an unfamiliar accent said, “NO! NO! 
NO! Stop! I’ll help you.” … The man looked to be 
in his 70s. He was very tall with piercing blue eyes 
and gray hair. He spoke sternly but softly, telling 
my friend to stand next to him and push. 

He kept telling her, “Push! Push!” But it was 
clear that my friend just couldn’t do it. Then amaz-
ingly he lifted my car up and pushed it backwards 
as though it were made of lightweight plastic. I 
remember standing there thinking, this man has 
superhuman strength, especially for his age. I got 
out of my car, saying thank you. I then told him 
that I loved him and gave him a hug. In response, 
he just patted me softly on the back with open 
hands as though it made him uncomfortable and 
then walked over to his car, got in, and left the 
same way he came… 

We … kept wondering about how he could 
have known that we needed help. Where did he 
come from? We were both thinking the same 
thing—he was an angel. I told my friend it was 
meant for her and she agreed. I told her that he 
was there to tell her that she needed to “push” 
to get her life in order. He was there to give her 
the faith she so desperately needed. For weeks 
afterwards my friend couldn’t get this man out of 
her head, and strongly believes he was only there 
to restore her faith. 

 God works in mysterious ways. This day He sent 
an angel to show my friend that she needs to fight 
to get her life on track, and also possibly to slow 
us down so we could avoid a tragic accident. It 
also amazed me how quickly my finger healed. 
It was completely healed within four days, to the 
point where you would have never known I had 
injured it. I could literally see it healing. Again, God 
certainly does work in mysterious ways. 

By Rachelle Rozz, Pennsylvania

Excerpt:  
Pull back a Little

I HAD JUST GOTTEN into bed and rolled over to my 
right side. Just then my heart started beating and 
pumping erratically. A man suddenly appeared. 

divine Visits 
By Josie Varga

Available through our catalog; see page C-2 or visit 
ARECatalog.com. A.R.E. members receive a 20% discount.

He looked to be middle-aged and was wearing a 
white shirt and tan-colored pants. This man, whom 
I would describe as either an angel or a spirit, sud-
denly slipped down in front of me. By this I mean 
that he was horizontal as I was. His head faced me, 
and his body, like mine, was facing up. 

He lifted his right arm and pointed behind me 
with his right index finger and said, “Pull back a 
little.” When he did this, his entire right forearm, 
hand, and finger enlarged considerably… His arm 
and finger made it impossible for me to miss his 
meaning. I definitely would have understood and 
moved back even if no words were spoken. 

With these words, he was instantly gone, and I 
lay there momentarily thinking, Why should I pull 
back? For an instant I thought, Hell, I’m not going 
to do it. But then it occurred to me that I might as 
well pull back because it wouldn’t hurt anything 
and so I moved back a couple of inches. 

My heart instantly returned to beating and 
pumping normally. It was at this moment that I 
realized what had just happened: I had been paid 
a visit by a divine being. Whether he was an angel 
or a spirit, I am totally convinced that he saved my 
life, allowing me more time on this earth plane. It 
was not my time to go.                 By Jerry E. 

 

Excerpt:  
God Works in Mysterious Ways

I NEEDED TO MAKE a quick stop at my doctor’s 
office to pick up a medical record that my daughter 
needed for school. A friend of mine had been hav-
ing some personal problems, so I asked her to take 
a ride with me just to get her out of the house for a 
while. On our way to the doctor’s office, we were 
in a deep discussion about God and how He gives 
us signs all the time that He’s with us. 

When we arrived, I pulled into the parking lot 
and drove to the spot where I normally park. I shut 
off the car and was about to open my door when 
my car … managed to roll about six inches and 
over a curb while it was in park. I thought this was 
odd but considered that maybe I had just driven up 
too far. I picked up the papers I needed and came 
back out to get my car off the curb. My car sits 
very low to the ground so when it went over, the 
bottom of my car got stuck on the curb. There was 
no backing it out without some sort of help. My 
friend tried pushing it, but she is tiny and not very 
strong. I decided to get the jack out of my trunk in 
the hopes that I could jack the car up and possibly 
drive it out. At this point I didn’t care about the jack 
getting ruined. 

As I was pulling it from my trunk, my finger got 
pinched in the jack, which chopped off a pea-sized 
portion of the tip of my finger. I got a bandage from 
the doctor’s office and went back out to work on 
the car. The jack didn’t help one bit, and my friend 
didn’t have the strength to even budge the car 

Divine Visits is best-
selling author JOSiE 
VARGA’s fifth title. 
She is the author of 
Visits to Heaven and 
Visits from Heaven, 
both also published by 

4th Dimension Press. Besides being a for-
mer communications consultant, she also 
served as the director of communications 
and editor for a trade association.
As a speaker and blogger, Josie helps the 
bereaved by sharing her message that life 
never ends and love never dies. She also 
teaches others to focus on the positive, 
explaining why happiness is all a matter of 
how we think.

4th Dimension Press • 208 pages, paperback • Item #123 $16.95
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Edgar Cayce is considered the Father of Holistic 
Medicine, and his work inspired me to achieve a 
PhD in Holistic Nutrition.

The Edgar Cayce readings have always fasci-
nated me because they were meant to engage 
our very being, or essence, on so many levels. 
His language requires concentration to read and 
understand what he was trying to convey on 
those different levels. The first sets of levels were 
personal, universal, and metaphysical. Within 
those he incorporated more levels: the spirit, the 
mind, and the physical. As I have matured, I have 
noticed that the same reading or passage that I 
read in previous years will give me a new mean-
ing—as though I were reading it for the first time. 
I believe that an important part of sustaining a 
healthy brain is learning to understand various 
aspects of our lives on a completely new level. 
Allowing our perceptions to change helps our 
brains to stay fit.

Following are some of the Cayce “gems” that 
have helped me on different levels. The numbers 
after a quote relate to the person who received the 
reading and the number of readings that the per-
son received. Edgar Cayce’s readings were orga-
nized this way because he gave over 14,000 read-
ings, and these assigned numbers protected the 
person’s identity. The numbered readings allowed 
anyone to reference a reading for research—hence 
the name of the organization, the Association for 
Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.).

Here are some of my favorite quotes:
…But hold to the ideal. Choose aright, and 

then go straight ahead; knowing that the Lord 
helps those who help themselves provided their 
purposes are not of a selfish or egotistical nature. 
(2437-1)

The “ideal” is central to Edgar Cayce’s phi-
losophy. It is your guiding light in this world. My 
personal ideal is the Golden Rule: “Do unto oth-
ers as you would have them to do unto you.” My 
other ideal, which incorporates my main outlook 
on life, is “Celebrate the work of the Creative Spirit 
through nature.” Everyone’s ideal will be different 
and in tune with his or her unique life.

alzheimer’s disease  
a holistic approach 
By Michelle Deetken, PhD

Available through our catalog; see page C-2 or visit 
ARECatalog.com. A.R.E. members receive a 20% discount.

...For the only sin of man is selfishness!
Q. How may it be overcome?
A. Just as has been given; showing mercy, 

showing grace, showing peace, long-suffering, 
brotherly love, kindness—even under the most 
trying circumstances... (987-4)

Cayce called these attributes the “Fruits of the 
Spirit.” He states repeatedly in his readings that 
“Mind is the Builder” and that the fruits of the 
Spirit are love, peace, patience (long-suffering), 
kindness, gentleness, mercy, and grace.

…but learn to use well that had in hand, then 
more may be given thee. Remember the talents! 
(2254-1)

Q. How can people avoid aging in appearance?
A. The mind! (1947-4)
This idea is intriguing on so many levels!

And finally, I like this quote from the readings:
Let not thy heart be troubled; ye believe in God, 

believe also in Him—who is able to quicken the 
life as it flows through thy body, thy mind, thy soul, 
to a full regeneration in the material world, then 
hope in the mental, then truth in the spiritual… 
(2448-2)   

Excerpt: introduction

I WROTE THIS BOOK to empower people to 
take control of their own health. Even though 
we are aging, certain lifestyle changes can and 
will improve our nutritional, environmental, and 
emotional well-being.

There are many simple things that we can do 
to improve the overall health of our bodies. At 
present, it can be stated with certainty that the 
whole body is affected by its nutritional status. 
As demonstrated by many studies, dietary fac-
tors play major roles in determining whether the 
brain ages successfully or declines as a result of 
neurodegenerative disorders.

Thus, the rewards of consistently eating a nutri-
tious diet are definitely worthwhile. With this book, 
I hope to show how easy it is to make lifestyle 
changes that will allow us to reap the rewards of 
growing old gracefully.

The information in the readings of Edgar Cayce 
inspired me to change my life for the better by 
making numerous small changes not only for 
my body’s physical health but also for my mental 
and spiritual health. The amazing insights of the 
Cayce readings and the latest medical research on 
Alzheimer’s disease and inflammation compelled 
me to write this book.

My introduction to Edgar Cayce happened 
in 1982 when I read Jess Stearn’s book, Edgar 
Cayce: The Sleeping Prophet. I signed up as an 
A.R.E. member halfway through the book and 
have been studying the Cayce readings ever since. 

Author MiCHELLE 
DEETKEN, PhD, is a 
holistic nutritionist 
with a doctorate in 
Nutrition from Clayton 
College of Natural 
Health and a BS in Bi-

ology from the University of Nevada-Reno. 
Deetken’s introduction to Edgar Cayce’s 
holistic health readings in the 1980s was 
the reason for her educational pursuits.
Through her experience and research, she 
has found that simple, positive lifestyle 
changes can prevent and even reverse 
some diseases.
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Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. - Changing Lives for the Better

“When there is the conviction in the heart  
of those that have received aid through  
these sources... and there is given the 

opportunity to such for their contribution... 
(the giving) should come of itself.”  

Edgar Cayce reading 254-72

 

“It is in giving that we receive.”  
St. Francis

 

“Give in any way you can,  
of whatever you possess. To give is to love.” 

Kent Nerburn, Letters to My Son

0

0

0

There is JOY in Giving

For more information about how you can find 
joy in giving AND have your giving matched 

through the end of this year,
please contact 

Patrick Belisle, Development Director 
at pat@EdgarCayce.org or 757.457.7126 or

visit EdgarCayce.org/donate for your chance to give.

https://commerce.solutrix.com/are/aresecure/donate2011.asp


CALENDAR OF EvENTS

 For info call HQ toll-free: 800-333-4499

Colorado
Denver • Oct 5 
Edgar Cayce on Your mind and soul: The 
Energy and opportunity of These Times
Peter Woodbury, MSW

Florida
The Villages • 4th Thursdays
Edgar Cayce Film and discussion Group
debby Edgerton 352-350-6834  
(debbyedgerton@gmail.com) 

St. Petersburg • Nov 9 
Explore ancient mysticism: methods of 
Enlightenment, and Your star Traveler self
John Van Auken

illinois
Edgar Cayce Holistic Center
888-663-0082 or 847-299-6535
areheartland.org/chicago
arechicagocenter@gmail.com

Des Plaines (Chicago area) • Nov 26-27
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Edgar Cayce Center 888-663-0082

MassaChuseTTs
Lexington • Oct 19 
Exploring soul Groups and soul mates: 
many Happy Returns
Linda Schiller-Hanna

Plymouth • 2nd and 4th Friday mornings
Coffee with Cayce  
Presentation and group discussion
Betty 508-673-0477 (bettyp508@aol.com) or 
Lois 508-880-7588

Quincy • 3rd Saturdays
monthly meeting and Program
Elena allen 781-862-2019 (Lellaall@verizon.net)

MiChiGan
Detroit area
Margaret dwyer 248-541-0128  
(eagle1062@sbcglobal.net) 

4th Wednesday of each month 
Healthy sleep and dreamwork 
support Group

3rd Thursday of each month, 7-9 p.m.
metro detroit a.R.E. lecture series

EdgarCayce.org54   

arizona
Phoenix Area • Nov 16 
Edgar Cayce on Exploring the mysteries 
of Your mind
Gregg Unterberger, Med

Scottsdale • Nov 19-20
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Lynnie or Rex 480-661-8000  
(lynniecarlucci@gmail.com) 

Sun City • Oct 19
Practical applications of the Readings in 
Relationships, Prosperity, and Health
John Schroeder
John dePuydt 480-883-3822

Tucson • Nov 16-17
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Gina Sperry 520-490-0680  
(equusartgina@gmail.com)

arkansas
Lake DeGray • Nov 9
Edgar Cayce on the unseen Worlds: 
Past lives, Future lives, afterlife
Gregg Unterberger
a.R.E. Southwest Region 512-327-7355

CaliFornia
Sacramento • Nov 12-14
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
yuene Shure 530-219-6831

San Jose • Oct 19 
Your Psychic soul: Tapping into Your 
Inner Guidance of Creativity, Insight, 
and Healing
Judith Pennington

Santa Monica • Nov 22-24
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Wilma Jackson 310-829-1425

Vacaville • Jan 18, 2014 
Past lives and Present life: awakening 
Your Inner Initiate
John Van Auken

MiChiGan
Oct 19
second annual mystic Gathering
Sean Johnson 248-464-2485  
(mphskj@comcast.net)

Oct 26 
The Key: unlocking Your Psychic 
abilities for Everyday living
Echo Bodine

neW Jersey
Woodbridge • Nov 9 
The Key: unlocking Your Psychic 
abilities for Everyday living
Echo Bodine 

neW MexiCo
Albuquerque • Nov 16 
Energy medicine: Practical applications 
and scientific Proof
Special One-Day Program
Dr. C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD

neW york
New York City
A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center 
212-691-7690 or visit edgarcaycenyc.org 

Oct 5-6
a shaman’s Way of Healing
Hachumak

Most Mondays
Cayce Remedies Workshops
Jack Rosen

Oct 2, 9, 16
dowsing with a Pendulum
Jerrey Adler 

Oct 8, 15
Icaro: Calling of the shaman’s song
Irma StarSpirit & Lubaina Choudhury

Oct 11-13
Initiation to the ancestors
John Lockley

Oct 19-20
akashic Records I
Maureen St. Germain

OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, DECEMBER 2013 • EdgarCayce.org/nearyou
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Tennessee
Burns • Nov 8-10
42nd Annual Mid-South Fall Retreat 
Montgomery Bell State Park
many Paths, one Truth: Edgar Cayce on 
the Evolution of Consciousness and the 
Journey of the soul
Peter Woodbury, MSW
Jim Windisch 901-356-2600 (chisports2334@
hotmail.com) or Lora Little (loramysteries@
fastermac.net)

Texas
For upcoming events, call Southwest Region 
512-327-7355
Houston 
Houston a.R.E. Center
713-263-1006 or visit EdgarCaycehouston.org

Nov 29-Dec 1
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith
aantre Kennedy 781-848-8860 

Cayce/Reilly® school of massotherapy 
Continuing Education Workshops 
visit EdgarCayce.org/houston
Email: workshops@caycereilly.edu or  
call 757-457-7134
Open to all—no prerequisite required

Oct 4-6 
myofascial Release upper Body Part I

Oct 9-13, Nov 13-17 
Vodder manual lymph drainage

Nov 2-3 
Reiki I and II

Hunt • Oct 3-6
Texas Fall Retreat 
The story of our souls
John Van Auken
Southwest Region 512-327-7355

Palestine • Mar 13-16, 2014
The 50th annual Texas spring Retreat
Kevin J. Todeschi and Gregg Braden
Marlene duet 855-850-0575
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VirGinia
Charlottesville 
Joanne diMaggio 434-242-7348 
(are.cville@gmail.com)

Oct 19
Balance Your luminous Energy Field 
and awaken Intuition: Blending the 
shamanic Traditions of Peru with 
Edgar Cayce’s Wisdom
Nancy Chrisbaum
 
Nov 16
atlantis and its Colonies in Egypt and 
Yucatan
Carol Chapman 

Fairfax area • Oct 26 
Edgar Cayce on the life Force Within 
You: How to Rejuvenate and Illuminate 
Your Body, mind, and spirit!
John Van Auken

Gloucester • Nov 23
Your Blessed space: de-clutter and 
Harmonize Your Home with Feng shui
Peggy Cross
Cathy hunsberger 804-693-6563  
(chunsberger@cox.net)

Virginia Beach
atlantic university
visit atlanticUniv.edu or see p.46

a.R.E. Headquarters 
June 14-20, 2014 
2014 Wellness and Rejuvenation 
Retreat Limited Enrollment
details and registration at EdgarCayce.org/
Spa or call 757-457-7202

Dec 29-31, 2013 
Life Member Benefit Conference 
annual new Year’s Conference: 
Interpreting signs along Your 
Way: Tools for understanding, soul 
Guidance, and discovery
details and registration at EdgarCayce.org/
conferences or call 800-333-4499

October-December 2013

neW york, continued
New York City, continued

Oct 23
Creating Genius
Dee Savoy

Oct 25, Nov 15, Dec 13
Explore Your Past lives—and Beyond
Laurie Greenberg, PhD

Oct 26, Dec 14
Psychic & Healing Fairs 

Nov 1-3
Healing & manifesting with sound
Jill Mattson

Nov 2-6
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com

Nov 8-9
Your Psychic soul
Judith Pennington

Nov 20
messages of Hope from the angels
Lorna Byrne

Dec 14
Holiday Party

ohio
Columbus • Oct 12-13
universal light Expo
Kevin J. Todeschi
darian Torrance 614-332-6214

Westerville • Nov 16
meditation Retreat
darian Torrance 614-332-6214

oreGon
Portland area • 3rd Saturdays
mutual Interest Group
Call for upcoming event schedule
Raymond and nobie Tarpey 503-697-8341 
(nobtarpey@yahoo.com) 

PennsylVania
Philadelphia • Nov 8-10
spiritual Healing sessions
Malcolm Smith/malcolmsmithhealer.com
Phyllis vorhauer 484-494-6097 

PuerTo riCo
Group meets every other Tuesday evening from 
7-9 p.m. to discuss selected topics from the 
Edgar Cayce material.
Contact: dolly López-zeligman
787-765-3574 or 787-397-0440 
email: edgarcaycepr@gmail.com

 For info call HQ toll-free: 800-333-4499
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Canada, continued
Nanaimo, continued 

Nov 7
Power of Crystals and sacred stones 
Liberty Harakas

Nov 21
dVd series: “of sound mind and 
Body” 
Deepak Chopra and others

Dec 5
Perpetual motion and Free Energy
Ian Coke Richards 

Dec 19
dVd series: “onE” 
Gurus and Sages share deep truth

Jan 16
dVd series: “Edgar Cayce, The 
other nostradamus”

Vancouver 
Monthly
mutual Interest Group/movie night
John Golka 604-736-7762

ONTARIO
27 Study Groups across Canada—to find one near 
you, call Marilyn Kendall Smith 866-322-8209 

Peterborough  
Contact helene Thibert 705-745-7188 
(helene_thibert@hotmail.com)

Weekly 
a search for God study Group 

November (contact helene for date)
The Implications of near-death 
Experiences
Peterborough City Library Auditorium

Jan 25, 2014
new Year Retreat day
Mark Street United Church

QUEBEC
Montreal (South Shore) • Bi-weekly
Healing and meditation Group
Peter Kendall 450-676-4203

VirGinia, continued
Virginia Beach, continued

The Forum • monthly
day Schwartz 804-693-5192
edgarcayceforum.net

Oct 23
Your soul Remembers!
Joanne diMaggio

Nov 20
Visiting Heaven Without Really dying
Elena viada

Cayce/Reilly® school of massotherapy 
Continuing Education Workshops
Open to all—no prerequisite required.  
757-457-7134; workshops@EdgarCayce.org. 
Partial list of workshops; for complete sched-
ule. see EdgarCayce.org/massageschool

Oct 11-13
self-Transformation through Con-
scious Breath, level I

Oct 12-13
Tendinomuscular meridians for 
Fibromyalgia and Cellulite

Oct 15-20
Colon Hydrotherapy Theory & 
Experiential 

Oct 18-20
myofascial Release massage,  
Part II: lower Body 

Oct 26-27
acupoint Reflexology™, level II 

Oct 25 
self-Care: Pain-Free Pain Relief with 
ortho-Bionomy® 

Oct 25-27 
ortho-Bionomy®: self Care and 
lower Extremities 

Nov 1-3
3-day In-depth Introduction to 
oncology massage 

Nov 2-3 
Jin shin do®: “Windows of the sky” 
acupressure Facial 

Nov 7-10
Jin shin do: master Class (module 
II, Part II) 

Nov 8-10
Reflexology, level V 

VirGinia, continued
Virginia Beach, continued

Nov 16-17
Reiki III 

Dec 7
Professional Ethics for manual 
Therapists 

Dec 27-29
Three day Introduction to Cayce/
Reilly massage  

Jan 6-11, 2014
six day Compassionate Care 
oncology Workshop 

Jan 7-12, 2014
Colon Hydrotherapy Theory & 
Experiential 

Jan 10-12, 2014
Cayce/Reilly massage: advanced, 
Integrative Techniques

WisConsin
Brookfield

Oct 19
living Without Fear—understanding 
the Purpose of Your life
Betty Riley
Kevin Reger 414-322-6552 (vfuller@wi.rr.com)

Nov 16
Integrating astrology and Past-life 
Regression
David Birr and Susan Wisehart, MS LMFT, CHT
Kevin Reger 414-322-6552 (areheartland.org) 

Canada • edgarCayceCanada.com
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Comox Valley • Monthly
metaphysical Exploration Group
anjali or norman Thomas 250-338-1690

Nanaimo 
1st and 3rd Thursdays
nanaimo metaphysical network
William and Judith Munns 250-753-2110 
(nmn05@shaw.ca) 
visit nanaimometaphysicalnetwork.org for 
the latest event schedule and speakers

Oct 5
spiritual laws at Work in Your life! 
(Based on Bruce MacArthur’s Your Life; Why 
It Is the Way It Is)
Judith and William Munns 

Oct 17
dVd series: “The secret Code” 
Dr. Norm Shealy

Save the 

date!

http://www.EdgarCayce.org/massageschool
http://www.Areheartland.org
http://www.EdgarCayceCanada.com
http://www.edgarcayce.org/fieldconferences
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Western Caribbean 
and Mayan Cruise

led by Don Carroll 
spring 2014

led by Peter Woodbury • october 2014

• Feel the vitality in 
the Elqui Valley, one 
of Earth’s greatest 
points of energy

• Discover the 
lunarscapes of the 
Atacama Desert and 
the clearest skies in the 
southern hemisphere

Explore the magical landscapes, spiritual wonders 
and ancient civilizations of this beautiful country. 

• Experience the 
wonder of the 
“Moais;” the 
long-faced statues 
of Easter Island 

Experience the magic and mystery 
of ancient Mayan sites nestled in 

the heart of the tropics.

Join Don Carroll in discussions 
from his new book “Sacred 

Geometry and Spiritual 
Symbolism: The Blueprint for 

Creation” as you cruise through 
the beautiful Caribbean.

Plan noW for these amazing Tours

Chile and Easter Island

Come tour one of the most beautiful countries in Europe— 
rich in art, culture, and spiritual heritage.

• Enjoy a gondola ride through the  
winding canals in Venice

• Explore Florence, its cathedrals, galleries, and  
eternal masterpiece: Michelangelo’s David

• Delve into the fascinating history and  
magnificent sights of Rome

led by John van auken • June 2014
Italy

A Tour Like No Other! Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Travel Programs provide the unique experience of visiting spe-
cial areas of the globe that have historical, spiritual, or metaphysical significance tied to insights found in the Cayce readings. 
Our tour leaders have extensive backgrounds in the Cayce material and are your guides to a deeper, more fulfilling journey. 

Contact the a.r.e. Travel Programs office toll free at 888-273-3339 or visit our Web site: edgarCayce.org/tours.

like us on Facebook 
and get the  

latest tour news:

    are Tours

more destinations 
coming! Check our 

Web site and sign up 
for email alerts today.

http://www.edgarcayce.org/tours


There came again that awe, that feeling of a new 
creation, of a new experience, as the entity among those—
only with the closer attendant of the Mother—hastened; 
while all the rabble, all the jeers of a world were stopped!

As it hastened to the quarters where the Mother lay, in 
all that awe of a new experience, and the light as from His 
Star filled the place, the entity then first beheld the Babe. 
That was the crowning experience, until the plea that 
she—too—might hold that glorious child in her arms also!

Then as this became a reality, there were those feelings, 
those experiences—O that the world might know the 
beauty, the joy, the glory of the experiences of His Life in 
their own hearts and minds and beings!

There the entity also saw the shepherds gather, there 
the entity also saw on the morrow the Wise Men—with 
their ladened beasts or camels, with all their praise for 
those who had kept the faith, in making and preserving, 
in keeping and helping those that were in need, that were 
alone—yet God [was] with them!

There were those experiences of the presence as well 
as that expressed in those strange tongues to the entity, 
though the entity knew and thought and felt and experi-
enced the reverence and awe as shown by all.

As the entity sought to find, to keep in touch with the 
mother, the Child, and then when the edict went forth, 
indeed was the entity’s heart rent with fear. For that experi-
ence became then as something to be cherished, yet the 
fear of the law and the hatred that would naturally arise 
in the hearts of those that were persecuted…Those made 
for days and weeks and months when the entity wondered 
and wondered and wondered…Yet oft the entity in the 
stillness of the evening reviewed the happenings, and there 
was the seeking more and more as to what had become of 
His Star, His Light.

And as there was followed the receding of His Star … 
it made for that in the experience of the entity—when it 
sits alone in the twilight, and there is almost again felt the 
music of the spheres, the singing of the morning stars, as 
the earth is quieted—there enters oft again that peace, 
that is only troubled by the cares of a workaday world. 
(1152-3)   

Say
By EDGAR CAyCE

The Readings

In that sojourn we find the entity then was, in time, just 
a year younger than the little Mother who came to the Inn 
where the entity then was an aid to the parents. And the 
entity knowing of same through the meetings that were 
half forbidden by those in the Jewish law and questioned 
by those in authority for the penal law, there was caused 
not only the wonderments but…a seeking to know. Also 
the entity felt the emotions of some great thing in the expe-
rience of the world about to come to pass.

The entity then, in the name Sarapha (or Sara), [GD’s 
note: Probably a nickname, since 1152-1 gives her name 
as Jenife. No doubt most people then had several names. 
Jenife may have been the surname. Or one name in 
Hebraic, another Arabic?] requested that she might aid in 
the preparation of those quarters to which that Mother-to-
be, that father, might come—that were revered by all…

Then the entity aided, so that all was in readiness, when 
in the evening—just before the sun in all its glory of the 
Palestine hills gave forth almost into the voice of nature, 
proclaiming the heralding of a new hope, a new birth to 
the earth, and the glorifying of man’s hope in God—the 
spectre of His Star in the evening sky brought awe and 
wonder to all that beheld.

And the entity, being anxious, gazed with wondering 
awe at that unusual experience to all, and wept with joy of 
those unfoldments within self, of the emotions that made 
for the expectancy of glory surpassing what had been told 
of all the glories of her peoples in the days of old.

There the entity felt what may be very close akin to the 
experiences in self in the present—that a new light, a new 
vision, a new experience was being born in every atom of 
its being.

Then when it was known to the entity that the den, the 
cave, the stable had been occupied—Oh, the rush, Oh, the 
desire to be off to see what that experience might be, held 
the very being of the entity!

And as soon as its duties were cleared about the home, 
as the space was very near, the entity started. But as the 
entity walked into the open upon that Eve, the brightness 
of His Star came nearer and nearer. And the entity heard, 
even as the Shepherds, “Peace on earth, good will to men.”

A New Hope—A New birth—to the Earth

EdgarCayce.org58   



A.R.E. Headquarters: 215 67th Street, Virginia Beach, VA 23451

OCTOBER 10-13: annual ancient mysteries Conference: 
When the morning stars sang Together: Our Ancient 
Celestial Origins and Destiny
Join Laird Scranton, David Hatcher Childress, John Van Auken, Don Carroll, 
James Mullaney, FRAS, and crystals expert James Tyberonn with special 
guests “Ancient Aliens” star Giorgio A. Tsoukalos and futurist Gregg Braden, 
as we unravel the secrets of ancient alien influences on our most primordial 
genesis and unlock what the buried past can tell us about our future.

OCTOBER 20-25: Past-life regression hypnotherapy 
Training Certification with Peter Woodbury, MSW 
neW Learn this popular healing modality with psychotherapist, hypno-
therapist, and Harvard University graduate Peter Woodbury, MSW, who 
was trained by Dr. Brian Weiss, and be certified in Past-Life Regression 
Hypnotherapy by the A.R.E.

NOVEMBER 8-10: awakening your Psychic Potential: The 
User’s Guide to Developing Your Psychic Ability 
Awaken your innate intuitive abilities in this experiential weekend as 
Kevin Ryerson, Maureen Caudill, Henry Reed, PhD, and Patrick Belisle bring 
you the tools and techniques for helping you become fully psychic!

DECEMBER 7: Christ and Christmas Today: Experiencing the 
Kingdom Within
neW With John Van Auken and Lynn Sparrow Christy. Edgar Cayce’s story 
of Christmas brings deeper meaning and insight to this time of celebra-
tion as you consider the inner metaphysical narrative within this story 
and let it awaken within you the awareness of your true nature waiting to 
be born. Plus Christmas chorale sing along!

DECEMBER 29-31: interpreting signs along your Way: Tools 
for understanding, guidance, and Discovery Annual 
New Year’s Conference
The universe provides us with direction on our path, guiding us with 
insights, support, and reassurance. Joanne DiMaggio, Dr. Jason Parker, 
Lauren Suarez, Carol Chapman, Grace Yuksek, and others bring astrology, 
inspirational writing, past-life regression, and other tools for guidance. **

2014 PrevieW! Check our Web site for Frequent updates!
FEBRUARY 21-23, 2014: medical intuition: Self-Diagnosis and 
Healing with Your Body’s Energy Systems 
Back by popular demand! Caroline Myss returns with Dr. C. Norman 
Shealy to bring you their most important discoveries in consciousness 
and healing in this ground-breaking experiential weekend. Learn the role 
of chakras, creative visualization, guided imagery, the power of thought, 
and more, in improving health and developing personal intuition.

MARCH 1, 2014 The Four Keys to spiritual Transformation: 
Let Your Spirit SOAR! 
neW soul growth saturday! Author and professional intuitive Suzanne 
Giesemann shares key concepts for soul growth in an insightful, practical, 
playful workshop that fully engages and uplifts your body, mind, and spirit.

MARCH 9-14, 2014 Foundations in hypnotherapy: Training 
and Certification Course Limited Enrollment
neW Be certified in hypnotherapy by the a.r.e.! In-depth training in hyp-
notherapy techniques for weight loss, pain control, overcoming phobias 
and unwanted habits, past-life regression, stress reduction, self-under-
standing, and more. With one of our best-rated and most experienced 
trainers, psychologist and Master Hypnotherapist Dr. Jason Parker. 

– RegisteR NOW! –
Call: 800-333-4499 toll free  
 International: 757-428-3588, ext. 0 

Web site: edgarCayce.org/conferences
e-mail: confregistrar@EdgarCayce.org

show your conference badge to 
get 10% off purchases in the a.r.e. 
Bookstore.
Programs, speakers, and tuitions are subject to change. 

Check our Web site for updates.
** Open to everyone; Life Members may redeem their  
Life Member pass for this program.

inspiring speakers, extraordinary Programs

A.R.e. Virginia Beach Conferences and training Programs

Come Join with Like-Minded People for Fellowship and Fun

Caroline myss
February 21-23, 2014

giorgio a. Tsoukalos
October 10-13

NeW 
PROgRAMs  

and returning 

favorites!

Peter Woodbury
October 20-25

Kevin ryerson
November 8-10

http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences
http://www.edgarcayce.org/conferences


For more information and to register, go to EdgarCayce.org/conferences or call the conference registrar at 800-333-4499.

Association for Research and Enlightenment, Inc.
215 67th Street
Virginia Beach, VA 23451-2061
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